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In April 2003, the LaRouche in 2004 Presidential campaign
committee issued a special report, Children of Satan: The

‘Ignoble Liars’ Behind Bush’s No-Exit War. By the end of the
year, around 1 million copies of the report had been distrib-
uted inside the United States, with an equal number of copies
distributed via the campaign’s Internet website. Copies of the
text circulated in German, Spanish, French, Italian, Arabic,
and Russian. Scores of major newspapers around the world
republished portions of the report, and many leading American
investigative reporters and members of Congress used the
material first published in
Children of Satan as the basis
for their own investigations,
creating a climate of wide-
spread public exposure of the
neo-conservative cabal inside
the Bush Administration, which
duped the American people, the
Congress, and some interna-
tional leaders into backing a
thoroughly unjust war against
Iraq, for which hundreds of
American soldiers have already
given their lives and many thou-
sands more were injured. The
devastation brought on Iraq will
take generations to reverse.

The release of that Children
of Satan report also shone a long-overdue spotlight on the
role of the fascist philosopher Leo Strauss, and his role in
launching the neo-conservative march through the U.S.
political institutions. Some leading Straussians reacted,
sharply, to the fact that their fascist roots were now showing.
The late Robert Bartley, longtime editorial page editor of the
Wall Street Journal, penned an hysterical diatribe against the
LaRouche campaign document, after The New Yorker maga-
zine and the New York Times published extensive articles,
drawing upon the Leo Strauss exposés first surfaced in the
LaRouche in 2004 report. More recently, Kenneth
Timmerman, a neo-con propagandist, issued a second hys-
terical shriek against LaRouche’s exposé of the Straussians,
and the fact that the exposés of the neo-cons, first published
by LaRouche, now form the basis for serious Congressional
investigations into the intelligence fakery leading to the Iraq
invasion.

Although the first Children of Satan report was published
in three editions, each containing added, updated material,
much new evidence against the neo-cons, particularly
against the Bush Administration’s self-anointed Grand
Inquisitor, Vice President Dick Cheney, has been assembled
in recent months. As the result, Presidential candidate
LaRouche has commissioned a completely new report,
which he has titled Children of Satan II: The Beast-Men.

While much has evolved in the eight months since the
release of the first Children of Satan report, certain essential
facts remain unchanged. As a result of the continuing power of
Vice President Cheney, the entire neoecon apparatus remains
in place inside the Bush Administration. Every effort to clean
house has been stymied by the personal intervention of
Cheney, or by his Russian Mafiya-linked chief of staff and chief
national security aide, Lewis “Scooter” Libby. Whether he is
fully conscious of it or not, Cheney is the Grand Inquisitor of
the Bush Administration, far more than the Vice President or

even the “Prime Minister,” as he
was recently described by
Nightline host Ted Koppel. You
will read, in the pages that fol-
low, about the Straussians’ com-
mitment to transform the
United States from a democrat-
ic republic into a tyranny, using
the events of Sept. 11, 2001 as
their “Reichstag fire,” to justify
the overthrow of our
Constitutional system.

Strauss and his ally,
Alexander Kojeve, adopted the
work of the 18th- and early-
19th-century Martinist occultist
Joseph de Maistre, to promote
the 15th-century Spanish Grand

Inquisitor as the model for the “beast-man” tyrant of the future
world government, built on a foundation of terror and brutality.
They cited Maistre protégé Napoleon Bonaparte as a prototypi-
cal ruthless dictator to inaugurate the “end of history,” an epoch
in which all events center around a succession of tyrannical dic-
tatorships and Jacobin blood-revolts. The Bernard Lewis-
authored and Samuel Huntington-promoted “Clash of
Civilizations” perpetual war against the entire Islamic world
and China is the policy being now promoted by Cheney and
company. This is a Synarchist insurgency against the American
Founders, and against the very survival of civilization.

These are the stakes in the 2004 Presidential election. If
Dick Cheney is not removed from office prior to the
November 2004 elections, the United States will not survive,
in any form recognizable to the Founding Fathers. The docu-
ment you are holding in your hands is intended as a military
field manual. Know the Synarchist enemy within, as the first
step towards effective action.

Jeffrey Steinberg
Dec. 29, 2003
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Presidential candidate Lyndon H. LaRouche, Jr.



Prologue: 
A Trail of Two Beasts

It is no secret among Washington insiders, that there are two
people who constantly intimidate, and, occasionally, infuriate
President George W. Bush: These are Israeli Prime Minister

Ariel Sharon and Vice President Dick Cheney. Sharon and
Cheney, while differing in personality, share the same “Beast-
man” temperament and
tyrannical thirst for power.

However, Sharon and
Cheney share an additional
flaw, a propensity not only to
kill, but also to steal. Their
present chief political vulner-
ability is that both men
greedily pursue personal for-
tune, and have no qualms
about using their public
clout to pursue wealth, far
beyond anything which
might be called their needs.

Now, events seem to be
catching up with both men.
Sharon’s two sons face
indictment in Israel for financial fraud relating to their
father’s January 2003 reelection campaign.

Vice President Cheney’s corrupt ongoing ties to the corpo-
ration he formerly chaired, Halliburton, have grabbed head-
lines around the United States and around the world. The
Cheney corruption scandals have triggered at least one
Pentagon audit and a French criminal probe. The subjects of
these Cheney corruption scandals may soon be the subject of
Congressional hearings, Justice Department fraud inquests,
and growing attention from voters.

If Bush reelection campaign guru Karl Rove has one recur-
ring nightmare, it’s the looming prospect of a “war profiteer”
label dangling around the neck of the Vice President and pre-
sumed G.W. running-mate, as we enter the “hot phase” of the
2004 reelection campaign.

But, that is only one of two leading nightmares haunting
Rove’s dreams of the coming Presidential election.
Halliburton-linked corruption is but one criminal count in a
larger indictment that could, hypothetically, be drawn up

against the Vice President at this very moment. If that were
not enough, other counts could include the leaking of the
identity of an American undercover intelligence officer, and
the conducting of illegal covert operations.

But the exposure of Sharon’s and Cheney’s compulsive
greed, which is grabbing the headlines today, is actually the
lesser of the pair’s crimes.

Rove’s second-most-disturbing nightmare involves Dick
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The Return of
The Beasts
by Jeffrey Steinberg

It is no secret
among
Washington
insiders that there
are two people
who constantly
intimidate and,
occasionally,
infuriate President
George W. Bush:
Israeli Prime
Minister Ariel
Sharon and Vice
President Dick
Cheney. Left, the
President and
Vice President
Cheney.

White House Photo/Paul Morse

President Bush and Israel’s Ariel Sharon in the Oval Office.
Sharon and Cheney, while differing in personality, share the
same ‘Beast-man’ temperament and tyrannical thirst for
power.

Texas Young Republican Federation website



Cheney, Robert Hanssen, and Aldrich Ames. Hanssen
and Ames were, respectively, the FBI and CIA career
counterintelligence officers who were convicted of
spying for the Soviet Union and Russia. The biggest
crime that the duo committed was the coughing-up to
the KGB of American double-agents, inside the Soviet
bureaucracy and military, a crime which resulted in
the execution of some of the U.S.A.’s leading moles
within the East bloc.

There is that common feature of the behavior of
those convicted turncoats and Dick Cheney. For exam-
ple, Vice President, or, shall we say, “President of Vice”
Cheney and his chief of staff I. Lewis “Scooter” Libby,
head the list of suspects in the ongoing Justice
Department national security probe of the leaking of
the identity of a Central Intelligence Agency undercover
intelligence officer, who also happened to be the wife of
former Ambassador Joseph Wilson.

The public exposure of the identity of a CIA officer
is, under a 1982 law, a serious felony carrying a possi-
ble 10-year prison term. Beyond those legal issues of
the case which appear to be beyond the comprehension
of Attorney General John Ashcroft, the idea that the
Vice President and/or his chief of staff may have leaked
the identity of an American secret agent, to gain politi-
cal benefit and cover up their own misconduct, is a
scandal of the highest order.

Ex-Ambassador Wilson had been dispatched by the
CIA to the African country of Niger in February 2002, as
the result of an intelligence query by Vice President
Cheney, to probe reports that Iraq was seeking uranium
with which to make nuclear bombs. Even though
Wilson’s trip debunked the Iraq-Niger story, Cheney
persisted in peddling the lie that Iraq was on the verge of build-
ing a bomb, and he reportedly went berserk at the prospect
that Wilson’s revelations, instead of confirming Cheney’s “yel-
low-cake” concoction, would expose Cheney’s “Big Lie.”

In a July 2003 widely syndicated column by Robert
Novak, Wilson’s wife, Valerie Plame, was “outed” as a CIA
spy. In fact, she worked for years as a “non-official cover”
officer, developing overseas sources on weapons of mass
destruction. Vice President Dick Cheney—who, more than
any other Bush Administration figure, had aggressively
argued for the need for a war against Iraq, since his days as
Secretary of Defense under President George H.W. Bush, Sr.,
pushing this through on wildly exaggerated threats of
Saddam using “Weapons of Mass Destruction” (WMD)
against the United States and our regional allies—may have
blown the cover of one of the U.S.A.’s top WMD-hunters.

The Robert Novak column that exposed Valerie Plame
cited two unnamed “senior Administration officials” as his
sources. The purpose of the Novak leak was to discredit the
Wilson fact-finding mission (“He got the assignment because
his wife was a CIA officer, working on weapons of mass
destruction, and he wasn’t really qualified”), and to send a
chilling warning to any other prospective whistle-blowers,
that there would be a stiff price to pay for coming forward

with information displeasing to the Vice President.
According to well-placed U.S. intelligence sources, the “Get

Wilson” operation, which led to the Novak leak, was launched
in Cheney’s office in March 2003—right after International
Atomic Energy Agency head Mohamed ElBaradei testified at
the UN Security Council that the Niger allegations were based
on shoddy forged documents. The sources suggest that the
leaking of Plame’s identity to Novak and a handful of other
Washington reporters may have been conduited through
members of the Pentagon’s Defense Policy Board (DPD), an
advisory body chaired, until several months ago, by Richard
Perle, and dominated by neo-conservative ideologues, includ-
ing such dubious characters as former Speaker of the House
Newt Gingrich, former CIA Director James Woolsey, and for-
mer arms-control negotiator Kenneth Adelman.

Under “normal” circumstances, the President and Karl
Rove might already have dumped Cheney from the 2004
ticket, or even demanded his earlier resignation for “med-
ical” or “personal” reasons. But the Cheney Vice Presidency
has been anything but normal.

But, even those types of charges hanging over Cheney’s
head are relatively minor, when the deeper issues of the case
are taken into account. Had Adolf Hitler been tried at
Nuremberg, the charge would not have been stealing.
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For at least 30 years, Cheney has been a collaborator of the same
followers of the circle of Leo Strauss (top left) who trained other key
players of the imperialist camp, among them William Kristol (top
right), Paul Wolfowitz (bottom right), and Richard Perle (bottom left).

AEI website



The Long Knives of the Cheneyacs
A recent Nightline broadcast labelled Dick Cheney the most

powerful Vice President in American history, someone almost
worthy of the title “Prime Minister.” He lords it over a Vice-
Presidential staff of over 60 full-time intelligence and national
security aides, a team larger than the National Security Council
of President John F. Kennedy, and overwhelmingly dominated
by neo-con ideologues and far-right-wing Israeli lobbyists.

Cheney’s own agents are in top posts on the “official” NSC
under Condi Rice, and his moles occupy key posts at the
Pentagon. Dr. Robert Joseph, for example, the NSC desk offi-
cer for arms control, takes his marching orders from Cheney
chief of staff “Scooter” Libby, according to several
Administration-linked sources. Joseph was the author of the
infamous “16 words” inserted in President Bush’s January
2003 State of the Union address, which charged that Iraq
was seeking uranium in Africa—well after the CIA had deter-
mined that the reports were bogus.

Cheney, in effect, is the behind-the-scenes power inside
the Bush Administration, the “godfather” of the neo-conserv-
ative cabal that grabbed power in the immediate aftermath
of the Sept. 11, 2001 attacks. If, as Lyndon LaRouche
revealed at the moment those attacks were going on, 9/11 fits
the pattern of Nazi boss Hermann Goering’s “Reichstag
Fire”-style coup d’etat, staged from inside the nation’s securi-
ty establishment, Dick Cheney is the putschist-in-chief, oper-
ating from the shadows, through a weak-minded and easily
manipulated sitting President George W. Bush, Jr.

As a result of these circumstances, the survival of the United
States as a Constitutional republic, dedicated to the general
welfare and the common defense, now hangs on the issue of
Dick Cheney. Nothing short of the more or less immediate
removal of Dick Cheney from power could repair the damage.

However, were the President to dump Dick Cheney, and
purge the neo-con apparatus inside the Bush Administration,
a dramatic change in policy could be immediately effected,
turning the United States and the world back from the brink
of disaster. Within the ranks of the traditional Republican
Party—including some leading GOP Senators who have made
their distaste for the neo-con pack-rats a matter of public
record—there are numerous individuals qualified to fill the
vacant posts for the remainder of the Bush Presidency.

The recent appointment of former Secretary of State James
Baker III as the younger President Bush’s special envoy to
renegotiate the Iraqi debt, is an indication of what the post-
Cheney remains of a Bush, Jr. Presidency might become. That
appointment of Baker, which took place over the strenuous
objections of Cheney and Sharon, might prove to be an early
sign of a power shift within the White House. During the
“Bush 41” Administration, when Baker was Secretary of State
and Cheney was Secretary of Defense, relations between the
two men reached such a point of friction, bordering on hatred,
that all communications between the two Secretaries were
handled by National Security Adviser Gen. Brent Scowcroft,
according to one close observer. Sources that cannot be
ignored report that it was Karl Rove and White House Chief of
Staff Andrew Card who engineered this new appointment of

former Secretary Baker, with the full backing of former
President George H.W. Bush, Sr.

Even among long-standing Washington insiders, there has
been a persistent failure to comprehend how Dick Cheney
appears to have emerged as the coach and quarterback for the
neo-con hijacking of U.S. national-security policy in the imme-
diate aftermath of 9/11. Some longtime Cheney associates
have attributed his emergence as a true “Beast-man” to his
several near-death experiences surrounding his heart condi-
tion. When one knows the history of Cheney and his wife over
decades, that rumor must be discarded. Others attribute it,
naively, to the shock of the Sept. 11 attacks, when Cheney was
in the White House as the planes were crashing into the World
Trade Center towers and the Pentagon.

The truth is that, for at least the past 30 years, Cheney has
been an intimate collaborator of the same followers of Leo
Strauss’s circle of neo-fascist intellectuals, who have trained
and indoctrinated other key players in the present imperial
camp, including Paul Wolfowitz, William Kristol, and
Richard Perle. Those bonds were established by the mid-
1970s and have never been severed. While Vice President
and political hit-man Cheney exhibits all the “Beast-man”
characteristics of a Straussian fascist himself, it is his wife,
Lynne, who has been the intellectual in the Cheney house-
hold. She has been a fellow-traveller of this neo-fascist appa-
ratus for at least the past several decades.

For years, beginning prior to her husband’s inauguration as
Vice President, Lynne Cheney has been a senior fellow at the
American Enterprise Institute (Cheney, too, briefly served on
the AEI board), the leading neo-con thinktank in Washington,
where she hobnobs with Perle, Kristol, and crew.

1.
Cheney, Hitler & 

The Grand Inquisitor
As documented in the first (April 2003) edition of our

Children of Satan report, the late fascist philosopher Leo
Strauss, of the University of Chicago, and St. John’s College
in Annapolis, Md., was the most prominent U.S.A.-based dis-
ciple of the two leading Nazi Party ideologues: Nietzschean
revivalist Martin Heidegger, and the Crown Jurist of the Nazi
legal establishment, Carl Schmitt. Strauss trained two gener-
ations of American academics and political operatives
around the idea that tyranny is the purest form of statecraft;
that the manipulation of fear of an enemy, and debased
forms of revealed religion, are the key to political power; and
that strategic deception—the “Big Lie” technique associated
with Nazi Propaganda Minister Goebbels—is the number
one weapon in every successful politician’s arsenal.

Dick Cheney is not a copy of Adolf Hitler, but he comes
directly out of the same background as Mussolini, Hitler,
Franco, and their like, from the 1922-45 pages of modern
history. He belongs to the same psychopathological stereo-
type which history traces back to the ancient Phrygian
Dionysus from whom the models of the Spanish Grand
Inquisitor and the French Jacobin Terror are traced by the
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leading intellectual founder of all modern fascist move-
ments—the chief intellect of the modern fascist tradition,
Joseph de Maistre. The Cheney-Strauss-Nazi connections to
Maistre are clear, and crucial for understanding the Nazi-like
global menace which Cheney, as a sitting U.S. Vice
President, typifies for the world today,

In his extensive correspondence with his longtime intel-
lectual ally, Alexandre Kojeve, the Paris-based Russian emi-
gré, Strauss jousted with Kojeve over the issue of whether a
national tyranny or a universal tyranny were superior.
Kojeve, a lifelong operative of the international Synarchist
movement of European-centered fascists, cited the case of
Napoleon Bonaparte, and the later cases of Mussolini,
Hitler, and Stalin, as proof that a universal—i.e., world gov-
ernment—form of tyranny was possible and desirable.

Kojeve aggressively promoted the Nietzschean idea of
“Beast-man” as universal tyrant, an idea first spelled out by
the 18th- and 19th-century French Martinist cult philosopher
Joseph de Maistre, whose writings inspired Napoleon
Bonaparte, and later formed the basis for Joseph Alexandre
Saint Yves d’Alveydre’s vast writings on Synarchism, the
modern form of bankers’ universal fascism.

Maistre was himself a member of the Lyons Martinist
lodge of occult Freemasons, along with Fabre D’Olivet, Saint
Yves’ other sources of inspiration (and Maistre’s Martinist fol-
lowers were leading Jacobins). Maistre was a graphic promot-
er of the need for “a new inquisition,” modelled on the Grand
Inquisitor of Spain.

Maistre was obsessed with the personality of the execu-
tioner, writing, “All grandeur, all power, all subordination to
authority rests on the executioner; he is the horror and the

bond of human association.
Remove this incomprehen-
sible agent from the world,
and at that very moment,
order gives way to chaos;
thrones topple and society
disappears.”

Cheney, 
Fascism, and 
the Inquisition

As Presidential candidate
Lyndon LaRouche has
emphasized that often-over-
looked, crucial fact of mod-
ern history, the French
Revolution of 1789-1815
had been pre-organized by
Lord Shelburne’s financier
interests, the imperial
British East India
Company, as part of
Shelburne’s avowed deter-
mination, from 1763 on, to
crush the independence of
the English-speaking

colonies of North America, and to destroy the British
Empire’s leading rival in Europe, namely, France. The victo-
ry of the American cause at Yorktown had therefore driven
Shelburne and his circles into a frenzy of lust for destruction
in all directions.

For this purpose, Shelburne had built up a network of
British East India Company assets in France and Switzerland,
of which the most important was the synthetic freemasonic
cult known as the Martinists, centered around Lyons, France. It
was these Martinists who developed the Beast-man model
around which both the Jacobin Terror and Napoleon’s subse-
quent tyranny were crafted. This was the model used by Jeremy
Bentham’s chief protégé and successor, Lord Palmerston, for
creating the Giuseppe Mazzini-led Young Europe and Young
America networks around the British intelligence assets he and
the British Library’s David Urquhart shared.

This was the model which produced the Synarchist
International’s wave of fascist tyrannies of the 1922-45 interval.
The Hitler regime typifies nothing other than the “Beast-man”
concept of Martinist ideologue Joseph de Maistre, and of such
Maistre followers as Friedrich Nietzsche and Hannah Arendt’s
beloved Nazi philosopher, Martin Heidegger. However, as
Maistre himself insisted, he did not invent that concept of the
Jacobin, Napoleonic, and Hitler models of the Beast-man as
dictator. As he insisted, his proximate model for what we have
come to know as the Nazi and Nazi-like model echoed by Vice
President Cheney today, was the Spanish Grand Inquisitor.

This role of the Spanish Inquisition, and its continuing
ideological tradition via Franco’s Spain, is of crucial signifi-
cance for the endangered security of the American conti-
nents today. The most deadly threat to the internal security
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A scene from the court of the Spanish Inquisition (which flourished under the reign of
Ferdinand and Isabella) as painted by the great Spanish painter Francisco Goya in 1816 and
titled Auto de Fe (which means ‘act of faith’). Those on trial wear the prescribed fool’s cap, or
dunce cap, and sanbenito (with its different decorations, depending on whether the accused
was allowed to repent and live, or was consigned to the flames of the auto de fe).



of South and Central America, still today, as during the late
1930s and early 1940s of the Nazi-backed Synarchist pene-
tration there, via Franco’s Spain, is the recently reactivated
network of Spain-linked, self-styled right-wing, pro-aristo-
cratic religious fanatics in Central and South America.

Therefore, the role of Maistre’s model of the Grand
Inquisitor as the model for what became Hitler, is no mere
literary-historical curiosity. It is of crucial practical impor-
tance for security concerns today. The abuse of the nations
and peoples of South and Central America, chiefly by the U.S.
and Britain, since, especially, 1982, has built up an accumula-
tion of both left- and right-wing revivals of, ironically, often
U.S.-backed Synarchist hatred against the U.S., which has
turned those looted parts of the hemisphere into a hotbed of
potential we dare not ignore. The right-wing admirers of the
tradition of the Spanish Inquisition are, ultimately, the great
source of internal danger to the Americas as a whole, from
this quarter. The left-wing varieties are, like British agents

Danton and Marat, and also the Jacobin Terrorists, the politi-
cal cannon-fodder fertilizing the ground for the coming of a
reactionary Synarchist tyrant like Napoleon or Hitler.

The relevance of that Spanish Inquisition which conduct-
ed the Hitler-like expulsion of the Jews of Spain in 1492, is,
briefly, as follows.

From about the 10th century A.D., until the aftermath of
the mid-14th-century New Dark Age, Europe and adjoining
regions of the world had been dominated increasingly by a
symbiosis of the Norman chivalry with the growing imperial
maritime power of Venice’s financier oligarchy. The 15th-
century Renaissance, which revived Classical European civi-
lization, restored a shattered Christianity, and launched the
first modern nation-states, in France and England, was a
great threat to the Venice-Norman feudal tradition. The
Spanish Inquisition was a leading element of the forces mus-
tered by Venice’s financier oligarchy to unleash the succes-
sive waves of religious warfare which dominated Europe
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Joseph de Maistre on The Executioner
‘Who is this inexplicable being, who,

when there are so many agreeable,
lucrative, honest and even honorable pro-
fessions to choose among, in which a man
can exercise his skill or his powers, has
chosen that of torturing or killing his own
kind? Is there not something in them that
is peculiar, and alien to our nature?
Myself, I have no doubt about this. He is
made like us externally. He is born like all
of us. But he is an extraordinary being,
and it needs a special decree to bring him
into existence as a member of the human
family—a fiat of the creative power. He is
created like a law unto himself.

“Consider what he is in the opinion of
mankind, and try to conceive, if you can,
how he can manage to ignore or defy this opinion. Hardly
has he been assigned to his proper dwelling-place, hardly
has he taken possession of it, when others remove their
homes elsewhere whence they can no longer see him. In the
midst of this desolation, in this sort of vacuum formed
round him, he lives alone with his mate and his young, who
acquaint him with the sound of the human voice: without
them he would hear nothing but groans. . . .The gloomy sig-
nal is given; an abject servitor of justice knocks on his door
to tell him that he is wanted; he goes; he arrives at a public
square covered by a dense, trembling mob. A poisoner, a
parricide, a man who has committed sacrilege is tossed to
him: he seizes him, stretches him, ties him to a horizontal
cross, he raises his arm; there is a horrible silence; there is
no sound but that of bones cracking under the bars, and the
shrieks of the victim. He unties him. He puts him on the

wheel; the shattered limbs are entangled in
the spokes; the head hangs down; the hair
stands up, and the mouth gaping open like
a furnace from time to time emits only a
few bloodstained words to beg for death.
His heart is beating, but it is with joy: he
congratulates himself, he says in his heart,
‘Nobody quarters as well as I.’ He steps
down. He holds out his bloodstained hand,
the justice throws him—from a distance—a
few pieces of gold, which he catches
through a double row of human beings
standing back in horror. He sits down to
table, and he eats. Then he goes to bed and
sleeps. And on the next day, when he
wakes, he thinks of something totally dif-
ferent from what he did the day before. Is

he a man? Yes. God receives him in his shrines, and allows
him to pray. He is not a criminal. Nevertheless no tongue
dares declare that he is virtuous, that he is an honest man,
that he is estimable. No moral praise seems appropriate to
him, for everyone else is assumed to have relations with
human beings; he has none. And yet all greatness, all power,
all subordination rest on the executioner. He is the terror
and the bond of human association. Remove this mysteri-
ous agent from the world, and in an instant order yields to
chaos: thrones fall, society disappears. God, who has creat-
ed sovereignty, has also made punishment; he has fixed the
earth upon these two poles: ‘for Jehovah is master of the
twin poles and upon them he maketh turn the world.’ . . . (I
Samuel 2:8).”

[From St. Petersburg Dialogues, quoted in Isaiah Berlin,
Crooked Timber, pp. 116-117.]

Joseph de Maistre



from about A.D. 1511, until the 1648 Treaty of Westphalia.
With the decline of Venice’s secular power, during the late

17th century, the formerly Venice-centered financier oligarchy
shifted its bases of international operations to the Netherlands
and England, where the Anglo-Dutch imperial maritime
power was built up around the Dutch and British East India
companies, to emerge as the dominant force in Europe. To
preserve that emerging imperial power, the forces typified by
Lord Shelburne mobilized to crush the threat represented by
the emerging tendency for establishment of a true republic
from among the English-speaking colonies of North America.

Then, just as the Venetian oligarchical interest had
unleashed the religious warfare of 1511-1648, in the effort to

turn back the clock of history to 14th-century feudalism, so the
financier-oligarchical architects of the British East India
Company’s imperial maritime power, looked back to the
Spanish Inquisition-led religious warfare of the 1511-1648
interval, for a design to be used to crush the emerging Classical
humanist republicanism of the late 18th century. Maistre’s pro-
lific references to the model of the Spanish Inquisition are not
to be discounted as merely literary, but, rather, represent a
resurgence of a tradition of the Inquisition which had not actu-
ally died out, then, or even today. Tom DeLay is an ironical
example of this unbroken connection to the present time.

So, to the present day, the hallmark of the Synarchist is
often his or her hatred of the actual history of the United
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Donoso Cortes’s ‘Immense Sea of Blood’

Lust for the spilling of human blood is a touchstone of the
Synarchist mindset. Take the case of the 19th-century

Spanish Catholic counter-revolutionary ideologue, Juan
Donoso Cortes (1809-53), who argued that human sacrifice
is the most universal of all human institutions.

Whatever his importance in the leadership of the post-
1848 reaction in Europe in his lifetime, Donoso Cortes
posthumously played a central role in the creation of fas-
cism in Europe in the first half of the 20th century through
the work of his admirer Carl Schmitt, the Crown Jurist of
the Nazi regime. As early as 1922, at least, Schmitt set out to
revive the work of Donoso Cortes as one of three thinkers
necessary “For A Political Philosophy of the Counter-
Revolution,” as Schmitt titled an essay published that year.
Schmitt credited Donoso with reaching conclusions more
profound than his philosophical predecessor, Synarchist
ideologue Joseph de Maistre, the other “thinker,” along with
the purported father of traditionalism, Louis de Bonald,
whom Schmitt identified as key for the counter-revolution.

Schmitt held up Donoso Cortes as the principal “theoreti-
cian of dictatorship and decisionism.” Spanish fascist legal
authorities, who collaborated with Schmitt, used Schmitt’s
reworking of Donoso Cortes to give legitimacy to Francisco
Franco’s regime. Indeed, speaking in Franco’s Madrid in
May 1944, Hitler’s Schmitt hailed Donoso Cortes as the
Cassandra who had forecast that the whole planet would be
submerged in just such a “universal civil war” as was then
occurring, if “the discussing class” were left in power.
Victory in this civil war requires that Donoso’s importance
be understood, Schmitt argued.

Man, the Most Despicable of Creatures

Donoso Cortes is most famous for his Jan. 4, 1849 speech
before the Spanish parliament in which he cried: “Let us
have dictatorship!”

“I say, Gentlemen, that dictatorship, in certain circum-
stances, in given circumstances, such as those in which we
find ourselves, for example, is a legitimate form of govern-

ment, as good and as profitable as any other, a rational sys-
tem of government which can be defended in theory as well
as in practice,” proclaimed Donoso. “So wise are the
English” that in England, “dictatorship is not an exception
in law, but is part of common law.” Dictatorship, indeed, is
part of the divine order—God reserves the right to arbitrari-
ly break his own laws, he asserted. Thus, folly awaits “the
party which imagines that it can govern with less means of
doing so than God, and refuses to use the means of dictator-
ship, which is sometimes necessary.”

Donoso hated humanity. “The meanest reptile which I
trample under my feet would seem less despicable to me
than Man,” Donoso wrote in his philosophical piece, Essay
on Catholicism, Liberalism and Socialism. “The point of faith
which most oppresses and weighs upon my reason is that of
the nobility and dignity of the human species; a dignity and
nobility which I wish to grasp and understand, and cannot. .
. . Before I can believe in the nobleness of this stupid multi-
tude, I must receive the fact as a revelation from God.”

A typical fundamentalist, Donoso argued that revealed
religion (in his case, the Roman Catholic Church), must
impose dictatorship, as human beings are incapable of inde-
pendent reason. “The doctrinal intolerance of the Church
has saved the world from chaos,” he wrote, because the
moment discussion of the sacred political, domestic, social
and religious truths is permitted, “that moment the mind
becomes unsettled, being lost between truth and error, and
the clear mirror of human reason is obscured.”

“Reason has not been given to man to enable him to dis-
cover the truth, but only that he might comprehend it when it
is explained, and perceive it when it is pointed out to him,” he
wrote. “The misery of man is so great, and his intellectual
indigence so lamentable, that he could not understand the
first thing with certainty which he ought to comprehend, if
the divine plan permitted that he should discover anything by
himself. I would ask, if there exist any man who can exactly
define what reason is; or who can tell why he is endowed with
it; or in what way it is useful to him, and what are its limits.”



States, especially among those influenced by the Spanish-
speaking branch of the de Maistre tradition. The argument
that the existence of the U.S. was nothing but a mistake, or
even an evil from the beginning, is typical of the “aristocrat-
ic” Spanish-speaking pro-fascist fanatic of this type.

That admiration of the tradition of the Spanish
Inquisition, combined with explicitly anti-Semitic defense
of Isabella’s expulsion of the Jews, is the leading edge of
the fascist (Synarchist) threat from within the Americas
today. Cheney is no Christian in fact, but the character of
his role over the recent several decades is fully in accord
with the doctrine according to de Maistre.

In that context, we must recognize the deeper implica-

tions of Dick Cheney’s incantations. We must understand,
thus, how the very fabric of the social order came apart on
9/11, and the significance of Cheney’s repeated lies about
Saddam Hussein’s weapons of mass destruction and links
to Osama bin Laden, which have, on occasion, forced even
President Bush to issue correctives, are right out of the
pages of de Maistre and Saint Yves. Vice President Cheney
didn’t just come upon this approach to politics by happen-
stance. He was placed under the wings of two of the lead-
ing Strauss cultists back in the early 1970s, when he first
came to Washington and was adopted by Donald Rumsfeld.

The Goldwin Case, for Example

According to a little-known, but quite revealing 2002
book, Intellectuals and the American Presidency, by Tevi
Troy, during the early 1970s, both Rumsfeld and Cheney
came under the sway of leading Strauss protégé Robert
Goldwin. Goldwin got his Ph.D. in political science under
Strauss at the University of Chicago in 1963, and remained
at Chicago as director of the Public Affairs Conference
Center, a program through which the Straussians spread
their net into the business and political communities. At one
Center seminar, Goldwin met two Midwest Republican
Congressmen, Gerald Ford (Michigan) and Donald
Rumsfeld (Illinois). Goldwin and Rumsfeld struck up a
friendship, which continued even when Goldwin left
Chicago to become Dean at his undergraduate alma mater,
St. John’s College in Annapolis, Md. Goldwin brought
Strauss to St. John’s as a resident scholar from 1969-1973,
allowing Strauss to spend his final years near the Washing-
ton, D.C. center of political power.

In 1973, Goldwin became Rumsfeld’s deputy when the
Congressman accepted Richard Nixon’s appointment as U.S.
Ambassador to NATO. When Gerald Ford became President,
after Nixon’s resignation, Rumsfeld, and his protégé Dick
Cheney, came to the White House as chief of staff and
deputy. Goldwin also came to the White House as a special
consultant to the President.

According to extensive records at the Gerald Ford
Presidential Library, reviewed by Troy, Goldwin’s first assign-
ment was to organize a small White House seminar for Ford
and senior staff. The guest scholar for the kickoff seminar
was Irving Kristol, the former Trotskyist, who had become
one of the neo-conservative movement’s founding fathers,
and a close collaborator of Leo Strauss. Kristol and Goldwin
both became White House fixtures under Ford; and Cheney,
according to a string of memoranda and letters, became par-
ticularly enamored of Kristol, bringing him in on speech-writ-
ing and other policy tasks. When Rumsfeld was named to
replace James Schlesinger as Secretary of Defense, Cheney
stepped up to the post of White House Chief of Staff, and the
love affair with Kristol and Goldwin blossomed even further.

Goldwin left the White House in October 1976, but did not
return to academia. Instead, following Kristol’s lead, he
became director of seminars and senior fellow at the
American Enterprise Institute. Goldwin’s move was part of a
Kristol-devised scheme to use a group of right-wing founda-
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‘God Told Me To Kill!’
Donoso’s view is, in fact, strictly Satanic, for he argues

that God granted Man the faculty of free will only to do
evil. His liberty is only “to draw evil out of good, disorder
out of order, and to disturb, even though it be accidental-
ly, the perfect adjustment with which God has arranged
all things. . . . Evil exists, because without it we cannot
imagine human liberty. . . . Evil comes from man, and is
in man, and, coming from and dwelling in him, there is
in it a great agreement, and no contradiction whatever,”
Donoso argued.

The culmination of Donoso’s philosophical treatise, is
that “the institution of bloody sacrifices” is “the most uni-
versal” of all human dogmas and institutions. The most
civilized nations and the most savage tribes believe in “a
pure victim offered as a perfect holocaust,” he wrote.
Without the death penalty, without “the purifying effica-
cy of blood,” all societal bonds would collapse. He even
asserted that “the dogma of solidarity” between men is
embodied in “the institution of bloody sacrifices”!

Donoso Cortes virtually bathes in blood:
“Since the day of the first effusion of blood, it has

never ceased to flow, and it has never been shed in vain. .
. . Mankind . . . has always believed these three things
with an unconquerable faith: that the effusion of blood is
necessary, that there is a manner of shedding blood
which is purifying, and another mode which is condem-
natory. History clearly attests these truths. It presents to
us the narrative of cruel acts, of bloody conquests, of the
overthrow and destruction of famous cities, of atrocious
murders committed, of pure victims offered on blood-
stained altars, of brothers warring against brothers, of
the rich oppressing the poor, and of fathers tyrannizing
over their children, until the Earth appears to us like an
immense sea of blood, which neither the piercing breath
of the winds can dry up, nor the scorching rays of the sun
can absorb.”

—Gretchen Small



tions, led by the Mellon-Scaife, Smith-Richardson (the spon-
sor of Dennis King’s ravings), and Eli Lilly endowments, to
establish a neo-conservative beach-head inside the
Washington Beltway. Upon Goldwin’s arrival, AEI was rather
rapidly transformed, from a traditional conservative outfit, to
a hotbed of neo-con insurgency, paving the way for the later
arrival of such Kristol and Strauss protégés as Perle, Michael
Ledeen, William Kristol—and Lynne and Dick Cheney.

2.
An Empire of Blood and Steal

Cheney has cast himself in de Maistre models as the
Spanish Grand Inquisitor and Hitler, but he often stops on the
way to the assassinations, to pick up more than a bit of cash.

Cheney’s early pedigree as a Straussian “gentleman,” the
politician who places himself, willingly, in the hands of a
behind-the-scenes cabal of imperial “philosophers,” was still
evident when he left the U.S. Congress in 1989, to become
the Secretary of Defense in the “Bush 41” Cabinet. Cheney
staffed his policy office with a team of Straussian intellectu-
als, headed by Allan Bloom protégé Paul Wolfowitz,
Wolfowitz’s understudy “Scooter” Libby, and University of

Chicago-trained utopian Zalmay Khalilzad. These men,
along with foreign-service careerist Eric Edelman, formed an
in-house thinktank, charged with deliberating on “big pic-
ture” issues, like American defense and national security pol-
icy in the post-Cold War era.

In May 1990, Cheney staged a competitive policy debate
between the Wolfowitz team and a rival group, led by Joint
Chiefs of Staff chairman Gen. Colin Powell. President Bush’s
choice of Powell as JCS chairman had badly rattled Cheney,
who was not even consulted by the President before the
choice was made; and Cheney’s personal animus against
Powell, which persists to the present day, dates at least back
to that experience.

The subject of the “Team A/Team B” debate was the future
U.S. national security doctrine for the post-Soviet era.
Wolfowitz, according to published accounts, dominated the
discussion (Powell never even got to deliver his alternative
vision until several months later, long after Cheney had whole-
sale bought into the Wolfowitz strategy), setting out a neo-
imperial mission for the United States, premised on the idea
that no nation or combination of nations would be allowed to
match American economic, military, or political power, for
decades to come.
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The Expulsion of the Jews

Illustrative of the character and
effects of the expulsion of the

Spanish Jews by Ferdinand and
Isabella in 1492, at the insistence of
the Grand Inquisitor, Tomas de
Torquemada, is this citation by
American historian William H.
Prescott, from a Genoese historian
who saw the following with his
own eyes:

“No one could behold the suffer-
ings of the Jewish exiles unmoved.
A great many perished of hunger,
especially those of tender years.
Mothers, with scarcely strength to
support themselves, carried their
famished infants in their arms, and
died with them. Many fell victims
to the cold, others to intense thirst,
while the unaccustomed distresses
incident to a sea voyage aggravated
their maladies. I will not enlarge on
the cruelty and the avarice which
they frequently experienced from
the masters of the ships, which
transported them from Spain. Some were murdered to
gratify their cupidity, others forced to sell their children
for the expenses of the passage. They arrived in Genoa in
crowds, but were not suffered to tarry there long, by rea-

son of the ancient law which inter-
dicted the Jewish traveller from a
longer residence than three days.
They were allowed, however, to
refit their vessels, and to recruit
themselves for some days from the
fatigues of their voyage. One might
have taken them for spectres, so
emaciated were they, so cadaver-
ous in their aspect, and with eyes
so sunken; they differed in nothing
from the dead, except in the power
of motion, which indeed they
scarcely retained. Many fainted
and expired on the mole, which
being completely surrounded by
the sea, was the only quarter
vouchsafed to the wretched emi-
grants. The infection bred by such
a swarm of dead and dying persons
was not at once perceived; but,
when the winter broke up, ulcers
began to make their appearance,
and the malady, which lurked for a
long time in the city, broke out into

the plague in the following year.”
[William J. Prescott, The Reign of Ferdinand and

Isabella, Part I, Chapter XVII, quoting Senaraga, apud
Muratori, Rerum Ital. Script., tom. xxiv, pp. 531, 532.]

The Nahum Goldmann Museum of the Jewish Diaspora, Israel

A page of the original Edict signed by
Ferdinand and Isabella on March 31, 1492,
driving the Jews from Spain.



To assure American primacy, Wolfowitz,
sometime Marc Rich lawyer Libby, Khalilzad,
and Edelman argued that the United States
should adopt a doctrine of preventive war. The
corollary to the preventive-war theme was that
the U.S.A. should develop a new generation of
mini-nuclear weapons, which could be integrated
into the conventional military arsenal—to terror-
ize any potential future rivals into submission.

The Wolfowitz presentation to Cheney
occurred in May 1990—three months before
Iraqi tanks rolled into Kuwait. At the time,
Saddam Hussein was still an “American asset,”
who had received vast quantities of U.S. chemi-
cal weapons and other “weapons of mass
destruction,” during the eight-year Iran-Iraq
war. Nevertheless, policy papers were already
crossing Secretary of Defense Cheney’s desk,
promoting the development and use of mini-
nukes, to counter “Third World dictators” seek-
ing WMD. Saddam Hussein’s name was
already on top of the list of despots, to be possi-
ble targets for U.S. preventive war, and
American first use of mini-nukes.

Cheney had emerged as the Bush 41 Administration’s very
own “Colonel Blimp,” promoting preventive wars, nuclear
first strikes, and an American 1,000-year imperium.

Cooler heads, including President George H.W. Bush. Sr.,
National Security Adviser Scowcroft, Secretary of State
Baker, and JCS chairman Powell, prevailed at that time.
When Cheney, Wolfowitz, et al. tried to codify their
American imperial wet-dream in the 1992 Defense Planning
Guidance, the draft was leaked to the New York Times, and
sent back to Cheney’s office for rewrite. Despite the setback,
Cheney got in the final word—after Bush, Sr. lost his reelec-
tion bid. In January 1993, on the way out the door, “Beast-
man” Cheney published Defense Strategy for the 1990s: The
Regional Defense Strategy, in which both the preventive-war
and mini-nuke policies were put on the record.

The Spoils of Cheney’s Future Wars

Once again, on the way to all that killing, Secretary of
Defense Dick Cheney had set in motion another piece of the
imperial agenda—one that he would parlay into a personal
fortune, while opening up U.S. taxpayer dollars to looting by
a cartel of military-industrial complex giants.

In 1991-92, Cheney hired the Texas oil industry service
company Halliburton to conduct a secret study of how the
Pentagon could outsource essential logistical functions to pri-
vate corporations. At that time, Cheney was cutting the size of
the U.S. military by a half-million men and women. The two
actions, taken together, represented a dramatic transforma-
tion of the U.S. armed forces, from an organization based on
military logistics-in-depth, to a “professional” quasi-mercenary
force, restructured to pursue the imperial agenda of Third
World raw-materials looting and neo-colonial occupation. The
outsourcing scheme was the third rail of the new Cheney-

Wolfowitz-Libby “preventive nuclear war” doctrine.
Halliburton received at least $8.9 million for the privati-

zation scheme (some accounts place the Pentagon secret
payout at closer to $25 million), and also received a vital
infusion of Pentagon cash, through contracts to rebuild
some of the oil facilities in Kuwait and Iraq that had been
destroyed in the just-concluded “Operation Desert Storm.”

In 1995, an indiscreet interval of two years after Cheney left
his post as Secretary of Defense, he became Halliburton’s chief
executive officer. Armed with the secret privatization study he
himself had commissioned from the Texas company, Cheney
oversaw Halliburton’s transformation into a Pentagon subcon-
tracting shop. This was the arrangement he enthusiastically
continued to promote, once he was sworn in as Vice President.
During his 1995-2000 tenure as Halliburton CEO, the company
had doubled its government contracting work, and Cheney had
greatly increased his personal future thereby.

Today, Halliburton is, not so remarkably, the largest pri-
vate-sector subcontractor for the U.S. occupation of Iraq.
One contract, with the Pentagon’s Logistics Civil
Augmentation Program (LOGCAP), the agency that grew out
of the original Cheney-Halliburton outsourcing study, is for
$8.6 billion: to provide food services and other logistical sup-
port to the American troops in Iraq.

That contract is now under scrutiny by the Defense Contract
Audit Agency (DCAA), which has found that the food services,
provided by Halliburton’s Kellogg Brown and Root (KBR) sub-
sidiary, are a scandal. According to a report on NBC Nightly
News on Dec. 12, 2003, inspections of the KBR-operated
kitchens at U.S. military bases in Baghdad and Tikrit, conduct-
ed in August, September, and October, found “blood all over the
floor . . . dirty pans . . . dirty salad bars . . . rotting meats . . . and
vegetables.” Halliburton charges $28 per meal, per soldier, for a
total of over $9 million per day. On top of those charges,
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President Bush at a Rose Garden press conference, flanked by the
sinister Dick Cheney and Donald Rumsfeld, ideological twins whose
relationship goes back to the 1970s.



Halliburton has billed U.S. taxpayers $220 million in cafeteria
service charges—at a cool $67 million net profit.

The second Halliburton contact in Iraq, for $7 billion,
involved “continuity of operations” and rebuilding of Iraq’s oil
infrastructure. The initial contract was given to Halliburton in
December 2001—some 15 months before the U.S. invasion—
and was expanded on Nov. 11, 2002, and again on March 8,
2003, on the eve of the war. This open-ended contract was
given to Halliburton without any competitive bidding.

Pentagon sources report that, under this string of con-
tracts, Halliburton personnel were integrated into the U.S.
invasion plans. In fact, Halliburton “fire fighters” were
brought into Iraq, with U.S. Special Forces teams, days
before the bombing and invasion began, on March 20,
2003—to prevent sabotage of the oil fields. Halliburton is also
under public and Congressional scrutiny for overcharging an
estimated $61 million for delivery of gasoline to Iraq since the
U.S. occupation phase began. At one point, Halliburton was
billing Uncle Sam $3.06 per gallon, for gasoline trucked in
from Kuwait. At that time, according to records obtained by
Rep. Henry Waxman (D-Calif), the wholesale price for gaso-
line in the Persian Gulf region was 71 cents per gallon!

And the French daily Le Figaro reported, on Dec. 22, 2003,
that a French judge is considering indictments against
Halliburton for a massive bribery and kickback scheme in
Nigeria, which aimed at a monopoly on liquid natural gas
production in that African country. The events under investi-
gation occurred when Dick Cheney was CEO, and French
sources report that Cheney’s signature is found on some of
the key documents driving the French investigation.

Is It Cheney’s Money, or Yours?

As a result of U.S. government largesse, Halliburton’s
stock values have soared since the outbreak of the Iraq war.
In March, as a result of credible rumors that Halliburton
might be forced into bankruptcy reorganization, due to more
than $3 billion in outstanding asbestos-suit liabilities involv-
ing subsidiary Dresser Industries, share prices had fallen to
$7 a share. As of December 2003, Halliburton’s stock price
had jumped to nearly $25 a share.

And Dick Cheney promises to be one of the biggest bene-
ficiaries, personally, of this remarkable turnaround.

While the Vice President claimed, as recently as Sept. 14,
2003, in an interview on NBC’s Meet the Press, that he had
severed all ties to Halliburton upon being sworn into office
in January 2001, a Sept. 25, 2003 Congressional Research
Service study, released by Sen. Frank Lautenberg (D-NJ),
found that Cheney was still actively linked to the Texas firm.

Cheney receives well over $100,000 a year in deferred salary
from Halliburton, and holds 433,333 unexercised company
stock options. The CRS study was blunt, finding that a deferred
salary “is not a retirement benefit or a payment from a third-
party escrow account, but rather an ongoing corporate obliga-
tion paid from company funds. If a company were to go under,
the beneficiary could lose the deferred salary.” As far as the
stock options go, Cheney has pledged to turn over all profits to
an unnamed charity. But, the CRS report cautioned, “Should

Halliburton’s stock price increase over the next few years, the
Vice President could exercise his stock options for a substantial
profit, benefitting not only his designated charities, but also
providing Halliburton with a substantial tax deduction.”

There is some speculation that one of the “charities” desig-
nated by Cheney to benefit from his corporate profits is the
501(c)3 tax-exempt American Enterprise Institute, where wife
Lynne Cheney is a senior fellow. According to a source who
has reviewed AEI’s IRS 1990 financial filings, Lynne Cheney’s
chair at AEI is financed by an undisclosed private donor.

The Cheney-Shultz Axis

Not only have Dick Cheney and his Halliburton corporate
cronies profiteered from the needless suffering of American
GIs in Iraq, who have been deprived of basic services previ-
ously provided far more efficiently by military logistics com-
mands. Hundreds of Americans have died, and thousands
have suffered life-altering injuries in Iraq, in a war and post-
war occupation that was engineered by Cheney and his neo-
con allies, through lies and scare-mongering.

Sources with intimate access to the Bush campaign oper-
ations from prior to the November 2000 election, confirm
that the actual decision to go to war against Iraq had been
set, in the minds of several key future Bush Administration
officials, during the formative days of the 2000 campaign—
nearly two years before election day! So much for the story
that it all began with 9/11.

The two architects of the Bush for President effort had
been former Reagan Secretary of State and top Bechtel
Corporation executive George Shultz and Dick Cheney. Shultz
was chairman of the policy advisory group to the George W.
Bush exploratory committee, and, in that capacity, was the
person who brought Paul Wolfowitz, Richard Perle, and
Robert Blackwill together to Austin, Texas in early 1999, to
begin the indoctrination of the then-Texas Governor.

According to several eyewitnesses, Bush was told, in no
uncertain terms, that the most pressing foreign-policy issue
he would face, the day he was sworn in, was the removal of
Saddam Hussein from power in Baghdad. The Israel-
Palestine issue, he was schooled, could not be permitted to
interfere with regime change in Iraq.

“Israel-Palestine was placed on the back burner, really, in
the deep freeze,” said one source privy to the early Austin
prep-sessions.

Wolfowitz, the head of former Defense Secretary Cheney’s
Pentagon brain-trust, and now one of the leading figures in
the “Vulcan” team of Bush campaign policy advisers, was the
most ardent “Get Saddam” crusader, seconded by Richard
Perle, who had already devised a radical overhaul of Mideast
policy—in a July 1996 paper prepared for then-incoming
Israeli Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu.

The Perle document, “A Clean Break,” was co-authored by
Douglas Feith, David Wurmser, Meyrav Wurmser, Charles
Fairbanks (Paul Wolfowitz’s former college roommate and
close confidant), and several others. It called for the military
overthrow of Saddam Hussein, as the opening shot in a thor-
ough overhaul of the Middle East, rapidly leading to regime
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change in Syria, Lebanon, Iran, Saudi Arabia, and Egypt.
Ultimately, the entire Persian Gulf and Mideast region was to
be controlled by a new balance-of-power arrangement, in
which the United States aligned, unambiguously, with Israel,
and drew upon Turkey and Jordan as window-dressing allies,
to conceal the dramatic tilt towards a Washington-Israel mili-
tary axis, maintaining a lock on the region’s oil flows.

At the same time that former Secretary of State George
Shultz of Azores Conference notoriety and Bechtel associa-
tions, was chosen to assemble the “Vulcans,” Dick Cheney
was selected to head up the search committee for a viable
Vice Presidential running mate for Bush, Jr. He miraculously
chose himself.

In Washington, following the tumultuous November 2000
election, Vice President Cheney established a “shadow
national security council” in his Old Executive Office
Building headquarters, with tentacles into the Pentagon, the
State Department, and the NSC. His former Pentagon “think
team” member Lewis Libby took charge of the shadow NSC
unit; Eric Edelman, another Wolfowitz team veteran, now
the Ambassador-nominee to Turkey, joined, along with
Washington Institute for Near East Policy (WINEP) right-
wing Zionist John Hannah.

In a Nov. 13, 2003 Nightline interview with Ted Koppel,
former Clinton Administration NSC official Ivo Daalder
described the Cheney shadow NSC: “They write their own
analysis. They do their own briefing papers. They are putting
together their own views of what the policy should be for the
Vice President. So that what you have is that inside the
White House, you have two sets of staffs and two sets of
option papers, and two sets of briefing papers, ultimately, for
a decision that is going to be made by one person, the
President of the United States.”

Koppel added, “As one former top official in the Bush
Administration told me, Cheney gets two whacks at every

issue. He’s in the interagency meetings where policy is con-
sidered. And then, he is usually the last person to talk to the
President privately before a decision is made.”

Newsweek reported, in a Nov. 17, 2003 cover story, that
Cheney has a one-on-one lunch meeting with President Bush
every Thursday. The contents of the meetings are a tightly
guarded secret, shared only by the two men.

Captain Luti and His Horse Marines

According to legend, he would have “fed his horse on corn
and beans,” but members of Cheney’s crew prefer something
a little more expensive.

Documents released under a Freedom of Information Act
lawsuit which was filed by Judicial Watch against Vice
President Cheney’s energy task force, confirm that, prior to
9/11, Team Cheney was hard at work preparing for the occu-
pation of Iraq and the seizure of the country’s oil reserves.

Within days of the Sept. 11, 2001 attacks on New York
and Washington, Deputy Defense Secretary Wolfowitz was
already pitching for a war on Iraq, at a gathering of national
security aides with President Bush at Camp David.

The Wolfowitz proposal was rejected by George W. Bush,
but several days later, the President quietly signed an intelli-
gence finding, authorizing the escalation of covert opera-
tions, aimed at regime change in Baghdad.

In early 2002, shortly after combat operations were launched
in Afghanistan, Vice President Cheney dispatched one of his
Middle East aides, retired Navy Captain William Luti, to the
Pentagon. The seemingly insignificant personnel shift was, in
fact, the beginning of Cheney’s launching of an effort that
would go far beyond the excesses of Oliver North’s now-infa-
mous Iran-Contra “secret parallel government” scheme.

Luti was described by one foreign military attaché who has
had close dealings with him, as “someone who reminded me
of a serial killer from a Grade-B Hollywood horror flick.”

Luti had been Speaker of the House Newt Gingrich’s mili-
tary aide. He had received a degree from the neo-con haven,
the Fletcher School of Diplomacy, at Tufts University in
Boston, where he had struck up a close friendship with Chris
Lehman, brother of Reagan Navy Secretary John Lehman.
According to a recent Washington Post profile, Luti had been
introduced to RAND Corporation and University of Chicago
utopian war-planner Albert Wohlstetter, who had, in turn,
opened up the doors to the entire Washington neo-con scene.

Learning the lessons of the Iran-Contra fiasco, Vice
President Cheney was determined to create a quiet corner from
which to run the Iraq war propaganda drive—far away from the
White House/Old Executive Office Building center of attention.

Luti became Deputy Under Secretary of Defense for Near
East and South Asia (NESA), heading a policy shop that nor-
mally handled liaison missions with foreign military ser-
vices. Luti reported up the Pentagon chain of command to
Under Secretary of Defense for Policy Doug Feith, the rabid-
ly Jabotinskyite Zionist, who had been one of Perle’s co-
authors on the “Clean Break” project.

Ultimately, however, Luti reported directly to Dick
Cheney, via the Veep’s chief of staff (and, ominously, chief
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Former Secretary of State George Shultz, a longtime Cheney
associate, in 1999 put together the ‘Vulcan’ team of Bush
campaign policy advisers, including Wolfowitz and Perle.



national security aide) “Scooter” Libby.
Libby had come to Washington in the Reagan

Administration as State Department aide to Paul Wolfowitz, his
Yale Law School professor and mentor. Libby’s other career
track was as a Washington, D.C. power-alley lawyer, protégé of
another GOP powerhouse, former Nixon personal attorney
Leonard Garment. As Garment’s junior partner at the D.C. firm
of Dickstein Shapiro, Libby had handled the account of fugitive
fraudster and Israeli/Russian Mafiya bigwig Marc Rich.

Israeli law enforcement officials with years of experience
battling the Israeli/Russian Mafiya have confirmed that it is
impossible to separate Marc Rich’s Swiss-based metal-trading
and speculative empire from Russian organized crime, and
from corrupt elements of the Mossad. The head of Rich’s
Israel foundation is a former top Mossad official. One senior
U.S. military intelligence veteran with hands-on experience in
Israel, is convinced that Rich’s so-called “private” financial
apparatus is actually a covert arm of Israeli intelligence, and
that Rich’s fortune was built upon Israeli government seed
money, and nurtured through Israeli government connections.

Lt. Col. Karen Kwiatkowski (USAF-ret.), who served for
eight months under Luti at the NESA shop, confirmed that
Luti made no secret of the fact that he was being tasked by
“Scooter.” On at least one occasion at a staff meeting, Luti
made extremely deprecating remarks about his ostensible
boss, Under Secretary Feith, further underscoring that his
actual boss was Vice President Cheney.

Immediately after 9/11, even before Luti’s arrival at the
Pentagon, Wolfowitz and Feith had created a “Team B” unit,
to “cherry pick” bits of intelligence from the massive CIA,
NSA, DIA, and State Department data base, to make the case
for war against Iraq. That initial two-man unit involved
“Clean Break” co-author David Wurmser and Michael
Maloof, a longtime Richard Perle underling who had been in
the Reagan Pentagon. Wurmser later was transferred to the
State Department, as deputy to resident neo-con John Bolton,
the Department’s top arms-control negotiator, who had been
planted on Secretary of State Colin Powell’s staff at Cheney’s
instigation. In September 2003, Wurmser was brought into
Cheney’s office as a top Middle East policy aide—just in time
for the launching of the drive for a war against Syria.

After the CIA had thoroughly discredited the Niger-Iraq
uranium fib (and had even prevented any mention of
Saddam’s quest for nuclear bomb material in Africa, in an
October 2002 speech by President Bush in Cincinnati, Ohio),
a Dec. 19, 2002 State Department “fact sheet” on Saddam
Hussein’s purported continuing concealment of his WMD
program repeated the same Iraq-Niger uranium charges.
State Department sources confirm that the disinformation
sheet was the work of Bolton and Wurmser.

During summer 2002, Vice President Cheney launched
the countdown for war with Iraq, in an August speech before
the Veterans of Foreign Wars convention in Nashville, Tenn.
Simultaneously, Luti vastly expanded the Iraq desk at his
NESA policy shop into the Office of Special Plans, headed by
Abram Shulsky, a Leo Strauss student and protégé of Iran-
Contra figure Roy Godson.

Under Luti and Shulsky, this OSP brought on a large
number of “personal service contract” consultants, almost all
drawn from AEI and allied neo-con citadels. According to
sources familiar with the unit, at the height of the prepara-
tions for the Iraq war, OSP had as many as 100 contract
employees engaging in a range of activities—some of which
crossed the line from rogue intelligence-gathering and ama-
teur postwar planning, to illegal covert operations.

Already, in December 2001, NESA Iran desk officers Larry
Franklin and Harold Rhode had held at least one secret meet-
ing, in Rome, Italy, with Iranian arms dealer Manucher
Ghorbanifar, another pivotal player in the Iran-Contra fiasco.
In a recent interview with Newsweek, Ghorbanifar confirmed
that the purpose of the meeting was not to swap intelligence,
but to discuss “regime change” in Tehran, through a U.S.-
backed covert operation. While Pentagon officials denied that
the U.S. government was pursuing ties to Ghorbanifar to
overthrow the ayatollahs in Iran, the fact was that contact
with the widely discredited Iranian continued up through the
summer of 2003, at times involving five to six phone discus-
sions and fax exchanges per week.

Director of Central Intelligence George Tenet has told
members of the House and Senate intelligence committees
that he believes that the OSP engaged in illegal covert opera-
tions, without first receiving Presidential authorization.

The Ghorbanifar caper was but one example of such covert
operations that went far beyond the already criminal effort to
start a string of Mideast wars on the basis of disinformation.

The MEK Caper

Another element of the schemes of the Cheney/OSP appa-
ratus, targetting Iran, involved attempts by the neo-con pro-
pagandists to promote the Mujahideen-e Khalq (MEK), an
Iraqi-based Iranian organization on the U.S. State
Department’s list of Foreign Terrorist Organizations. On
May 20, 2003, Daniel Pipes, head of the Middle East Forum,
a right-wing Zionist thinktank in Philadelphia, and Patrick
Clawson, of the Washington Institute for Near East Policy
(WINEP), co-authored an op ed, calling on the Pentagon to
back the MEK in covert operations inside Iranian territory,
to remove the group from the State Department list, and
openly meet with the group’s leaders, to deliver a direct
threat to the mullahs in Tehran.

The MEK had been responsible, in its formative years, for
the assassination of a half-dozen U.S. military advisers to the
Shah of Iran, had been part of the initial Khomeini revolution
in 1979, and had only later fled to Iraq. After the break with
the Islamic Republic, the MEK became a surrogate military
arm of Saddam Hussein, carrying out brutal attacks against
Kurds inside northern Iraq, and engaging in heavy combat
with Iranian forces during the 1980-88 Iran-Iraq war.

Despite this checkered past, and continuing terrorist activi-
ties, the MEK enjoyed backing from such leading U.S. neo-con-
servatives as Sen. Sam Brownback (R-Kans), and former Sen.
John Ashcroft (R-Mo), the Bush Administration Attorney
General. Clawson, a regular fixture at AEI, was a WINEP inti-
mate of John Hannah, the chief Middle East aide to Vice
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President Cheney. Despite broad-based Congressional opposi-
tion and howls of protest from the Arab-American community,
Daniel Pipes was appointed by President Bush to the board of
the Institute for Peace, a Washington-based government-funded
“quango” (quasi-autonomous non-governmental organization).
When it was clear that Pipes’ nomination would be shot down
by the Senate, the President waited until a Congressional recess
to give him a recess appointment, which carries through to the
end of the current Congressional session—that is, January 2005.

Ultimately, to cut off the neo-con/MEK collusion,
Secretary of State Colin Powell ordered the shutdown of
the MEK support offices in the United States, and the
French authorities carried out a massive raid on the
group’s Paris international headquarters, arresting most of
the top leadership.

In response, Defense Policy Board member and leading
Cheney ally Newt Gingrich launched a high-profile personal
attack on Powell, which forced White House chief political
strategist Karl Rove to personally intervene to silence Gingrich.

The Case of Bernard Lewis’s Mole

The role of the already-mentioned Harold Rhode deserves
further note, in this context. Rhode has been identified as
Paul Wolfowitz’s personal confidant on the Islamic world.
Self-professed “universal fascist” and Iran-Contra culprit
Michael Ledeen described Rhode in a recent book as his 20-
year mentor on Middle East policy. Dr. Bernard Lewis, the
British intelligence “Arab Bureau” spook who is the actual
author of the “clash of civilizations” war on Islam, dedicated
one recent book to Rhode.

At the start of the Bush 43 Administration, Rhode was
posted at the Office of Net Assessments, under Dr. Andrew
Marshall. But he was transferred, following 9/11, to Luti’s
office, and served as one of the key liaisons to Ahmed Chalabi

and the Iraqi National Congress, the neo-con-
promoted network of London-based exiles, who
fed a constant stream of disinformation into the
OSP, in the run-up to the Iraq invasion. It was
Chalabi’s INC that assured Vice President
Cheney that the American forces would be greet-
ed by Iraqis as “liberators,” and that the invasion
and postwar occupation would be a “cakewalk.”

Curiously, on Sept. 23, 2002—the day before
British Prime Minister Tony Blair issued his now-
infamous, thoroughly discredited “White Paper”
on Iraq’s WMD program, Rhode was at the
English countryside estate of Lord Jacob
Rothschild, delivering a closed-door briefing to a
collection of 50 top Anglo-American financiers on
the looming U.S. invasion of Iraq, and the planned
follow-on wars against Syria and Iran. Among the
participants, along with Lord Jacob: American
multibillionaire speculator Warren Buffett, and
Arnold Schwarzenegger, the millionaire
Hollywood actor-turned-Governor of California.

More Regime-Change Schemes

Another prime regime-change target of Team Cheney was,
and remains, Syria/Lebanon. But a monkey-wrench was thrown
into the Cheney/OSP schemes on Jan. 28, 2003, when a
Lebanese-American arms dealer and wannabe “liberator of
Beirut” with close ties to the OSP, was arrested at Dulles
International Airport in Virginia. Emad El-Hage was detained
when his suitcase was searched, and a .45 caliber gun and four
stun-guns were found among his belongings. He had not
declared the weapons with U.S. Customs officials. El-Hage has
been linked to recently deposed Liberian dictator Charles
Taylor, who was a pivotal figure in the African arms-for-dia-
monds trade, which included deals with al-Qaeda. In the
whacky world of African “blood diamonds,” nothing is too hard
to believe. In addition to El-Hage, al-Qaeda, and top Israeli dia-
mond smugglers, Taylor had been a longtime business partner
of U.S. “Christian Zionist” televangelist Pat Robertson.

El-Hage was allowed to travel to Beirut after several
hours’ detention at Dulles Airport, but a criminal investiga-
tion was opened, leading to a sealed indictment in March
2003 on illegal weapons possession. According to law
enforcement and intelligence sources, the investigation
revealed that the gun had been provided to El-Hage by OSP
staffer Michael Maloof. Maloof had his security clearances
stripped around the time of the El-Hage sealed indictment;
however, intelligence sources report that Maloof is being
probed on suspicion that he leaked details of the U.S. Iraq
invasion plans to Israel; not just the Dulles gun incident.
According to one Knight Ridder account by Warren Strobel,
Doug Feith and Richard Perle both intervened, unsuccessful-
ly, to have Maloof’s clearances restored.

Maloof, El-Hage, former Lebanese President Gen. Michele
Aoun, Ledeen, and other members of the Cheney/OSP net-
work, are believed to be involved in covert operations aimed at
provoking a confrontation with Syria over the occupation of
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During the summer of 2002, Cheney launched the final propaganda drive
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American troops question an Iraqi man suspected of connection to an
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Lebanon. General Aoun has been brought to Washington on
several occasions by the Hudson Institute’s Middle East pro-
gram, headed by “Clean Break” co-author Meyrav Wurmser,
the wife of David Wurmser, now of Vice President Cheney’s
staff. In September 2003, shortly after David Wurmser’s trans-
fer to Cheney’s staff, the Bush Administration, in a policy
about-face pushed through by the Veep, embraced the Syria
Accountability and Lebanese Restoration of Sovereignty Act, a
bill promoted by the “right-wing Zionist” lobby in Congress,
but previously blocked by the White House from being voted
on, on the floors of Congress.

The Case of The D.C.-Tel Aviv Axis

In December 2003, the prestigious Jaffee Center for Strategic
Studies at Tel Aviv University, published a paper by retired
Israeli General Shlomo Brom, in which the former deputy
director of operations for the Israeli Defense Force accused the
Sharon government of abetting the Bush Administration and
the Blair government in fabricating intelligence about Iraq’s
weapons of mass destruction, to justify the invasion.

The Brom exposé placed a fresh spotlight on the fact that,
following 9/11, a parallel unit to Cheney’s OSP had been cre-
ated by Israeli Prime Minister Ariel Sharon, to funnel unvet-
ted and wildly exaggerated “intelligence” to the U.S. to abet
the Washington neo-con war party.

While both Israeli and American officials deny the exis-
tence of the U.S.-Israel intelligence backchannel, a few key
pieces of evidence have surfaced, lending credibility to the
charges. On June 29, 2002, the Washington Times reported
that two top Israeli officials, Interior Minister Uzi Landau
and Brig. Gen. David Tzur, had come to Washington, to con-
fer with Under Secretary of Defense Feith, about establishing
a permanent joint counter-terror unit. The scheme, the
Washington Times boasted, had the enthusiastic backing of
Rep. Tom DeLay (R-Texas).

Lt. Col. Kwiatkowski, who was cited above, reported that
in November or December 2002, she escorted another dele-
gation of top Israeli military officials to private meetings in
Feith’s office. She noted that the Israelis knew precisely how
to get from the Pentagon entrance to Feith’s office suite, and
one member of the group actually barged into Feith’s private
office. The delegation was specifically waved off from sign-
ing the guest register in Feith’s office, even through new reg-
ulations, post-9/11, had made such sign-in mandatory.

She also reported that, when she arrived at the NESA office
in the late spring of 2002, there were reports circulating
among staffers that the unit was under investigation for pass-
ing classified material on to Israel. Three other high-ranking
former U.S. intelligence officials confirmed this report.

The Jaffee Center report by retired General Brom triggered
a flurry of revelations inside Israel about the secret U.S.-Israeli
intelligence channel. On Dec. 7, Ha’aretz newspaper published
a column by Uzi Benziman, which identified reserve Maj.
Gen. Amos Gilad as one of the men most responsible for
“shaping intelligence estimates about developments in Iraq.”

In fact, there is good reason to suspect that Gen. Gilad is
the Israeli equivalent of Bill Luti and Abram Shulsky, the

chief of Sharon’s own OSP. A longtime Ariel Sharon protégé,
he was Defense Minister Sharon’s man on the scene at the
massacres of Palestinian refugees at the Sabra and Shatila
camps in Beirut during Israel’s 1982 invasion of Lebanon.
Those massacres are still the subject of war-crimes proceed-
ings against Sharon in Belgium.

Upon his retirement from active duty in the IDF at the
start of 2003, Gen. Gilad was made the chief of a new
Directorate of Political and Security Affairs at the Israeli
Ministry of Defense. The post was created for him by Dov
Weisglass, Sharon’s personal attorney and chief of staff.
Gilad is currently the chief political adviser to Defense
Minister Shaul Mofaz.

Just prior to retirement from active IDF service, Gen.
Gilad’s final official posting had been as Coordinator of
Israeli Government Activities in the Territories—the pro-con-
sul military boss of the West Bank and Gaza. Gilad oversaw
the spring 2002 IDF invasion of the West Bank and the siege
of Yasser Arafat’s Palestinian Authority Presidential com-
pound in Ramallah, as well as Israel’s infamous “preventive
assassinations” policy.

While in the Occupied Territories post, Gilad had trav-
elled to Washington with Gen. Mofaz, delivering wild disin-
formation reports on Syria, Iraq, Iran, and the Palestinians
to Pentagon and White House officials.

Gilad continues to run a shadow intelligence unit out of
his current Defense Ministry shop, according to Israeli
sources, who also point to his role as liaison between the
Sharon government and the Jewish Institute for National
Security Affairs (JINSA), the Washington-based Israeli
recruitment front, targetting current and retired Pentagon
brass and U.S. intelligence officials.

This brings us to the case of Gen. Wayne Downing, who
was among the JINSA recruits who played a pivotal role in the
Iraqi National Congress disinformation pipeline to the Cheney
team inside the Pentagon and the Old Executive Office
Building. General Downing, the former head of the Special
Operations Command, was Ahmed Chalabi’s chief Pentagon
booster from the early 1990s inception of the INC. He was and
remains an intimate collaborator of Wolfowitz and Perle.
Following 9/11, Downing was brought to the White House as
Counterterror Czar; however, he quit the post in mid-2002,
when his schemes for a Special Forces-led invasion of Iraq
were rejected by the Joint Chiefs of Staff.

Within months of his resignation, Downing, along with
his longtime close collaborator, Iran-Contra CIA figure,
Dewey Claridge, were travelling to India, as part of a JINSA-
sponsored, joint U.S.-Israeli military delegation.

As the recent Iraq war was unfolding, Downing was in
Basra and Baghdad, ostensibly as a “war correspondent” for
NBC-TV. But sources familiar with his activities report that
he was there in his old capacity as “military advisor” to
Chalabi and the INC and its “Free Iraq Force.” Today, peren-
nial “bad penny” Downing is running a Counterterrorism
Center at West Point. In the low-lying fog of a cold winter
night, one might see the ghost of Gen. Douglas MacArthur
nailing up a slogan: “so go sadly the glories of our past.”
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The snakelike cast of
Tom DeLay’s eyes
can be disconcerting,

can’t it? — Somewhat as
though you had pulled
open a long-hidden door,
only to start at finding a
pair of lidless eyes staring
directly back into your
own. Intently, — but with
just what intent?

“Close that door,” you
say? “Enough for now.”

Very well, — don’t “go
there.” But if you don’t,
remember never to make a
judgement of Tom DeLay,
since you refuse to look at
what he really is. From that
point on, anything you may
say will only be tossed onto
the scrapheap of impotent,
self-righteous moralizing, and instantly forgotten.

Our creative genius, the American intelligence agent
Edgar Allan Poe, the Poe of “Maelzel’s Chess-Player,” and
“The Case of Marie Roget,” had quite another approach.
Where you find horror here, Poe would walk directly up to,
into, and through the horror. For what is horror, after all? —
a question which must occur to the reader of Poe’s tales.
Horror may simply be a representation of the mental barrier
which seeks to block your path to a required creative (and
loving) insight, somewhat like the wall of fire through which
Dante had to pass to enter Paradise.

Viewed in that way, the mummy’s mask, glaring at you
incomprehensibly, is not in itself the horror, but only a dis-
traction. The real horror is in the question: Just what sort of
a creature would choose just that ghoulish mask for its dis-
guise? And just what does it see right now, as it looks out at
me from behind it?

Peeking out furtively through the reptilian mask, Poe
would immediately have sensed eyes moist with shame, pain,
and confusion. Inside the scarecrow effigy, there huddles the
diminutive figure of an abused child, or, more exactly, of a
young boy sadistically maltreated by an alcoholic, and almost

certainly a bipolar, father,
Charles DeLay. Tom and
both of his brothers fol-
lowed Charles DeLay into
alcoholism. Tom was
already grown up before he
learned to control his stut-
tering by taking a course in
auctioneering, but the stut-
tering would come back
whenever he was under
emotional pressure.

It is often noted that we
make some of life’s worst
mistakes while still too
young to know what we are
doing. So it was with the
DeLay boys’ (and their sis-
ter’s) choice of father.

Tom DeLay has long
made the care and protec-
tion of abused children a

special cause. His outburst to Washington, D.C., city officials
on their alleged mishandling of a child-abuse case in 2000,
showed that he regarded himself, now in his 50s, as an abused
child still. As paraphrased by an admiring participant, DeLay
said that “children are beaten, battered, burned, sodomized
and bruised! I would like for us to treat each of you like that,
and not respond to you for a while, and see how you feel.”

But, this is no “simple” case of bipolar disorder imposed by
father on son, so ugly and so commonplace, (even while each
particular case is also special and different). The flaws which
young Tom DeLay carried within himself from boyhood, later
became tools in the hands of psychological technicians, to
remold Tom DeLay the “grown-up” Congressman, into the
compound creature we see today. Psychological engineering
has been at work, analogous to the days-long vivisections, per-
formed without anesthesia, by which H.G. Wells’ fictional Dr.
Moreau transformed beasts into man-beasts.

The “before,” a crippled, but reachable neurotic. The
“after,” a hopeless manufactured psychotic. The transition,
the brainwashing, can be dated approximately to the period
1985-91.

Earlier, when DeLay had served in the Texas state legisla-
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Congressman Tom DeLay. The ‘before,’ a crippled, but
reachable neurotic. The ‘after,’ a hopeless manufactured
psychotic. The transition, the brainwashing, can be dated
approximately to the period 1985-91.
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DeLay Is, After All, a Freak!
[A timely reminder to some among my friends.]
There is sometimes a tendency to forget, or overlook

what should have been recalled as the plain fact of a case.
Obviously, Tom DeLay is not a Christian; he is a freak

salvaged from Washington, D.C.’s political equivalent of
“Skid Row”; he is a case of a “zombie-like” synthetic person-
ality taken over by something like the psychopathological
equivalent of “the body-snatchers from outer space”! An
important comparison which clarifies the significance of
that distinction for our national-security, is to set the delud-
ed DeLay, and kindred sorts of reprocessed cultural garbage
disposed by the Fellowship’s “Frankenstein Factory,” beside
the 1970s trio from the “Revolution in Military Affairs” pro-
ject of Newt Gingrich, Al Gore, Jr., and Alvin Toffler.
Gingrich was fully witting; pathetic Gore is nasty, but his
wits are somewhere else much of the time; but, DeLay, as
U.S. intelligence agent Edgar Allan Poe might have said, is a
clear-cut clinical case of the missing marbles.

Read Newt “Contract on America” Gingrich’s 1995
“inaugural address” as “Squeaker of the House.” This was
the speech which Newt delivered then to his faithful
“storm troopers” preparing for their triumphal march into
the House of Representatives. For any competent student
of modern history, Gingrich’s equivalent of “Mein Kampf,”
delivered orally on that day, was a confession of Newt’s
fully witting conversion to the original form of the
Synarchist International, the banker-owned Jacobin with
radical-right-wing intentions. On that occasion, Newt pro-
claimed himself as re-launching the France-Revolution’s
model of a putatively left-wing (e.g., “populist”) 1789-94-
style revolution against the principles of the American
Constitution represented by Bailly and Lafayette. He was
an incarnate, Phrygian-capped dionysiac en route to estab-
lishing a fascist (e.g., Napoleonic reactionary tyranny) in
the U.S.A. Newt was playing “Beast-Man” Robespierre to
Dick Cheney’s “Beast-Man” Hitler-role.

As Al Gore demonstrated, as Vice President, in the
summer of 1996, and later, Gore had remained then, and
since, the “Fowler side of the Democratic Party,” the
“Southern-fried” fascist he had been when he had been
openly politically bedded with Gingrich and Toffler back
during the late 1970s. Gingrich is the fully witting fascist
of that type; one could never fairly describe Al Gore, or
that piece of Fellowship Center salvage, Tom DeLay, as
“fully witting” on any account. Mean? Yes: as howling
mean as a hyena at full tilt. A specimen of an able human
intellect gone awry? You must be kidding!

In such matters as those, there are apprentice game-
masters, and there are also what is merely human wreck-
age reprogrammed as virtual “devil dolls.” When the ven-
triloquist turns out to be a serial killer, don’t blame a poor

half-witted dummy like Tom DeLay.
When in doubt, look for the man with the mark of the

beast—the Nietzschean beast, that is. That beast is the
Phrygian Dionysus, or Joseph de Maistre’s Grand
Inquisitor of the Spanish Inquisition, or such true follow-
ers of Robespierre as Adolf Hitler, or, the circles behind
Vice President Cheney today. Newt Gingrich is such a
beast, and plainly proud of it.

On the Matter of Christianity:

Contrary to the current self-adulatory delusions of, not
reformed, but reprocessed Tom DeLay, God does not have
bad taste. People are not naturally “born wretches.” The
human being is naturally good, which is why Jesus
Christian wished to redeem him from childish errors such
as the depravity to which DeLay was subjected in both his
rearing and the Sodom-and-Gomorrah-like erring ways of
his adulterated young manhood.

The Christian is therefore a person of love, as the
Apostle Paul emphasizes in such locations as 1
Corinthians 13. A Christian is a person like France’s
Jeanne d’Arc, who, sensible of the immortality specific to
all human beings, refused to betray her mission for God
and humanity, even at the price of knowing her refusal to
betray her mission meant being burned alive by that
satanic monster known as the Inquisition. Unlike poor
Isabella I, who submitted wickedly to the inquisitors’
demand that she launch a Hitler-like expulsion of the Jews
from Spain, Jeanne ultimately refused all such corruption
demanded of her. So, the birth of the first modern nation-
state, that of France’s Louis XI, was made possible, and
Henry VII’s England after that.

It was such deeds as Jeanne’s which contributed to res-
cuing Christianity from the grip of that depravity which
had plunged Europe into that 14th-century New Dark Age
during which no less than one-third of the population of
Europe, and half the existing parishes, were wiped out. In
the faithful imitation of Jesus Christ, Jeanne gave her life,
a sacrifice made for love of Christ and mankind, for the
sake of the redemption of humanity.

Poor, “burned-out” rake Tom DeLay could not tell the
difference between a church and a pigsty. The noises he
makes these days tell us from what seamier side of Skid
Row the sounds of his religious fervor are coming.

Gingrich, on the other hand, knows himself to be
damned evil, and is damned proud of it, too. Joseph de
Maistre understood Gingrich and Cheney, very well. At the
sight and sound of poor freaks like DeLay, the Devil him-
self laughs like Hell.

—Lyndon H. LaRouche, Jr.
Dec. 23, 2003



ture from 1978 to 1984, as one former Texas colleague,
Democratic legislator Debra Danburg, says, “When he used
to go to the microphone — and he didn’t very often — people
would start chanting ‘De-lay, De-lay,’ because we knew it was
usually just a waste of time.” For, as Peter Perl wrote in the
Washington Post Magazine of May 13, 2001, “DeLay had a
reputation in Austin less as a lawmaker than as a partygoer
and playboy known as ‘Hot Tub Tom.’ ” Although married,
“he roomed with other fun-loving male legislators at a condo
they dubbed ‘Macho Manor.’ ”

Similarly, as a freshman Congressman in Washington in
1985-86, DeLay was considered a light-
weight, a joke, and the “roach-extermi-
nator Congressman,”— having earlier
run pest-control companies in Texas.
He tells that in those years, he used to
stay out drinking every night until the
bars closed. What a different man, in so
many respects, from the Tom DeLay
who today glories in the nicknames “the
Hammer,” “the Exterminator,” and “the
Meanest Man in Congress.”

Credit the change to one of the most
secretive and most powerful organiza-
tions in Washington, one which flaunts,
behind closed doors, its access to the
powerful of many countries, while at
the same time it lacks officers, organi-
zations, and indeed even a name.
Absent a name, it is called by some, the
“Fellowship,” by others, the “Foundation,” but by members,
usually the “Family.” Only two functions are ever seen
aboveground by the public: the National Prayer Breakfasts,
and former Watergate figure Chuck Colson and his Prison
Fellowship Ministries.

The account of his induction that DeLay himself has
allowed to be publicly circulated, describes how he was
taken in hand by Rep. Frank Wolf (R-Va), an important
“Family” member, in 1985; that Wolf showed DeLay a reli-
gious videotape and convinced him of the futility of his life.
DeLay says he was soon broken down and weeping.

But because this particular zombie-factory, the “Family,”
is only the subsidiary of a subsidiary, we must first get a look
at the parent company.

Synarchy in America

The “Family” is a tentacle of the Synarchist movement.
which was founded by Britain’s Lord Shelburne at the time
of the American Revolution, both to destroy the United
States, and to prevent the propagation of the American idea
to Europe and the rest of the globe. The chosen instrument
of this movement was, and is, terrorism against the
American Intellectual Tradition.

The Spanish Inquisition played and still plays a central
role for the Synarchy, because one of Synarchism’s intellec-
tual authors, the Savoyard noble and diplomat Joseph de

Maistre (1754-1821), based his conception of the Synarchist
“Beast-Man,” on the role of such Spanish Grand Inquisitors
as the Dominican Tomas de Torquemada. The Beast-Man
was the leader capable and ready for whatever unimaginably
enormous crime. Thus, the precedent for Hitler’s genocide
against the Jews, was the Expulsion of the Jews from Spain,
which Torquemada forced on King Ferdinand and Queen
Isabella in 1492. Never before then had presumed Christians
conducted such a genocide. Nor was this done in the course
of war, but against those who were then, and had been for
centuries their peaceable neighbors

In this sense, the late Sir Isaiah Berlin
was quite right to choose Joseph de
Maistre as “the first fascist.” And it is no
coincidence that Poe’s famous tale, “The
Pit and the Pendulum,” takes place in
the Inquisition’s central prison/fortress
at Toledo, and at a then-recent, datable
historic moment. This was no mere
choice of a “horrible” theme; quite the
contrary. For the reasons given here, the
actual Spanish Inquisition was central
to Poe’s collaborators in American
Intelligence, among them the diplomat
and great writer Washington Irving, and
Irving’s collaborator, the leading histori-
an William H. Prescott.

In the 1930s, the American branch of
Synarchy centered on the pro-Hitler,
Mussolini, and Franco alliance between

the Ku Klux Klan-descended Nashville Agrarian movement,
and the anti-Renaissance, pro-Roman Empire, pro-Spanish
Inquisition “Catholic” movement known as the Distributists.
Both these movements were sponsored and promoted by the
British Fabian “Round Tables” associated with H.G. Wells,
Bertrand Russell, Sidney Webb and company.

After the second World War, the movement was funded
and promoted here, notoriously, by the family of William F.
Buckley, in conjunction with the circle of Nazi ideologue Leo
Strauss. The “Catholic” Janus-face, which recruited DeLay
associates Senators Sam Brownback and Rick Santorum,
now centers in a network of institutions led by the Buckley
and Hapsburg-family dominated Christendom College of
Front Royal, Va., and the University of Dallas. Christendom’s
ideological dominance of the Church’s Arlington Diocese, and
its influence over so-called “conservative” thinking in our cap-
ital, is typified by Nazi-like Associate Justice Antonin Scalia,
and Nazi-Communist spy Robert Hanssen.

This “Catholic” wing is intertwined with the Ku Klux
Klan revivalists associated with the League of the South,
Southern Partisan and Southern Patriot magazines, and
Buckleyite conservative thinktanks such as the Rockford
Institute and the Heritage Foundation, as well as with the
Straussian cult,— notably the “West Coast” wing centered at
California’s Claremont Institute.

The outlook of the Agrarian-Distributist movement, is as
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follows: The United States, and the idea of a community of
principle among sovereign nation-states as prescribed by
John Quincy Adams’ Monroe Doctrine, is the greatest evil on
Earth, being the most advanced manifestation of the Platonic
Christian idea, that man shares in the cognitive capability of
the Creator, and has a mission, therefore, to provide for the
General Welfare of himself and his posterity, by creating
nations which foster scientific and cultural progress to that
end. This idea is villified by Southern Agrarian John Crowe
Ransom and the others as the “half-man, half-god” Jesus
Christ, as the “American Heresy,” the “heresy of nationalism,”
the chaos of sovereignty, and in myriad other ways.

To this idea of man, they counterpose those qualities,
such as appetite, which man shares with the beasts. Poet and
literary critic Ransom insisted that the purpose of literature
and art is to focus man’s cognition on those animal, rather
than human, qualities. His lifelong friend, William Yandell
Elliott, the Harvard professor and mentor of such Utopian
foreign policy figures as Henry Kissinger, Zbgniew
Brzezinski, Samuel Huntington, and McGeorge Bundy,
preaches that myths and legends should be, “employed to
condition people as you train animals, as you train a dog.”

The Synarchists insist that thus bestialized man must be
dominated by the terror “god” of the “Family,” and of Joseph
de Maistre, what Ransom calls the “God of Thunder,” which
British Catholic rightist ideologue Hilaire Belloc (1870-1953)

specifically identifies as the “god” of the Roman Pantheon.
This is the “god” which man’s reason can never comprehend,
and which it is a great sin to attempt to comprehend, who
terrorizes and destroys man at his will. It is the god of the
Spanish Inquisition, which insists, as Ignatius Loyola put it,
that, if he says black is white and white is black, they are.

Belloc and the Distributists insist, with Maistre earlier,
that the Catholic Church is not the Church of Christ, but,
rather the Cult of the Roman Empire. In his Great Heresies,
Belloc went so far as to insist that it is a heresy to question
the alleged “Donation of Constantine,” whereby that Roman
Emperor supposedly made the Pope, the Bishop of Rome,
heir to the world-empire of the Caesars,— even though it
might be a forgery. Maistre likewise insisted on the authority
of that “Donation,” even if forged, in his Letters on the Pope.
Thus, there could be no sovereign governments, because all
were subject to the Pope as emperor.

In Orthodoxy, Belloc’s co-thinker G.K. Chesterton (1874-
1936) described Christ as an object compatible with the
“Family’s” “faith,” but, one which Christians would properly
recognize as a different figure. Chesterton called Christ “an
extraordinary being with lips of thunder and acts of lurid
decision, flinging down tables, casting out devils, passing
with the wild secrecy of the wind from mountain isolation to
a sort of dreadful demagogy: a being who often acted like an
angry god. . . Morally [He] is equally terrific; he called him-
self a sword of slaughter. . . We cannot even explain it by
calling such a being insane.”

Napoleon’s career as Jacobin terrorist, and then the
Beast-Man of France and of all Europe, was shaped by
Joseph de Maistre, for instance in his Considerations on
France. In his own 1932 biography of Napoleon, Chesterton’s
other half, Belloc, likewise promoted Napoleon as a
“Thunder God” model for the 1930s re-establishment of a
united “Christian” Europe under the Fascists. There, he
characterized Napoleon with phrases like “Lightning in the
Hills,” “rolls of thunder on thunder,” and “sharp elbows of
lightning.” Belloc’s description of Napoleon’s mission, which
he was then entrusting to the Fascists, was, “He would have
caught up again the undying Augustan tradition, the inheri-
tance of the Caesars, the legacy of Rome to our race,” and
cured, “that disruption among the members of a common
stock in culture, no part of which can live without the rest,
that chaos of separate conflicting sovereignties which had
for three centuries [i.e.: since the Renaissance founding of
the nation-state by Louis XI] grown more and more perilous,
threatening the destruction of our whole society.”

Despite the Distributists’ appeal to “Christian Orthodoxy,”
their movement, like the “Family,” is non-denominational.
Ransom concludes his God Without Thunder with an appeal
to members of all sects, “With whatever religious institution a
modern man may be connected, let him try to turn it back
towards orthodoxy. Let him insist on a virile and concrete
God, and accept no Principle as a substitute. Let him restore
to God the thunder. Let him resist the usurpation of the
Godhead by the soft modern version of the Christ.”
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As a matter of fact, “Distributism” was launched by a
magazine, New Age, which was financed by the Fabian
socialist Sidney Webb, and edited by the Theosophist A.R.
Orage. In its pages, the works of Chesterton and Belloc
appeared side by side with those of the Fabians including
the Webbs, George Bernard Shaw, and H.G. Wells, and mys-
tics, notoriously including the 20th century’s leading
Satanist, Aleister Crowley. Unlike the professed “Christian”
Distributists and Agrarians, and the “Family’s” theocratic
cronies today, Crowley correctly identified his “god” as
Satan, and himself as “The Great Beast.”

The ‘Family’

Now the “Family” exists to recruit notables into the
Synarchy, especially officials of the U.S. and other govern-
ments, as far as we can tell. These are recruited into various
levels, of which the brainwashed zombie Tom DeLay repre-
sents only one.

The depth of the secrecy with which the “Family” sur-
rounds itself is such that we would know rather little about
it, but for the fact that free-lance writer Jeffrey Sharlet
responded to an invitation to attend a sort of training camp
in its posh Arlington, Va. compound at the end of 24th
Street North, in spring 2002. Afterwards, he described it in
Harper’s of March 2003, and also in an interview with
Guerrilla News Network (on www.alternet.org), on June 13,

2003. Although Sharlet did
not join the “Family’s”
training program under any
false auspices, he was, nev-

ertheless, predictably threatened after his article appeared.
It is well worth reading in full.

Important points of Sharlet’s account can be corrobo-
rated and fleshed-out with the aid of the voluminous writ-
ings of former Watergate figure Charles B. “Chuck” Colson,
now head of the “Family” subsidiary, Prison Fellowship
Ministries (PFM). (Note that DeLay has also taught a course
on “The Theology of Chuck Colson,” in his church in his
hometown of Sugarland, Texas.) PFM is the closest that the
secretive “Family” comes to a publicly acknowledged organi-
zation, just as Colson is the closest it comes to a publicly
acknowledged leader who is himself a public figure. PFM
depends upon webs of contractual agreements with U.S. and
some foreign prisons, which provide it with government
funds and even money from prisoners themselves, as well as
ensuring massive prison recruitment. For that reason, it
cannot exist in secret in the same way that the rest of the
“Family” does.

As a “Family” trainee, Sharlet had to participate in a spe-
cial form of basketball, “bump,” invented by the “Family.” It
seems the true objective of the game was for players to hit
and jostle each other with basketballs and their bodies, so as
to “face your anger” and then abandon it. The trainees
prayed to be “nothing.” They were there to learn to “soften
to authority,” to crush their “inner rebel.” Anything had to
be crushed, which stood in the way of blind, instant, whole-
hearted obedience.

And indeed, a look at almost any of Chuck Colson’s writ-
ings, will disclose that he also, always and everywhere
reduces faith, hope, Christian love (or agapē), and any and

all other virtue, to the one sole coin of blind “obedi-
ence.”

The “covenant” of which the “Family” leaders
speak continually, is therefore a “covenant” of
absolute obedience,— “to Jesus,” they will add,— but
let’s examine that further.

Sharlet is reporting on a visit by the “Family’s”
supreme leader, Doug Coe.

“Two or three agree, and they pray? They can
do anything. Agree. Agreement. What’s that mean?”
Doug looked at me. “You’re a writer. What does
that mean?”

I remembered Paul’s letter to the
Philippians, which we had begun to memorize.
Fulfill ye my joy, that ye be likeminded.
“Unity,” I said. “Agreement means unity.”
Doug didn’t smile. “Yes,” he said. “Total
unity. Two, or three, become one. Do you know,” he
asked, “that there’s another word for that?”

No one spoke.
“It’s called a covenant. Two, or three,

agree? They can do anything. A covenant is . . .
powerful. Can you think of anyone who made a
covenant with his friends?”

We all knew the answer to this, having heard
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his name invoked numerous times in this context.
Andrew from Australia, sitting beside Doug,
cleared his throat: “Hitler.”

“Yes,” Doug said. “Yes, Hitler made a
covenant. The Mafia makes a covenant. It is such a
very powerful thing. Two, or three, agree.”

On another occasion, Doug Coe’s son and heir apparent,
David Coe, taught the trainees what might be called the
Gospel according to Genghis Khan.

He walked to the National Geographic map of
the world mounted on the wall.

“You guys know about Genghis Khan?” he asked.
“Genghis was a man with a vision. He conquered” —
David stood on the couch under the map, tracing,
with his hand, half the northern hemisphere —
“nearly everything. He devastated nearly
everything. His enemies? He beheaded them.” David
swiped a finger across his throat. “Dop, dop, dop,
dop.”

David explained that when Genghis entered a
defeated city he would call in the local headman
and have him stuffed into a crate. Over the crate
would be spread a tablecloth, and on the
tablecloth would be spread a wonderful meal. “And
then, while the man suffocated, Genghis ate, and
he didn’t even hear the man’s screams.” David
still stood on the couch, a finger in the air. “Do
you know what that means?” He was thinking of
Christ’s parable of the wineskins. “You can’t pour
new into old,” David said, returning to his chair.
“We elect our leaders. Jesus elects his.”

He reached over and squeezed the arm of a
brother. “Isn’t that great?” David said. “That’s
the way everything in life happens. If you’re a
person known to be around Jesus, you can go and do
anything. And that’s who you guys are. When you
leave here, you’re not only going to know the
value of Jesus, you’re going to know the people
who rule the world. It’s about vision. ‘Get your
vision straight, then relate.’ Talk to the people
who rule the world, and help them obey. Obey Him.
If I obey Him myself, I help others do the same.

You know why? Because I become a warning. We
become a warning. We warn everybody that the
future king is coming. Not just of this country or
that, but of the world.” Then he pointed at the
map, toward the Khan’s vast, reclaimable empire.

One thinks of the e-mailed memo of DeLay press secretary
Michael Scanlon, relative to DeLay’s effort to impeach
President Clinton: “This whole thing about not kicking some-
one when they are down is bullshit. Not only do you kick him
— you kick him until he passes out — then beat him over the
head with a baseball bat — then roll him up in an old rug —

and throw him off a cliff into the pounding surf below.”
In a later interview with Guerrilla News Network, Sharlet

reported that many of the cultists loved German Synarchist
thinker Friedrich Nietzsche, and thought him fascinating.

The “Family’s” “Jesus” is not only, or even primarily,
interested in religious matters, but even in details of Social
Security and highway legislation. That is to say that he has
very definite opinions, and therefore orders, concerning
much of the legislation DeLay’s office deals with.

Sharlet reports that the “Family” rejects the designation
of “Christian” for themselves and their acolytes. He passes
on various tortured rationales for this, but the reality is sim-
pler: In fact, they are anything but Christians. No Synarchist
is a Christian.

Official founder Abraham Vereide began the process of
dissolving the whole structure of the “Family” in 1966. What
remains is similar to the small-cell structure of the Martinist
and Synarchist secret organizations of the 18th and 19th
centuries. As a “Family” member, all that you should know,
is the leader of your own cell, and its six to eight other mem-
bers. A document called “Our Common Agreement as a Core
Group,” defined the “core group,” or “cell,” as a “publicly
invisible but privately identifiable group of companions.”
When Sharlet asked to what organization a donation check
might be made, he was told there was none; money was
raised on a “man-to-man” basis.

Yet the “Family” still runs the very public National
Prayer Breakfasts, featuring the President and other top U.S.
and foreign notables. Behind the scenes also, it is continually
hosting top politicians. Former Attorney General Edwin
Meese led a weekly prayer breakfast at the Cedars mansion,
in the Arlington compound, while Sharlet was there. Former
President George H.W. Bush had been there on several occa-
sions, as had every President, or so Sharlet was told.
President Yoweri Museveni of Uganda was a frequent partici-
pant. At 133 C Street S.E., in Washington, the “Family” oper-
ates a town house for U.S. Congressmen. Eight
Congressmen—Nevada Republican Senator John Ensign,
and seven U.S. Representatives—were living there during
Sharlet’s internship. The Los Angeles Times wrote that
Congressmen who have lived there include John Elias
Baldacci (D-Me), Ed Bryant (R-Tenn), Mike Doyle (R-Pa),
and Bart Stupak (D-Mich). A fuller list of associated names
accompanies this article.

Are all of the men mentioned here, and in the accompa-
nying list, “Family” zombies like Tom DeLay? Of course not.
Some probably know little about it, while others support it
to varying extents with varying degrees of knowledge. Others
are members; still others are leaders. But all the lists of
members and leaders are secret.

Yet think what the “Family’s” ability to produce a President
of the U.S. or other top politicians, as if on demand, does for
their brainwashing prowess. One thinks of Mephistopheles’
ability to produce Alexander of Macedon and Helen of Troy,
for his dupe, Dr. Faustus, in Marlowe’s great play. It allows
them to intimate to their dupes, that they secretly control the
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whole world! In the suggestible frame of mind
induced by their brainwashing, the dupes will
believe it.

Other elements of the brainwashing program
can be learned from DeLay’s and Colson’s
accounts, and also correlated with the “Twelve
Steps” of Alcoholics Anonymous, which AA
inherited from Frank Buchman’s “Oxford
Groups Movement,” later called “Moral
Rearmament”—which latter, in turn, was later
reorganized into the “Rev.” Sun Myung Moon’s
cult. Alcoholics Anonymous has special rele-
vance for DeLay’s case, because of the way that
movement focussed its efforts on “Bowery bum”
types, especially in its early years in the 1930s.

The “Family” specializes in recruiting men at
a low point of despair: Colson, for instance,
faced jail for Watergate offenses. He writes
pitiably about how, for him, a highly successful,
upwardly mobile lawyer, a man at the very pin-
nacle of power as a top adviser to the President,
for him, being sent to prison was his “greatest
humiliation,” his “most abject failure.” He wrote that he had
“lost everything I thought made Chuck Colson a great guy.”

First, then, in the program comes “conviction of sin,”
what AA co-founder William Griffiths Wilson called “defla-
tion at depth.” The brainwashing victim must be convinced

he is worthless. As Colson writes, “victory comes through
defeat; healing through brokenness.” Next, he is persuaded
to give up all attempt to use his reason, or to control his life
and his destiny; he has only made a hopeless mess of it all;
he must resign it all to “God.” A humiliating private confes-
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Some Public Figures
Affiliated with the
Fellowship Foundation
(Source of knowledge of affiliation is given in parentheses)
• Michael Timmins, Detroit investor, chairman of
Colson’s “Prison Fellowship Ministries”; board member of
Promise Keepers, in whose “Men’s Accountability Group”
Tom DeLay participates at his Sugar Land Baptist Church.
Timmins is a central financial sponsor of Fellowship
Foundation (Lisa Getter, Los Angeles Times, Sept. 27,
2002).
• Paul N. Temple, investor, board chairman and co-
founder of Willis Harman’s New Age trancers’ “Institute
for Noetic Sciences,” Temple is a central Fellowship
financier (Getter, L.A. Times).
• Charles “Chuck” Colson, Watergate figure, founder of
the Fellowship’s “Prison Fellowship Ministries (Colson’s
autobiography, Born Again).
• Pat Robertson, televangelist; founder, “Christian
Coalition.” Robertson was employed, trained, and set into
his career by Fellowship agents (Harald Bredesen autobi-
ography, Yes Lord, Robertson’s biography, Shout It From
the Housetops).
• David Gribbin, former chief of staff to Dick Cheney

when the latter was Secretary of Defense, and coordinator
of Bush-Cheney relations to Congress, 2000 transition
team (Fellowship affiliation: Bush Administration inter-
views).
• Rep. Jim DeMint (R-SC) (Jeffrey Sharlet, Harpers,
March 2003).
• Rep. Joseph Pitts (R-Pa), chairman of DeLay’s Values
Action Team; member, House International Relations
Committee (Getter, L.A. Times; Messiah College Alumni
Newsletter, May 1998).
• Rep. Bart Stupak (D-Mich) (Harpers).
• Rep. Zach Wamp (R-Tenn) (Harpers).
• Rep. Frank Wolf (R-Va) (Getter, L.A. Times).
• Sen. Sam Brownback (R-Kans) (Harpers; Lara Jakes
Jordan, Associated Press, “Fellowship finances townhouse
where 6 congressmen live,” April 20, 2003).
• Sen. Pete Domenici (R-NM) (Harpers).
• Sen. John Ensign (R-Nev) (Harpers).
• Sen. Charles Grassley (R-Iowa) (Harpers).
• Sen. James Inhofe (R-Okla) (Harpers).
• Sen. Bill Nelson (D-Fla) (Harpers).
• Sen. Don Nickles (R-Okla) (Harpers).
• Former Rep. John Baldacci (D-Me) (L.A. Times).
• Former Rep. Ed Bryant (R-Tenn) (L.A. Times).
• Former Rep. Mike Doyle (D-Pa) (L.A. Times).
• Former Rep. Todd Tiahrt (R-Kans) (Harpers).



sion to the cell leader or AA “spon-
sor,” is followed by some sort of
humiliating confession before a
group. And, so on; the rest may be
found in these and other sources.

What Now?

The result of the brainwashing
of Tom DeLay, taken together with
the criminal apparatus and other
capabilities which were then made
available to him by the zombie’s
masters, combined with the effects
of Vice President Cheney’s virtual
coup since Sept. 11, 2001, has been
to subject the whole U.S. House of
Representatives to the uncon-
strained power of a secret and
unaccountable Synarchist (e.g., fas-
cist) cult.

Before concluding this article by
considering some of those aspects
of that much more important mat-
ter, let me note that DeLay’s own
psychopathology has been badly
aggravated by the “Family’s” abuse
of him since 1985. His father
Charles DeLay died in 1988, and
since that time, Tom DeLay has totally severed relations with
his mother, both his brothers, and his sister. In the mid-
1990s, DeLay conducted an all-out vendetta against
Jacqueline Blankenship, the wife of a former business part-
ner, attempting to deny her the ability to get any employ-
ment in Fort Bend County, which he represents in Congress,
and where they both live. His actions towards Mrs.
Blankenship were so bizarre, that none of his friends could
defend them, and instead refuse to discuss the matter at all.
His crazy outburst at Washington, D.C., city officials in 2000
or 2001 was summarized above. It is possible that Tom
DeLay is now able to better control his drinking binges, but,
if so, the “dry alcoholic” of today, is far sicker than the old
drunk was, in most or in all other respects.

The “Family” enabled Tom DeLay to form the network of
Political Action Committees known as “DeLay, Inc.,” the
money machine which gives DeLay a stranglehold over
Republican Congressional campaign financing. It did this by
linking him up with Jack Abramoff, who was then, and still
is, the leading private lobbyist for so-called American Indian
gambling casinos. In 1985, Abramoff chaired Oliver North’s
Citizens for America, tasked to attract wealthy private fun-
ders for the Central American “Contra” adventures.
Abramoff then founded the International Freedom
Foundation (IFF), a secret U.S.-British-Israeli propaganda
bureau for South Africa’s military forces. IFF and Abramoff
worked with the World Anti-Communist League (WACL),
itself closely linked, first to Buchman’s Moral Rearmament,

and then to the “Rev.” Moon and
Col. Bo Hi Pak. South African
rightist Rabbi Daniel Lapin, whom
Abramoff funds to run a Jewish
alliance with Pat Robertson and
Christian Zionists, introduced Jack
to Tom DeLay.

Ever since, Abramoff has been
DeLay’s chief financier, fundraising
tactician, and chief manager of
DeLay’s lucrative and important
links to lobbyists such as Enron.

In 1989, when DeLay ran the
campaign of Edward Madigan for
Republican (Minority) Whip
against the rising Newt Gingrich,
DeLay’s man lost a close race. But
DeLay then got himself elected
chairman of the Republican Study
Committee, a House Conservative
vehicle which he ran in conjunc-
tion with Pat Robertson’s Christian
Coalition. (The Fellowship created
televangelist Robertson, who was
originally a playboy, and first
began speaking in tongues and
exchanging prophecies under the
guidance of Fellowship master-

trainer Harald Bredesen.)
With the Republican 1994 takeover, DeLay was elected

Majority Whip.
Later, DeLay created a new Republican Party instrument

called the Values Action Team, to bring Christian Zionist
functionaries into directly running the House of
Representatives. DeLay placed then-freshman Pennsylvania
Congressman Joe Pitts as chair of this inside-outside leader-
ship coordination. Joe is a Fellowship core member, who has
conducted orientation at the Arlington, Va. headquarters,
“The Cedars” mansion, for potential cult recruits.

The power exercised within the Congress by Vice
President Cheney, who presides over the Senate, is closely
coordinated with DeLay and his “Family.” Aided by senior
Synarchist figure George Shultz, Cheney ran all aspects of
the transition to power of the Bush-Cheney Administration
in 2000-01. Cheney’s liaison man in charge of arranging the
new Administration’s relations with Congress was David
Gribbin—a noted bigshot at the Fellowship cult’s Cedars
mansion. Previously Gribbin was chief lobbyist for
Halliburton Corporation under CEO Cheney, and Chief of
Staff for Defense Secretary Cheney.

[Sources: On Tom DeLay’s life: Peter Perl, in the Washington
Post Magazine, May 13, 2001. On the “Family,” Jeffrey Sharlet, as
noted above. On Tom DeLay’s life, his career, and many other mat-
ters covered: published and unpublished research by Anton
Chaitkin. On Synarchy in America: published and unpublished
work by Stanley Ezrol.]
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The Fellowship Congressional residence house
near the Capitol building, at 133 C Street SE,
Washington, D.C.
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George Soros is using his ill-
gotten billions to cast himself
as the “saviour of the

Western World,” claiming to be in a
fight against the “preemptive war
doctrine” crafted by Beast-man Dick
Cheney. The vehicle he has selected
for the campaign is the Democratic
Party in the United States, buying it
up with tens of millions of dope dol-
lars, to turn it into a toothless tool of
the “Billionaires’ Club,” which will
posture as the “anti-Empire” party,
but will in reality be a “protection
racket” for Cheney.

Soros’s operations—which
include the Center for American
Progress (a thinktank for Demo-
crats modelled on the Heritage
Foundation); Americans Coming
Together (a voter mobilization
funding mechanism); and
Moveon.com (an Internet gathering place for “radicals”)—are,
like the Democratic Leadership Council which spawned them,
a clever means to keep the Cheney apparatus intact.

As usual, Soros plays both sides of the street; he will
attack “Empire” without ever naming Dick Cheney, and will
use the “Dope Democrats” and the “progressive” movement
to implement Soros’s own brand of “Empire,” which he calls
“preventive action of a constructive character.” His aim, as
stated in Atlantic Monthly magazine of December 2003, is
that “the United States must find a way to assert its
supremacy in the world. . . .”

Soros is a mole of the Synarchist financiers, whose dirty
dope dollars will destroy the Democratic Party. Howls of
protests have already come from “progressives” and
“Democrats” about this charge, but after more than a decade
of investigation, the LaRouche movement is the authority on
Soros’s sordid history.

The reality is that Soros can co-exist just fine with Dick
Cheney, with whom he shares an intimacy through mutual
acquaintance George P. Shultz.

But Soros cannot politically co-exist with Lyndon
LaRouche, who delivered the first defeat of Soros’s drug-
pushing in many years, when a November 2002 referendum

to legalize recreational drugs in
Nevada went down in defeat after
an intervention by LaRouche’s
Presidential campaign.

In a Sept. 8, 2002 campaign
release, LaRouche charged that the
people of Nevada had been snook-
ered by “mega-speculator George
Soros” and the dope legalization
lobby which he has funded, nation-
ally and internationally. LaRouche
went through the details of an EIR
investigation (reported in EIR
Sept. 20, 2002) showing how Soros
profits from destroying national
currencies and then uses the
money to promote drugs.

LaRouche said: “Preliminary
investigations by associates of
LaRouche have confirmed that the
Nevada referendum is being run
by a Washington, D.C.-based

group, the Marijuana Policy Project (MPP), which receives
direct funding from Soros, through the Drug Policy
Foundation, which has received more than $15 million from
Soros in recent years.” The release said, “Soros has poured at
least $25 million into various dope legalization schemes over
the past five years, and has vowed to substantially increase
his bankrolling of the dope lobby efforts.”

Working with Nevada Democrats such as State Sen. Joe
Neal, a national leader of black elected officials, and organiz-
ing in the tradition of Franklin D. Roosevelt, LaRouche was
able to defeat the tens of millions of dollars Soros put behind
the Nevada referendum.

While it cannot yet be proven that Soros is Cheney’s
“Trojan Horse,” sent in to stop LaRouche’s campaign to oust
the Beast-man Vice President, some leading Democrats have
begun to suspect Soros’s motives, noting that in his upcom-
ing book against “Empire” and the Iraq war, Soros never
mentions Dick Cheney!

Who Is George Soros, Really?

It is time for patriots to know who—and what—Soros
really is. Consider the following:

• In 1993, when Soros was asked by interview show host

Dope Czar Soros Bids 
To Buy Up Democratic Party
by Michele Steinberg and Scott Thompson
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George Soros, the financial mega-speculator,
looter of Third World resources, funder and
promoter of dope legalization. His latest project:
buying the Democratic Party.
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Adam Smith what has given him the motivation for his spec-
ulative financial success, he cited his work on behalf of the
Nazis in looting wealthy Jewish estates in his own native
Hungary. Here is Soros’s own carefully crafted admission
(on the Adam Smith Show, produced by WNET-TV on April
15, 1993) that he had been a small cog in Adolf Eichmann’s
killing machine, which ran the Holocaust against 500,000
Hungarian Jews.

“It really started in 1944, when Hungary was occupied by
the Germans, and me being Jewish, I was in danger of my
life. . . . When the Germans came in, he [Soros’ father, a
prominent Budapest attorney] said, ‘This is a lawless occupa-
tion. The normal rules don’t apply. You have to forget how
you behave in normal society. This is an abnormal situation.’
And he arranged for all of us to have false papers, everybody
had a different arrangement. I was adopted by an official of
the Minister of Agriculture, whose job was to take over
Jewish properties, so I actually went with him and we took
possession of these large estates. That was my identity. So it’s
a strange, very strange life. I was 14 years old at the time.”

• Soros, the self-proclaimed “anti-Bush,” is one of George
W. Bush’s “two Godfathers,” the other being George P.
Shultz, former Secretary of State (1982-89). Soros bailed out
failed Texas oil man “Dubya” Bush, when his company
Spectrum 7 was about to go bankrupt in 1985.

But more significant is Soros’s decades long alliance with
Shultz around the legalization of dope. Soros’s Open Society
Institute has frequently ponied up funds to help the “conser-
vative” Hoover Institution on War, Revolution, and Peace
sponsor conferences on the legalization of mind-altering
recreational drugs.

Shultz, of course, is not only a “Godfather” to Bush; he
also sponsored the entire Straussian cabal responsible for the
Iraq war, putting Bush under the tutelage, in 1999, of war-
mongers Paul Wolfowitz and Richard Perle, who dubbed
themselves the “Vulcans” who would hammer Candidate
Dubya into shape. Shultz put together the Wolfowitz team
when he was tapped by then-Governor Bush to launch his
Presidential Exploratory Committee. At the time, Shultz was
(and still is) a Distinguished Fellow at the Hoover Institution,
where Condoleezza Rice served as a Senior Fellow. Rice
would eventually be appointed by Shultz to nominally head
the “Vulcans,” but Wolfowitz and Perle ran the show. At the
same time, assisting Shultz on the Exploratory Committee
was Dick Cheney, now Vice President and the chief “Beast-
man” behind present neo-imperial policy.

Shultz and Soros also share a hatred of currency exchange
controls. According to leading figures in Texas, it was Shultz,
as Assistant Secretary of the Treasury in 1971—not his nomi-
nal boss, then-Treasury Secretary John Connally—who
pushed President Richard Nixon into ending the Bretton
Woods system, removing the dollar from the gold-pegged
fixed-rate system on Aug. 15, 1971. Thus, Shultz was the key
operative who opened the doors to the Synarchist internation-
al’s ability to control the international scene with dope dollars
and attacks on the floating currencies of weaker states.

But it was only after he left office that Shultz’s explicit
support for legalizing drug addiction—a new Opium War
tactic—came out into the open.

In an Oct. 7, 1989 address to the Stanford Business
School, Shultz told alumni that the time had come “to make
it possible for addicts to buy drugs at some regulated place
at a price that approximates their cost.” Shultz argued that
the “criminal justice approach” to fighting drugs had failed,
because what drives the drug trade is simply the economic
marketplace. “These [criminal justice] efforts wind up creat-
ing a market where the price vastly exceeds the cost. With
these incentives, demand creates its own supply and a crimi-
nal network along with it. . . . We’re not going to get any-
where until we can take criminality out of the drug business.
. . . We need at least to consider and examine forms of con-
trolled legalization of drugs.”

From 1990 to 2000, Shultz at the Hoover Institution orga-
nized at least five conferences to back up Soros’s campaign
to legalize drugs in the United States, through a series of
state referenda. When Shultz and the evil Synarchist Milton
Friedman appeared as the keynote speakers at a Hoover
Institution conference on “Ethical Issues in Drug
Enforcement,” advocating the end of the war on drugs, the
event was financed by Soros’s Open Society Institute.

Soros’s lead henchman on legalization, Ethan Nadelman,
head of the Lindesmith Center, has appeared frequently at
Hoover conferences. Moreover, some of the state referenda
(e.g., Arizona) in which Shultz gave his support to Soros’s min-
ions, would have legalized nearly all Schedule I drugs, making it
possible for doctors to prescribe anything from “crack cocaine”
to LSD, if they believed (or claimed to believe) that such drugs
had a “medicinal” purpose. “Medical decrim” became a bonan-
za for the “Dr. Feelgoods” who serviced the Baby Boomers and,
eventually, their greatest victims—their children.

• Soros made George W. Bush a rich man. Throughout his
career, Dubya was known as a train wreck in business, until
the intervention of Harken Energy—of which Soros was a
major stockholder. As mentioned above, Harken bailed out
Bush’s failing Spectrum 7 oil firm in 1985. Before that, Bush
had run a string of “wildcat” (independent) oil firms, ranging
from Arbusto (Spanish for “bush”), to Bush Exploration, to
Spectrum 7. These relied largely on tax shelter handouts from
cronies of his relatives, while returning to investors only 20
cents on the dollar. When Spectrum 7 was about to go under,
Bush was saved from bankruptcy by the intervention of Soros,
who made him a non-voting member of the board of Harken,
at a salary of $120,000 a year. And, as Harken founder Phil
Kendrick put it, “His name was George Bush. That was worth
the money they paid him.” The success of Harken in beating
out Amoco, one of the famous “Seven Sisters” oil companies,
for drilling rights in Bahrain in January 1990, was attributed
to having the “son of the President” on the board.

But there were also charges of insider trading levelled
against Bush’s Soros connection. On June 22, 1990, George
W. Bush suddenly unloaded 212,140 shares, or about two-
thirds of his holdings in Harken Energy, for a total of



$848,560. Author Joe Conason writing in the February 2000
issue of Harper’s Magazine raised the question whether Bush
had been tipped off that a war was about to break out that
would affect Gulf oil stock prices. Only weeks after Bush
dumped the majority of his Harken stocks, Iraq invaded
Kuwait. Within two months of this stock sale, Harken Energy
would report a $20-million loss for its second quarter. Harken
stock dropped like a stone. While investigative reporters and
business rivals raised the accusation of insider trading, there
never was an investigation of the trade, nor of Bush’s failure
to inform the Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC) of
this timely insider trade until eight months after the legal
deadline. Bush was a member of Harken’s audit committee,
which knew that vast sums of money had been spent digging
dry holes off the coast of Bahrain.

Once Harken was in, Bush was elevated to the high-rolling
circles of co-investors, the Harvard Management Corp., the
corrupt Bank of Credit and Commerce International (BCCI),
and Bass Enterprises Production Co., a Texas-based family
fortune that formed one of the core elements of Bush’s mythi-
cal “fundraising” capability in the 2000 campaign.

Now, the same Soros who is an ally in pushing dope with
George Shultz, the father of the neo-con imperial war faction;
who uses his experience as a Nazi beast-man seizing Jewish
properties as a guide to success in speculating; and who person-
ally made Bush a rich man, is duping Democrats with promises
that he’ll outfinance the Bush machine in the 2004 elections.

Synarchist War Against Civilization

If Synarchist financier Soros and his Republican twin
Shultz have their way, mind-destroying drugs will be legal in
the United States within four to five years. In turn, this legal-
ization will be forced upon other nations under the rubric of
“free trade” and globalization. It is part of the Synarchist
International’s war against civilization.
Since the middle 1990s, Soros and his
two major allies in financing legaliza-
tion—Peter Lewis, head of Progressive
Insurance, and John Sperling, a
Republican moneybags from Arizona—
have spent a minimum of $100 million in
funds, to pass versions of “medical
decriminalization” not only of marijuana,
but other deadly Schedule I narcotics, in
state referenda. Now, with Soros pene-
trating the Democratic Party, and Shultz
having joined the California administra-
tion of Hitler admirer Gov. Arnie
Schwarzenegger, they are perfectly placed
to execute the final drive.

This countdown to legalization was
explicitly stated at the Nov. 6-8, 2003 con-
ference of the Drug Policy Alliance (DPA),
the latest version of the legalization lobby
founded by Soros more than a decade ago.

The conference provided a privileged

inside glimpse into Soros’s long partnership with George
Shultz, when the Drug Policy Alliance’s key award was given to
the current and former Mayors of Vancouver, for establishing
on Sept. 21, 2003 the first legal heroin injection center in North
America, with a legal cocaine center to follow. And it turned
out that the Vancouver model was Shultz’s brainchild. The
story was told at the session called “Those Wild and Crazy
Canadians,” where former Vancouver Mayor Philip Owen, who
took office in 1993, said that in 1995 he had travelled to the
Hoover Institution at Stanford University, for a seminar. There,
George Shultz and Soros’s protégé, then-Baltimore Mayor Kurt
Schmoke, convinced him that the War on Drugs was a “disas-
ter.”

Back in Canada, Mayor Owen opened a similar seminar
modelled on the Hoover Institution event, and set out to
implement the Soros/Shultz model for legalization, which
Owen called the “Four Pillars Declaration.” When Owen
retired in 2002, having served the longest consecutive period
of any mayor of Vancouver, he was succeeded by Mayor
Larry Campbell, a co-thinker and former officer in the Royal
Canadian Mounted Police, who completed the implementa-
tion of the legalization plan. While Campbell claimed sup-
port from 80-90% of Vancouver citizens, opposition was
such that he could not open the first legal heroin injection
center in North America until September 2003—eight years
after Owen had begun the Shultz drug legalization cam-
paign. He now promises to open a legal cocaine center.

Then, Mayor Campbell let the cat out of the bag. He
pledged not to bust pot-growers in Canada, “because if we did
not have those $3 billion [from the pot trade], we’d be in a
recession.” According to another conference speaker, Canadian
federal Senator Pierre Nolin, head of the Senate Special
Committee on Illegal Drugs, there now exists a comprehensive
report calling for the legalization and regulation of marijuana

in all of Canada, based on the financial
success of the marijuana industry in
British Colombia (capital: Vancouver).
It cannot be assumed to be accidental,
that a leading U.S. financial magazine,
Forbes—owned and run by Steve Forbes,
another Hoover Institution sympathizer
and former GOP Presidential candidate—
hailed British Colombia’s pot “boom” in
its December 2003 cover story.

‘Grass Roots’

The Democratic Party’s alliance with
Soros is the biggest political buyout in
decades; not since the “Southern Strategy”
of post-1972, when Democrats adopted
Dick Nixon’s embrace of the Ku Klux Klan
in his 1968 Presidential campaign, have
the Democrats embarked on such suicide.
It is completely out in the open, that
LaRouche’s rivals for the Democratic
Presidential nomination—especially those
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Howard Dean is one of the
Democratic assets Soros seems to
be acquiring.
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most active in keeping LaRouche
out of the Presidential debates—are
on Soros’s dole, led by Howard
Dean, for whom Soros threw a
major fundraiser. Soros also pur-
ports to support John Kerry, Wesley
Clark, and Richard Gephardt,
according to the Washington Post.

Through a series of organizations
known as “527s,” after the Federal
code that allows such non-party
political groups to raise unlimited
amounts of money from single indi-
viduals, the Democratic Party is, in
effect, putting the future of the
United States into dope pusher
Soros’s hands. The “527s” came into
being after the McCain-Feingold
“reform” bill that barred “soft
money.” But now campaign financ-
ing is privatized in a latter-day ver-
sion of Nixon’s “CREEP” (Committee to Reelect the
President), and the fate of the 17 “swing” states where the
Democrats have the best chance of defeating the Cheney coali-
tion depends on Soros and his cronies. Soros gloated to the
Washington Post that the Democrats who set up America
Coming Together (ACT), Steve Rosenthal and Ellen Malcolm,
“were ready to kiss me” when he told them he would be giving
them $10 million, bragging that “Money buys talent.”

But the new front groups created by Soros’s friends are
nothing more than a retread of the discredited Democratic
Leadership Council (DLC), whose favored candidate, Sen.
Joe Lieberman of Connecticut, was a neo-con insider at the
White House in pushing the Iraq war. According to a report
in the Jewish Times newspaper, Soros is now working closely
with Lieberman’s sponsor, Michael Steinhardt (the organizer
of the Mega group of billionaires, who made his fortune
using the organized-crime lucre of his father, the fence for
Murder, Inc. boss Meyer Lansky). “Mickey” Steinhardt used
his money to found the DLC as the “second Republican
Party.” For the DLC and Steinhardt, as for Soros and the
dope legalizers, LaRouche is “Public Enemy No. 1,” because
he represents the FDR tradition.

Co-financing the Soros penetration of the Democrats is fel-
low drug-legalization financier Peter Lewis, chairman of the
Progressive Corp., an Ohio-based insurance company which is
the fifth largest in the United States. For more than a decade,
Soros and Lewis have poured tens, if not hundreds, of millions
into a single “grass roots” cause—drug legalization. Together
with Arizona Republican moneybags John Sperling, Soros
and Lewis put $30 million into California alone in 1996, to
push through the paradigm-shift legislation—“medical mari-
juana.” These three financed decriminalization measures
nationwide, and are adoringly referred as “The Funders” by
the dopers backing legalization. In 2000, multimillionaire
Lewis was arrested with hashish and pot in New Zealand,

while attending a jet-set yacht race.
He was let off with a “contribution”
of $5,000 to a drug rehab center.

Now the “dope Democrats” are
going for the money from Soros
and Lewis, while abandoning FDR’s
“Forgotten Man”—the lower 80% of
the U.S. population suffering under
economic depression. A perfect exam-
ple is Soros fan Harold Meyerson,
editor of the American Prospect,
who believes that using easy big
money from Soros and Co. is better
than organizing real people.
Writing in the Washington Post on
Nov. 12, 2003, Meyerson falsely
claimed that Soros was responsible
for the landslide victory of
Philadelphia Mayor John Street, a
black Democrat, who had been tar-
getted for frameup by Attorney

General John Ashcroft, and whose re-election was secured
when his campaign called in a deployment of the LaRouche
Youth Movement—the envy of Democratic Party hacks
across the United States. Meyerson actually attacked the idea
of a youth movement, asserting that Mayor Street was saved
by Soros’s dope money. Now, said Meyerson, organizations
funded by Soros have “the resources to hire . . . as state direc-
tors experienced operatives . . . not the 25-year-olds who have
often run such operations in the underfunded past.”

Soros has other plans for youth: They’re the market for
his legalized dope.

Why You Don’t Want Soros’s Money

Where does Soros get his money? Years of investigation
by LaRouche’s associates have answered that question in
grisly detail: Soros’s money comes from impoverishment of
the poor countries against whose currencies he speculates,
and from deadly mind-destroying, terrorism-funding drugs.

Since the late 1980s, the model for Soros’s operations has
been the destruction of Bolivia, as administered by his
employee, economist Jeffrey Sachs. Sachs’s major claim to
fame was “rescuing” the Bolivian economy, by shutting
down industry, and building up the cocaine trade—in reality,
building up the narcoterrorist murderers of the Synarchist
international that had its heyday in Bolivia in the 1980s.

We provide in the Appendix a brief dossier on the low-
lights of Soros’s history of theft and drug-promotion.* If,
after reading this, any Democrat still wants to take Soros’s
money, they should at least have the decency to put a
bumper-sticker on their car that says “I support drug-push-
ing. I’m pushing cocaine.”

*For documentation on Soros’s drug and money opera-
tions, and much more, see EIR’s April 1997 Special Report,
“The True Story of Soros the Golem,” and the website
www.larouchepub.com.
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Michael ‘Mickey’ Steinhardt, who made his
fortune using the organized-crime lucre of his
father, the fence for Murder, Inc. boss Meyer
Lansky, and put the money into founding the
DLC. Soros is now working with Steinhardt.
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This Presidential policy study on
the subject of “Synarchism as a
terrorist cult” was issued by the
LaRouche in 2004 campaign
committee, and first appeared in
the Sept. 5, 2003 EIR.

During the 1511-1648
interval, religious war-
fare in Europe had

been orchestrated by the
Venetian faction of opponents
of that Italy-centered
European Renaissance which
brought forth the modern
nation-state republic. This
Venetian faction was repre-
sented then chiefly by the
Habsburg dynasty of Vienna
and Spain. Since the rise of
the Anglo-Dutch and French
“Enlightenment” of the
Eighteenth Century, the detonator of deadly internal threats
to the security of European civilization has often been the
provocative roles assigned to relatively small religious cults,
such as millenarian, freemasonic, or other nominally
Christian or Jewish denominations. These latter, dangerous
sects have often included elements of the sexual freakishness
which were typical of the quasi-Judeo-Christian varieties of
their Manichean, Cathar, and Grail predecessors.

Since the Paris events of July 14, 1789, orchestrated by
British agents Philippe Egalité and Jacques Necker, and until
today, the greatest overt internal threat to the continued exis-
tence of modern European civilization, has come from the
recurring public eruptions of a hybrid, quasi-Phrygian-
Dionysian freemasonic religious association, known as the
Martinists, which originally emerged during the closing
decades of the Eighteenth Century. These Martinists have

WHAT ASHCROFT WOULD PREFER YOU NOT KNOW

Religion and National
Security: The Threat
From Terrorist Cults
by Lyndon H. LaRouche, Jr.
Aug. 19, 2003

www.voiceofiran.org.

One thing John Ashcroft would now prefer you not know:
Ashcroft’s own history of energetic support and defense
of at least one large, armed, terrorist formation on the
State Department’s list, the Mujahideen e-Khalq (shown
above in Iraq, where they were Saddam Hussein’s allies
against Iran). The Synarchist tendency Ashcroft belongs
to uses ‘religious’ terrorism to help create police states.
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operated together with the network of family merchant-
banks, which used them as instruments of political power.
Britain’s Lord Shelburne, then the leading political represen-
tative of Barings Bank, was a key figure behind the unleash-
ing of the Terror of 1789-1794, for example. This is the inner
aspect of that recurring threat to civilization known to histo-
ry books and newspaper headlines by such names as
Jacobinism, Bonapartism, Synarchy, and as the fascist
regimes which proliferated in post-Versailles Europe of the
1920s through 1945. The extreme right-wing Synarchist net-
works left over from the fascist regimes of the pre-1945 peri-
od, figured in crucial roles in the European terrorist wave of
the 1970s, and are still active in Europe and the Americas
today.

Although the terrorism motivated by today’s Synarchists
is presently the leading subversive form of security threat to
U.S. interests, I am, so far, virtually the only candidate for
the 2004 Presidential nomination who has exhibited both
the will and knowledge to address the explicitly religious
character of this specific quality of present threat in a sys-
tematic way. There are admittedly potential political risks,
from the deadly Synarchist cabals, for any leading candi-
date who points to these facts. Fear of those personal, as
well as political risks, would tend to frighten most candi-
dates away from bringing up this political threat from weird
religious circles such as those of Texas’ Tom DeLay or typi-
cal Eighteenth-Century-style Martinist ideologue Newt
Gingrich; but, under present conditions, anyone who lacks
the courage to do that, would not be competent to become
the next U.S. President.

The Synarchist threat from the presently continuing
Martinist tradition of the French Revolution period’s
Mesmer, Cagliostro, Joseph de Maistre, et al., is, once again,
a leading issue of the current time. This was, originally, the
banker-backed terrorist cult used to direct that great inter-
nal, systemic threat of 1789-1815 to France, and to the world
of that time. This same banker-cult symbiosis was behind
Mussolini’s dictatorship, behind Francisco Franco’s dictator-
ship, and behind Adolf Hitler’s role during 1923-45. This was
the threat posed by prominent pro-Synarchists inside the
British Establishment, who, during the World War II setting
of Dunkirk, had attempted to bring Britain and France into
that planned alliance with Hitler, Mussolini, Franco, and
Japan—which would, if achieved, have aimed to destroy the
U.S.A. itself by aid of that consort of global naval power.
That was the enemy which we joined with Winston Churchill
to defeat, in World War II.

The continuation of that Synarchist effort from during
the World War II period, is not only the continuing connec-
tion behind the fascist insurgencies of 1921-45, but is that
thieving, international financier syndicate behind today’s
role of Vice President Cheney and his Enron, Halliburton,
and similar accomplices, which orchestrated the Enron-led
swindle of California. That is the syndicate which has
pushed the freak-show candidacy of an “Elmer Gantry”-like
confidence man, the United States’ imported Austrian

Arnold Schwarzenegger, as a proposed head of state.
Since long before the Eighteenth-Century threat from the

Martinist cult, the most notable forms of earlier intellectual
combat against the influence of similar pro-terrorist cults,
had come from theologians such as Philo (Judaeus) of
Alexandria, Augustine, Cardinal Nicholas of Cusa, Cardinal
Mazarin’s role in the crafting of the 1648 Treaty of
Westphalia, and Moses Mendelssohn. Like Cusa and Moses
Mendelssohn, the best insight into this problem’s continuing
role within modern European civilization, has been expressed
by certain devoutly religious figures who have argued, like
Pope John Paul II today, for an ecumenical peace of religions;
as opposed to those forces, such as today’s Synarchists, which
are seeking to return to a medieval, ultramontane syncretism
which had been derived, typically, from such ugly precedents
as the Roman pantheon and Olympus cult.

However, after taking the importance of the theologians
into account, the most efficient form of weapon of defense of
the institution of the modern nation-state from corruption
by such terrorist cults as the modern Martinists, has been
that mode of separation of church from state which was
instituted within the context of the U.S. Federal
Constitution. At an appropriate point of this report, I shall
show why that is the case.

The Martinists were always a religious form of conspira-
cy, which, like their one-time champion, the Emperor
Napoleon Bonaparte, were determined to destroy actual
Christianity, but were also determined in their efforts to take
top-down control over the Catholic and other churches, from
outside and from within. Their intent was, and is, to impose
their rule, and their creepy religion, upon the churches and
others, to create a pantheonic, ultramontane, imperial form
of religious authority above the nation-state. This intent, to
become the emergent pagan religion conquering, subverting,
and superseding all other religions, is key to the mystical
religious trappings of the Martinists and their present
Synarchist successors.

At this point, some readers will ask: “What has this to do
with catching the individual terrorists who are out to hurt
the U.S.A, right now?” The reader has yet to understand
what terrorism is, how it works, and how to prevent, or at
least control an actively ongoing terrorist operation.

Take the case of the kidnapping-assassination of Italy’s
former Christian Democratic Prime Minister Aldo Moro. The
known personal threat to Moro was delivered, according to
an eyewitness report, by Henry A. Kissinger; that, during a
Washington, D.C. meeting. The terrorist capability used for
that murder included elements of the fascist circles which
the Anglo-American powers had inserted, surreptitiously,
into the Gladio organization established among, otherwise,
Christian-Democratic, Socialist, and Communist veterans of
the war-time resistance to Mussolini’s regime. This “right-
wing” network with which the Italian fascist component of
the 1970s international “left-wing” terrorist operations was
associated, still exists, as part of the Synarchist network
which includes Italian, French, and Spanish fascist branches



with connections to a Synarchist network presently operat-
ing in a more-or-less coordinated way in Central and South
America.

Generally, what are meaningfully classed as “terrorist”
operations, are usually conducted in the putative interests of
governments, or groups of governments. They are customari-
ly used as elements of what is known as “irregular warfare,”
as this was defined in discussions in which I participated
with military specialist Professor Friedrich A. von der
Heydte, during the 1980s. The killing of Moro was a political
assassination by, and under control of a secret governmental
capability within NATO, and motivated by Moro’s associa-
tion with an openly debated policy, a policy which certain
factions within NATO were determined to crush out of exis-
tence. The U.S. authority associated with the relevant fascist
group in Italy, was not the U.S. CIA, but a different entity,
which considered itself free to defy what should have been,
under U.S. law, the higher authority of the Director of
Intelligence of the CIA.

The usual cause for failure of anti-terrorist efforts, is that
the fact of the true, higher-ranking political authorship of the
decision to arrange the attacks is suppressed, at a high level,
leaving law-enforcement agencies to chase the blend of false
back-trails and expendable human tools used for the events.
This is also complicated by the widespread use of police-
agent-controlled, ostensibly deniable varieties of smelly
right-left-wing groups and grouplets, smelly things regarded
by the relative government agents as part of the “necessary
assets” used for covert orchestration of the society’s political
and related security affairs.

Terrorist action is usually either a deployment controlled
at the level of secret operations of an agency of one or more
governments, or is a sociological phenomenon of deniable
connections to government or similar agencies, in the latter
case as part of the fostering of a seeming array of remarkable
coincidences, fostered to panic governments and their popu-
lation generally. For example, the mere proliferation of mili-
tary-grade point-and-shoot video games for children and
adolescents, ensures an estimable amount of “blind terror-
ism” effects such as school-yard shooting sprees and kindred
incidents, a pattern of incidents, so orchestrated, which will
sow a predictable political reaction within the terrified,
shocked larger population.

In general, effective anti-terrorism depends upon starting
with the minds, at high levels, behind the orchestration of
such incidents. Terrorism must be regarded as a form of
conduct of warfare, or insurrection, a warfare which can be
defeated only by aid of knowing and defeating the enemy
who commands the deployment of such effects. Effective
anti-terrorist strategies, like all competent strategy, begin
with the study of the mind of the authorship of that form of
“warfare.”

The contributing cause for the persisting mystery in the
Moro case, was that too many powerful institutions of
Europe, and elsewhere, had a continuing interest in covering
up for the Synarchist institutions which played a crucial part
in that operation. The investigation of motivation and capa-
bilities should have started from the top, and focussed on the
building of the press-orchestrated and other diversionary
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The late Italian Prime Minister and Foreign Minister Aldo
Moro, shown shortly before being executed by the terrorist
Red Brigades who had kidnapped him. ‘The killing of Moro
was a political assassination by, and under control of a secret
governmental capability within NATO, and motivated by
Moro’s association with an openly debated policy, a policy
which certain factions within NATO were determined to crush
out of existence. . . . Kissinger personally threatened Moro.
Did Kissinger have the capability of ordering the killing, or
participating in the approval of that action? As in the case of
the Pinochet coup, without doubt.’



smoke-screens intended to create the environment for the
action and effect of the action itself. Perhaps, in some such
cases, punishment of the known perpetrators is secretly
delivered, later, but such covert reprisals do not solve the
problem; the principal effect of the terrorist act remains, as
in the Moro case, until the top-down authorship of the act is
made known to the public.

Kissinger personally threatened Moro. Did Kissinger
actually give the order to kill? That is not proven, presently,
one way or the other. Did Kissinger have the capability of
ordering the killing, or participating in the approval of that
action? As in the case of the Pinochet coup, without doubt.
Must we prove that he did deliver the relevant command for
the actual killing of Moro to the relevant action agency? An
irrelevant question! The connections, whatever they were in
detail, were built into the system set up for such covert
actions, when the fascist (Synarchist) apparatus was brought
inside what became the NATO structure, at and shortly after
the close of World War II.

Without the kind of study I present to you here, our gov-
ernment would remain more or less helpless to know where
to begin, to defend you, and our nation, against the new
wave of war and terrorism threatening us all now.

Therefore, the most efficient way to bring today’s citizen
to the point of understanding the specific types of terrorist,
fascist, and related threats, chiefly threatening Europe and
the Americas today, is by exposing the fraudulent character
of certain exemplary, paradigmatic types of pseudo-Christian
teaching and practice. There must be deeper understanding
of why the separation of church from state, and the present
establishment of a global community of principle among

perfectly sovereign nation-states, is a necessary strategic, as
much as moral defense against the kind of menace which
Martinism and its Synarchist expressions represent, still
today. We must not let the state become the tool of a reli-
gious body, nor a religious body the tool, or victim of the
state.

Presently, for example, there are two exemplary such
right-wing cults of Synarchist pedigree prominently placed
under my counterintelligence sights. The first is a fascist
Israeli group of the neo-conservative type associated with the
wanted fugitive Rafi Eytan. The second, is a network of pro-
Nazi pedigrees, from France, Italy, and Spain, but who, as
under Hitler’s Nazi Party then, are deployed throughout the
Americas, chiefly under the cover of the fascist doctrine of
Hispanidad, and presently associated with the cover provided
by keystone Spanish fascist Blas Piñar. The first, that fascist
Israeli ring, is a mixture of quasi-religious and other pro-
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fessed Zionists. The second, is composed, partially, of typi-
cally Synarchist, extreme right-wing, often frankly gnostic
Catholics (“integrists”).

Inside today’s U.S.A., for example, during recent decades,
nominally Catholic associates of the cult are often co-
deployed with Protestants cast in the mold of the wild-eyed
tradition of Jonathan Edwards and our stereotypical “Elmer
Gantrys.” For the purpose of this report, keep those two
types in view, but only as actual cases used here as models of
classroom reference. Both of these types of gnostics, and also
in their left-wing costuming, differ only in degree, as differ-
ent brand-label packagings by their common mother, the
Synarchist cult.

To simplify the initial phase of the presentation, focus
upon the common features of the systemic opposition of
these types of pro-terrorist cults to Christianity as such.

1. 
What Is Christianity?

Jesus Christ was born during the reign of the Roman
Emperor Augustus, and was judicially murdered, on the
order of Pontius Pilate, the son-in-law of that Emperor
Tiberius who was then based on the Isle of Capri sacred to
the pagan cult of Mithra. Despite the imperial reign of the
Latin Caesars of that time, the prevalent culture of the east-
ern Mediterranean’s region was still the legacy of the
Classical Greek language and tradition, as the Gospel of the
Apostle John and the Epistles of the Apostle Paul reflect this
choice of culture for their presentation of what the poet
Shelley would term “profound and impassioned conceptions
respecting man and nature.” Hebrew did not exist as a spo-
ken language; in addition to civilized Greek, Aramaic or a
vulgar, slum quality of Greek were relatively commonplace
in Palestine of that time. At that time, the view of the Roman
Empire was that it was, as the Apostle John reported his
dream, the hateful “Whore of Babylon,” an echo of all that
had been hated by Jews and Christians alike, as evil persecu-
tion incarnate, from among the imperial political-social sys-
tems of earlier Mesopotamia.

The culture through which Christianity spread from the
Middle East was, principally, the medium of Greek culture,
as that culture’s impact was also radiated, through slaves
and other ways, within the reaches of the Roman Empire.
The model expression of this Christian missionary’s work, is
found in the Gospel of John and Epistles of Paul, in which
the heritage of Plato serves as the cultural vehicle employed
for the transmission of specifically Christian conceptions.
The case of Philo of Alexandria’s argument against the theo-
logical implications of Aristotle, is a comparable reflection of
the use of that existing language-culture; the heritage of
Thales, Pythagoras, Solon, Plato, and the pre-Euclidean con-
structive geometry which they employed, was the medium
best suited to transmission of conceptions of universal physi-
cal and related principle. It is by reading the writings of John
and Paul, most notably, against the backdrop of the dia-

logues of Plato, that the intent of Christ’s and the Apostles’
communication, as to matters of principle, must be adduced.
That is to say, by Socratic modes of cognitive replication of
the clear intent behind the written Greek text. No symbolic
sophistries, syncretic or otherwise, are permitted as so-called
“explanations” or “interpretations.”

This Platonic view of what has come to be described as
“the New Testament,” if replicated in the cognitive processes
of the reader—rather than as a chimpanzee might be condi-
tioned to respond obediently to mere text—affords the
thinker, even a “doubting Thomas,” a living sense of the
immediate, immortal presence of Christ and His Apostles,
even across the distance of more than 2,000 years, a sense of
a reality which no bare literal text could convey. The sense of
such presence is experienced, as brought to life among those
assembled for a participation in J.S. Bach’s St. Matthew
Passion, or Wolfgang Mozart’s Ave Verum Corpus. It is
through the methods of Classical irony, as typified by the
best of all forms of Classical artistic composition, that the
human mind rises above the relative cognitive sterility of
mere text, to insight into the efficient presence of meanings
which lie beyond the bounds of the bestiality of bare sense-
perception.

Contrary to the bestial doctrine, of text—that of U.S.
Associate Justice Antonin Scalia—the New Testament, and
the U.S. Federal Constitution after it, were composed for
men and women, not for the literal edification of MIT
Professor Noam Chomsky’s trained chimpanzee.

From those standpoints of reference, the sheer evil of
what has become known as Synarchy, can be felt and
smelled as it were the presence of something Satanically evil
in the atmosphere. That these are the enemies of Jesus
Christ, can be sensed by the witting as a presence in the
room. The Jacobin Terror, Napoleon Bonaparte, G.W.F.
Hegel, the terrorist bomber Richard Wagner, and the
avowedly Satanic Friedrich Nietzsche or the Nazi Martin
Heidegger, evoke such a sense of a hovering evil more dis-
gusting than Judas, the prescience of something kindred to
the unremorsefully Satanic degenerates Nietzsche and Adolf
Hitler.

The point of recognizing that comparison, is not as if to
prepare a legal case for a mortal court. The point is to
adduce, to define more clearly for oneself, the location and
nature of the passion which prompts the contemporary
Synarchist, from inside himself, to create the kind of evil typ-
ified by the professedly Satanic Nietzsche, by his follower
Martin Heidegger, by Mussolini, as by Hitler, the pro-Satanic
Theodor Adorno, General Franco, Laval, and so on. The
practical point is to understand why, how, and when this
depraved association is likely to strike, how it spreads its
influence, and sometimes turns your once-dear-and-trusted
friends, or even professed Christian priests, into a semblance
of panicked Gadarene swine, or the like.

The sum-total of such considerations can be pointed out
by reference to a single principle; but the hearer’s compre-
hension is not so easily secured. The principle, expressed in
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the form of a corresponding question, is: What is the differ-
ence between man and beast? It is the principled question I
have presented, as a centerpiece of higher education, to my
international youth movement, a question I have situated in
a study of Carl Gauss’s attack on the fraud by Euler and
Lagrange, in Gauss’s 1799, original published report of the
discovery of The Fundamental Theorem of Algebra. That
same proof, expressed as a spiritual exercise, is the key to
understanding the source of the evil which all Synarchy, of
either left or right varieties, expresses.

The implications of that 1799 publication—as I have
based an international youth movement’s higher educational
program on a study of that work and its deeper implica-
tions—serves us again here and now, to point to the princi-
ples which must be known if the function of cults such as the
Synarchism of today’s avowed U.S. neo-conservatives (the
“Chicken-hawks”) is to be adequately understood. I refer to
my recent publication, “Visualizing the Complex Domain”
(see EIR, July 11; and at www.larouchepub.com) for its treat-
ment of the role of Gauss’s 1799 paper, and the continuation
of that as later work of Bernhard Riemann, in defining the
distinction of man from beast, that as from the standpoint of
mathematical physics. The relevance of the Classical Greek to
the work of the Apostles John and Paul is efficiently clarified
for the modern thinker in that way.

Science and Religion

Speaking formally, modern science, like the modern
nation-state, is a qualitative change in the human condi-
tion, the product of a giant leap upward in European cul-
ture, which was born in the Fifteenth-Century Renaissance
tradition of Brunelleschi, Nicholas of Cusa, Leonardo da
Vinci, Johannes Kepler, and Gottfried Leibniz. This revolu-
tion in science and social practice, has some traceable deep
roots in known features of ancient astronomical calendars
and related matters of transoceanic navigation. Ancient
Vedic calendars are an example of this, as are the implica-
tions of the adducible design of Egypt’s Great Pyramids.
However, the internal history of science in the modern
sense of that term, is traced from roots in Classical Greek
culture’s acknowledged debt, principally to Egypt, from the
time of Thales and Pythagoras. Here lies the unique histori-
cal significance of Gauss’s 1799 paper: not only in denounc-
ing the willful hoaxes of the reductionists Euler and
Lagrange, and, implicitly, also Immanuel Kant; but in
exposing the systemic continuity expressed by Gauss’s
examining, there, the connection of the modern compre-
hensive mathematical physics of Kepler and Leibniz, to the
pre-Euclidean Greek, astronomy-oriented, constructive
geometry of Pythagoras and Plato.

The crucial distinction of the successive expressions of
the specific method common to both ancient and modern
science, is that this is the only method by which the
absolute distinction of man from beast can be strictly
defined as a matter of experimentally proven universal
physical principle.

The practical political significance of that proof, is not
that it proves a particular choice of religious faith; but, that
it informs the modern republic of the long-ranging physical-
economic importance of certain ecumenical types of moral
principles which have an authority of scientific certainty
comparable to that of the universal principles of physical sci-
ence. Such are the three principles of natural law (sovereign-
ty, general welfare, and posterity) set forth in the Preamble
of the U.S. Federal Constitution. The neglect of those princi-
ples will lead toward self-inflicted, punishing, systemic
effects for a modern nation.

So, the U.S.A. was nearly destroyed by the self-affliction
of tolerating a practice of slavery directly contrary to the
principles of the Preamble and 1776 Declaration of
Independence. The U.S.A., in particular, is suffering now
from the consequences of especially those actions of the
post-1963 period to date, such as radical “deregulation,”
which were contrary, in effect, to precisely those scientifical-
ly grounded, Constitutional principles of natural law. In a
similar way, the method associated with this proof enables
us to forecast, with scientific precision, as I have done over
recent decades, the awful calamities which will fall upon any
society which submits to the pro-Satanic whims of cults
such as the Synarchists and the networks of family mer-
chant-banks behind them.

To understand the mind of the Synarchist (and his
banker), we must recognize the root of the pathology in the
way an inherently bestial, empiricist mind, such as that of
Bernard Mandeville, the Physiocrats, and Adam Smith—
each and all forerunners of the Synarchist cult—set out to
construct what in is fact the synthetic pagan religion, such as
Smith’s pro-paganist, explicitly irrational, religious worship
of “The Invisible Hand.” Smith had presented that same
hedonistic image earlier, as the hedonistic principle of purely
bestial irrationalism, copied from Mandeville’s notorious,
explicitly pro-Satanic, 1714 The Fable of the Bees, or Private
Vices, Public Benefits, as outlined by Smith in his 1759 The
Theory of the Moral Sentiments. That fiction which they con-
cocted, is appropriate only for the instruction and adoration
of the credulous masses of a population which is being
reduced to the status of either hunted, or herded (and also
culled) human cattle.

The characteristic belief of the empiricist, such as Locke,
Mandeville, Smith, or terrorist coordinator Bentham, is that
which he adapts from the Sophism of ancient Greece: the doc-
trinal assumption that man is “a featherless biped,” a beast
who knows nothing but that which either his senses, his pure-
ly bestial “instincts,” or a priest of the tradition of Delphi
Apollo tells him. Pause here for a moment, to get the relevant
image of the practice of that Apollo cult, and its continuing
influence within popular European culture down to the pre-
sent day. According to the account generally purveyed among
relevant agencies in Greece, the following portrait is supplied.

Look there! This is the site of the ancient Delphi cult of the
Earth-mother goddess, Gaea, and her serpent-like consort,
Python. In pops the Oriental rowdy, Apollo! In true macho
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style, Apollo, apparently sensing in Python a male rival for
control of the neighborhood, chops the poor serpent into
pieces, but, later, woos Gaea, pleading for her forgiveness.

The bi-polar Apollo tenderly lays the pieces of Python into
a grave, building a temple around that grave-site.

Thereafter, a priestess who bears the title of Pythia, per-
forms the following ritual. For a suitable payment, Pythia
seats herself before the grave-site of Python, beside an urn
containing balls. Depending whether the payment is small,
or large, she answers each request for a prophecy, either by
plucking a ball from the urn, or, for a higher price, delivering
a piece of ambiguous virtual gibberish, like a fragment from
a typical campaign speech by Arnie Schwarzenegger.

At this point, the confused supplicant looks to the row of
seats directly across the grave-site, where the priests of
Apollo, such as the famous Plutarch in his time, are seated,
waiting. For a price, an explanation of the impenetrable mys-
tery is delivered to the ears of the credulous. If the supplicant
is both credulous and influential, the history of Greece and

other places is shaped, in significant degree, by the credulity
of that supplicant’s faith in the story told by the Delphic for-
tune-teller.

Such is the Delphic method, the method of sophistry.
Such is the religious belief of the empiricist or his dupe
today. Such is the basis for the relative successes of the
Martinist cult and of the bankers who deploy it for purposes
of managing those herds of stock-market dupes and other
human cattle which they cull, from time to time. It is, as
Gauss’s 1799 paper proves, the Delphic method of Euler and
Lagrange, as also of the Immanuel Kant who did so much to
turn so many Germans, and others, into existentialist and
other varieties of cullable cattle.

The essential distinction of man from both beasts and
empiricists such as Euler, is precisely what is at issue in
Gauss’s attacks on the Delphic hoaxes against science by two
pagan religious fanatics of the cult of empiricism, Euler and
Lagrange.

I explain the point about science.
The ancient Greek, pre-Euclidean notion of the physical

universe was attributed, not to a Euclidean scheme for inter-
preting experience, but to what was known as “spherics.”
“Spherics” was a synonym for astronomy, or, what were bet-
ter described as astrophysics. The Pythagoreans, and their
followers such as Plato, looked to the heavens for evidence of
what might be called “the universe.” There, in that view, they
sought out what might be regarded as universal physical
principles, as Johannes Kepler did much later.

The typical form for universal motion was sought out, as
if observable motion along the internal surface of a sphere of
a great diameter; as if motion were typified by the transitions
of the night-time sky and apparent motion of the Sun and
Moon. The sphere, and the curvatures which might be
derived from it as presumably elementary, were the starting-
point for the effort to discover the lawful composition of that
universe which generated the shadows of our sense-percep-
tion of observable astrophysical processes, and, from that
point of reference, other observed processes as well.

In this way, a number of studies, based on the notion of a
purely constructive geometry of primarily spherical action,
showed us anomalies, cases in which observable recurring
motion was not uniform in terms of the presumed
Aristotelean clock-work of a spherical surface. Such an
anomalous case is typified in the history of science by
Kepler’s discovery of a principle of universal gravitation.
Such anomalies told us that what our senses present to us,
are not the realities of our universe, but, like gravitation,
were the shadows which the real universe casts upon our
organs of sense.

An experimental demonstration, based upon Florentine
methods of bel canto training of the singing voice, enables us
to prove that what is described as Pythagoras’ definition of
the musical comma, is not a calculation derivable within a
Euclidean manifold, but is an apparent anomaly generated
by some efficient physical principle, acting from behind the
shadows of sense-perception.
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The cases of the doubling of the line, square, and cube,
treated in Gauss’s 1799 paper, also expose the falseness
inhering in a Euclidean or related form of geometry
premised upon a priori definitions. The case of the construc-
tion of the Platonic solids, goes toward the heart of the issues
posed by the methods of pre-Euclidean, constructive geome-
try employed by the Pythagoreans and Plato.

Against such background of the work of the Pythagoreans
and kindred predecessors, Plato’s Socratic dialogues present
a general solution for those and analogous paradoxes of
naive faith in sense-certainty. The famous allegory of the
Cave, from Plato’s The Republic, typifies this. Our sense-
organs are part of our biological organization. What they
present to us is not an image of the world outside us, but,
rather, the effect of that outside world’s actions upon our
sense-organs. As the point is typified in Plato’s Timaeus dia-
logue, and other locations, it is the anomalies associated
with the spherical principle of a pre-Euclidean form of
astronomy, which point out the existence of physically effi-
cient, universal principles, existing beyond the reach of
direct comprehension by our senses. These anomalies enable
us to define what is acting upon the sensed image of the uni-
verse, to change that universe in ways not consistent with
spherics.

So, the culture of Classical Greece knew such forms of
proof that the visible universe is controlled by principles
which are not, of themselves, known to sense-perception, but
are powers, according to Plato’s scientifically precise mean-
ing of that term, which control those recurring kinds of
anomalous effects which sense-perception presents. In cases
in which this knowledge of unseen principles enables
mankind to increase our power in and over the universe to
practical effect, we know that it is through the willful
employment of such discovered, experimentally validated
principles, principles from beyond sense-perception, that
mankind is enabled to increase our species’ control over the
universe as perceived. As Plato emphasizes, this was already
known in his ancient times. That already suffices to define
the difference between man and beast. The emergence of
modern European civilization carried the implications of
that to a qualitatively higher level.

In the referenced 1799 paper, Gauss compares such
ancient achievements, in defining universal physical princi-
ples, with the results of the progress in the revolutionary
development of modern comprehensive mathematical
physics, since Brunelleschi, Cusa, Leonardo da Vinci,
Johannes Kepler, and Leibniz. On this basis, Gauss exposes
the fraud of, most notably, Euler and Lagrange; and, implic-
itly, empiricist and positivist followers of Lagrange in the
style of Laplace and Cauchy.

It should be noted here, that Gauss showed, in subse-
quent locations, beginning his famous Disquisitiones
Arithmeticae, that the arithmetic associated with modern
mathematical physics was underlain by the same deep prin-
ciples of constructive geometry expressed by the pre-
Euclidean discoveries of Archytas, Plato, et al. Gauss’s defin-

ing the complex domain, and the work of his students
Dirichlet and Riemann after him, have brought forth the
deeper implications of the notion of a higher geometry
which makes comprehensible the experimentally provable
nature of the functional relationship between the visible and
the higher, invisible reaches of the complex domain.

As simply and briefly as possible, what Gauss addressed,
was the following.

Cardan’s posing the problem of cubic algebraic roots,
had led the empiricist ideologues Euler and Lagrange to
concede the merely formal existence of certain algebraic
magnitudes which they misnamed “imaginary numbers.” As
Gauss showed, then, and more amply latter, the inclusion of
these numbers as expressions of functions of the complex
domain, opened up mathematical physics to be able to deal,
at once, with the relations among perceived and actual
physical causes.

For political reasons created, successively, by Napoleon
Bonaparte’s tyranny in Europe, and the related conditions
continued under the terms of the 1815 Congress of Vienna,
Gauss was fearful of continuing to report his related original
discoveries in (not non-Euclidean, but) anti-Euclidean geom-
etry. It was only decades later, that Gauss made public refer-
ence to such youthful discoveries he had made while a stu-
dent of Kästner and Zimmerman; it was only when modern
science looked back at Gauss’s work as a whole from the
vantage-point of the work of Dirichlet, Riemann, and
Wilhelm Weber’s experimental proof of Ampe—re’s principle
of electrodynamics, that the full physical significance of
Gauss’s unpublished manuscripts from the 1790s could
begin to be adequately understood.

Man’s ability to reach, through powers unique to the
human mind, beyond the range of sense-perception, to dis-
cover, and to master processes lying only in the real physical
universe beyond reach of an animal’s senses, is the first step
toward actual knowledge of that realm we know by such
terms as metaphysical, or spiritual. By knowledge, I mean
something which must be discovered in the same sense any
universal physical principle is not merely discovered to exist,
but a discovery mastered in application to a changed,
improved body of human practice. It can not be discovered
by animal-like instinct, nor learned as a rule supplied by an
established authority. It must be experienced, by each indi-
vidual, as the mind’s generation of an hypothesis which con-
quers a real paradox, an hypothesis proven by those appro-
priate forms of experimental methods which European civi-
lization has derived from a pre-Euclidean tradition of con-
structive geometry.

I shall return to this matter at several, relevant points in
the continued unfolding of my exposition.

Man and His Nature

To understand any aspect of modern European civiliza-
tion and its religion today, we must take into account the
profound change in the human condition which was
wrought, in succession, by the Fifteenth-Century
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Renaissance and such crucial sequels as the 1648 Treaty of
Westphalia and the American Revolution. It was the com-
bined hatred against all three of those successive, crucial his-
torical developments, which motivated the Martinists and
every expression of their form of evil since the closing
decades of the Eighteenth Century.

First, prior to Europe’s Fifteenth Century, the standard
condition of humanity, as far back, and as widely as we
presently know, was the brutish reign of a relatively small
oligarchy and its retinues, over a mass of humanity degraded
to the status or either hunted or herded human cattle.
Christianity represented, implicitly, a fundamental improve-
ment in the human condition generally, by introducing the
notion of a practice premised in principle on the universality
of humanity. However, the existence of governing political
institutions consistent with that Christian notion waited
until that Italy-centered Renaissance which brought forth
the first two modern nation-states, Louis XI’s France and
Henry VII’s England.

Even then, the victory has never been completed, to the
present day. The history of the struggle, since the
Renaissance, to achieve that victory, is the source of needed
insights into the challenges which must be met, and the pit-
falls to be avoided, if progress toward that goal could be
managed.

The feudal system, under the ruling partnership between
Venice’s rentier-oligarchical form of imperial maritime
power and the Norman chivalry, had brought itself to a state
of relative, systemic collapse through that Fourteenth-
Century “New Dark Age” brought on by the impact of
Venetian usury upon Europe under the rule of a Venetian-
Norman tyranny. In the gradual emergence of a ruined
Europe from this terrible holocaust, the great ecumenical
Council of Florence emerged as the pivotal place of reference
for an already ongoing, pro-Platonic, Greek-language erup-
tion which became a great Renaissance. That was the birth
of modern European civilization, an institution unlike, and
surpassing any organization of mankind which had existed
in known times before.

With this revolution came the birth of modern science, as
the impetus for this was expressed by Brunelleschi, and,
most emphatically the initiative of Cardinal Nicholas of
Cusa’s De Docta Ignorantia; and by such Cusa followers as
Leonardo da Vinci, the great, direct forerunners of the
founding of a comprehensive form of mathematical physics
by Johannes Kepler.

The combination of steps toward the conception of gov-
ernment’s responsibility for the promotion of the general
welfare of living and posterity, was the belated triumph of
the great work of Dante Alighieri. This Renaissance brought
to an end, at least implicitly, acceptance of a continuation of
the arrangements under which a few ruling strata in society
were able to subject the remainder of humanity to that rela-
tive status of hunted or herded human cattle of virtually
fixed technology of practice, which the evil Code of
Diocletian had prescribed.

For the leaders of that Renaissance, it was no longer
allowable, that the promotion of the wealth and pleasure of
the few, should proceed at the expense of the many. Caring
for peasants as if they were useful cattle to be owned and
maintained, as serfs are, or peons on a latifundist’s estate,
was not consistent with the notion of the general welfare of
human beings whose characteristic quality is the require-
ment of development.

The revolt in France led and inspired by the sublime
Jeanne d’Arc, challenged, and led to the overthrow of the
Normans’ ultramontane tyranny, bringing forth France as a
true nation-state under that master of the principles of
strategic defense, King Louis XI. That sacrifice by the sub-
lime Jeanne inspired the Councils of the Catholic Church,
fed the process of the Renaissance, and contributed to
bringing about the restoration of a shattered Papacy. The
birth of England, in Henry VII’s defeat of the Norman tyran-
ny represented by Richard III, was the fruit of the preceding
work of Jeanne d’Arc, the Councils, and the reign of
France’s Louis XI.

Under the new conception of the state introduced by the
influence of that Renaissance, the government was account-
able for improving the general welfare of both the living, and
also, more emphatically, posterity. This was a responsibility
to the whole of the population and its land-area; in other
words, this accountability of the state for the whole popula-
tion, required the notion of economies self-governed by uni-
versal physical principles working to universal physical
effect.

So, Nicholas of Cusa’s De Docta Ignorantia, defining the
mission of modern physical-experimental science, comple-
mented his definition of a community of sovereign states, in
his earlier Concordantia Catholica. What Dante Alighieri had
proposed, as in his revival of the Italian language and his De
Monarchia, were realized, in principle, by Cusa’s typically
leading part in the Fifteenth-Century Renaissance. Such was
the birth of the modern nation-state as the alternative to the
relatively bestializing, ultramontane trappings of feudalism,
the medieval system of Venice and its Norman partners most
emphatically. Under this new conception of government, the
concern of society became the discovery and use of those
principles of scientific practice by means of which the uni-
versal requirements of entire societies might be efficiently
addressed. This gave birth to a new conception of physical
science, to the universal mathematical physics whose actual
founding was accomplished by the witting successor of Cusa
and Leonardo, Johannes Kepler. This was a new conception
of man’s universal relationship to nature, a new conception
of science.

This revolution, which erupted in that Renaissance and
its aftermath, forced intensive debates in both law and physi-
cal science, respecting the nature of the human individual.
Who could be lawfully reduced to the sub-human social sta-
tus of slavery, the status of virtual cattle? Who could be
reduced to a status but a little higher than a slave, a Mexican
peon, for example?
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The Sixteenth-Century, Iberian trade in captured per-
sons from sub-Saharan Africa, first by Portugal and then
Spain, led the way; the Anglo-Dutch liberals followed, but
later dumped the trade, as unpleasant and unprofitable,
upon the Iberians deemed sufficiently inferior to be occu-
pied with this unpleasant and poor quality of traffic. The
troubled Isabella and Ferdinand resisted, but their decrees
were impotent under the prevalent conditions of the rul-
ing oligarchy of their new nation. From the Habsburg
(Spanish: Hapsburg) succession, on, Spain became the
leading butcher of European civilization, the later model
of reference for the development of the Martinist freema-
sonic cult in France, and the object of nostalgic reference
for Spanish-speaking fascists around the world still today.
As the Netherlands war and the 1618-1648 Thirty Years
War attest, it was the bestiality of the Habsburg dynasty of
Spain and Vienna, which led in creating a medieval-like
depravity in Europe not superseded until the rise of the
Dutch and British India Companies. Those Companies
were spawned by the depraved conditions produced by
the Venice-Habsburg efforts to turn back the clock of his-
tory over the 1511-1648 period, a period which some
British historians have aptly described as a “Little New
Dark Age.”

By early during the Nineteenth Century, Spain, which
had never abandoned the slave-trade in practice up to that
point, became the world’s principal slave-trafficker, although
under British license and supervision, past the time of the
Spanish monarchy’s support for the cause of the U.S.
Confederacy. Then, by the latter time, the development of
the internal economy of Spain, and the collapse of Spain’s
African-slave-trade into the U.S. slave-holders’ market, had
asserted its own relatively more productive, if poor habits,
contrary to those of the decadent monarchy already overripe
for the ashcan of history. The argument of the Spanish slave-
traders and their like against the ineffective prohibitions of
Isabella I and others, was of the form of seeking to demon-
strate that Africans were not actually human, did not have
actually human souls, but were categorically fit only to be
hunted down like wild animals, and the population culled to
the remnant assigned to become slaves. A similar argument
was employed by the Spanish administration of Mexico, in
which the argument was that poor Mexican peons were not
“rational,” and therefore, were virtually humanoid-like cattle,
not qualified to share the respect or economic rights accord-
ed their latifundist exploiters; an argument later echoed by
Quesnay and other Physiocrats in France, and the curious
pseudo-logic of the Carlist roots of the Spanish-speaking
branch of the Synarchist tradition in Spain and the Americas
today.

The ability of the human individual to increase man’s
power over nature through discovery, and through re-enact-
ment of the discovery of those manifestly efficient universal
physical principles, such as gravitation, quickest time, and
universal physical least action, principles not directly visible
to sense-perception as such, showed man as possessing, by

nature, a power, a quality lacking in all lower forms of life, a
power not attributable to living processes in general. This
quality defines man as intrinsically a spiritual being, as I have
referred to this above.

The physical-scientific meaning of spiritual, was pinned
down by the work of the Russian scientist V.I. Vernadsky’s
definition of the Noösphere. I have addressed this in my
2001 book, The Economics of the Noösphere. Working from
the standpoint of experimental physical chemistry, geobio-
chemistry, Vernadsky divided the domain among three types
of phase-spaces: abiotic, biotic, and noëtic. Abiotic signifies
experimentally defined universal physical principles which
are not specific to living processes as such. Biotic signifies
experimentally defined universal physical principles specific
to living processes. Noëtic signifies those creative powers
unique to the human mind, by means of which the discovery
of experimentally valid universal physical principles of both
the abiotic and biotic domains are discovered. In other
words, we divide the experimental universe among three
interacting, but distinct classes of principles: non-living, liv-
ing, and spiritual.

It is this latter class of principle, spiritual, unique to the
human individual, which defines a reality which corre-
sponds to a valid religious experience. It is the combined
generation and transmission of the experience of discovery
of valid universal physical principles, of the abiotic, biotic,
and noëtic domains, which expresses the functional distinc-
tion of the human species, as a species, from all other
species.

This noëtic, or spiritual quality references the power of
the individual human mind to access knowledge of a class of
universal physical principles, whose efficiency is experimen-
tally valid, but which, as principles, are outside the domain
of sensory phenomena.

This conception of human nature, intrinsic to Genesis 1
and to Christianity, is sometimes referred to as the
Promethean conception of the human individual.

Promethean Man

As long as the scientific-technological and associated cul-
tural progress persisted, that trend militated against the con-
tinued influence of still powerful relics of the Venetian-
Norman legacy. However, this fact merely made the surviv-
ing cultural relics of past feudal traditions the more enraged,
the more inclined to desperate measures to crush the
Renaissance and its effects out of existence.

A resurgent Venetian power struck back; with the erup-
tion of the already referenced 1511-1648 period of Venice-
orchestrated religious wars, the new creation, modern
European civilization, was in bloody jeopardy. But, the force
of progress was stubborn, and survived. The Treaty of
Westphalia was virtually the rebirth of modern European
civilization, and the founding of the U.S. republic is the best
approximation of the goal in statecraft toward which the
Renaissance and the Treaty of Westphalia had pointed. Had
an American-style constitution, as drafted under the leader-
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ship of Bailly and Lafayette, been adopted by the French
monarchy, the model of the young American republic would
have transformed the entire sweep of globally extended
European civilization. Thanks to the leadership of U.S.
President Abraham Lincoln, the U.S.A. survived the machi-
nations of the combined forces of the British monarchy,
Napoleon III’s France, Spain, and the Habsburgs, and the
United States went on to become the world’s most produc-
tive nation and its greatest power.

At the moment the impact of the young U.S. republic of
1789 was about to spread its influence rapidly in transform-
ing European society, the enemy, led by Lord Shelburne’s
British East India Company, struck back, mobilizing those
Martinists who emerged from July 14, 1789 on, as the lead-
ers of the left-wing Terror and, as also the controlling forces
of the subsequent right-wing reaction against that Terror,
the first modern fascist dictatorship, that of Napoleon
Bonaparte. The essence of that 1789-1815 development was
a cultural revolution against the conception of man associat-
ed with the Renaissance, a conception of man then freshly
expressed by the American Revolution.

Even inside the U.S.A., under a confused President John
Adams, the New York City publication of British Foreign
Office agent Sir John Robison’s fraudulent Proofs of a
Conspiracy, rallied the endemically treasonous, New
England-based Essex Junto tribes to persuade the Adams gov-
ernment that the United States must tend to ally with the
British monarchy, against the revolutionary France that Lord
Shelburne’s British East India Company had brought into
being, all for the purpose of crushing the American cause on
both sides of the Atlantic! This was that induced delusion of
the Adams government, which produced the crisis of the
Alien & Sedition Acts, and which led, by related means, to
the disgrace and death of the Federalist Party, especially
after the British Foreign Office agent Aaron Burr’s killing of
Alexander Hamilton, the clearest head among leading
American figures on these issues at that time.

The Martinists and their Synarchist outgrowth have been
the principal enemy of our republic, from outside and inter-
nally, since our War for Independence. They represent the evil
that was the Roman Empire, the evil of the long reign of the
Venetian-Norman tyranny over much of the history of
medieval Europe. They represented the enemy of the
Fifteenth-Century Renaissance, the enemy of the creation of
the sovereign nation-state republic, and were a continuation
of those forces which have launched the religious and kindred
wars which have so often nearly destroyed modern civiliza-
tion. These are the monsters today, who seek to turn back the
clock backwards, to what they call today “the end of history.”

The relics of feudalism could not compete, economically
or otherwise, with the progress of the emergent modern
European civilization’s impulse for progress. Those feudal
relics might slow it, or stop it altogether, but they could
not compete with it on the proverbial “level playing field.”
They might crush modern civilization by force, as they
attempted with the Habsburg-led religious warfare of the

1511-1648 interval; otherwise, that failing, they might
attack the problem along cultural lines, by seeking to
uproot and stifle that new, Renaissance conception of man
which had energized the coming into being of modern
European civilization.

On the latter account, the Venetian Party revived
Aristoteleanism and then also that legacy of William of
Ockham known as the empiricism of Paolo Sarpi and Sarpi’s
household lackey Galileo Galilei. The degraded conception of
man typified by these two assaults on the Christian concep-
tion of human nature, has been the main current of those
efforts to destroy modern civilization, which are typified and
more or less dominated by the Synarchist initiatives of today.
The ideological center of the target for the latter attack is the
notion of “Promethean Man.”

The modern conception of Promethean man is traced
chiefly from the first, surviving part, Prometheus Bound, of
the Classical tragedian Aeschylus’ Prometheus trilogy. The
tyrannical gods of Olympus, led by the tyrant Zeus, hold
mankind in subjugation to bestial conditions of life, by deny-
ing man the access to fire and, implicitly, the discovery and
development of technology generally. This mankind, so
oppressed, is implicitly that of Biblical Genesis 1, man and
woman made equally in the likeness of the Creator of the
universe, and endowed by Him with the power and obliga-
tion to develop the world: in other words, to change it
according to laws discoverable only by the mind of the indi-
vidual human being. This is what the implicitly Satanic
oppressor denies mankind, by oppressing us, or corrupting
us, or a combination of both; this is what Prometheus fights
to free man to do, a fight which Prometheus will win in the
end. The tragic figure of Aeschylus’ trilogy, is not the sublime
Prometheus, but the depraved potentate Zeus.

In real modern history, the part of the evil, doomed tyrant
Zeus, is played by the Venetian-Norman Party as an oli-
garchy, and a crucified Jesus Christ’s redemption of man’s
true nature and destiny, is echoed as the Promethean role.
Such is the principle of redemption of humanity expressed
in the portrait presented by the Fifteenth-Century
Renaissance.

The enemy fears, more than anything else, the possibility
that the ordinary people, at least a significant ration of them,
adopts the Promethean image of man’s assigned role, a role
consistent with the Renaissance and the subsequent expres-
sions of progress of globally extended modern European civ-
ilization. It is against that prospect that the enemy conducts
cultural warfare, including religious war, and any other
means for inducing man’s self-degradation. This includes,
most notably, attacks against the Promethean image in the
misused name of religion, as by that archetypical swine,
Aaron Burr’s grandfather, Jonathan Edwards.

The Evil Men and Their Economics

Trace the way in which such swinish cultural corruption
of mankind was pursued by the empiricists and their
Martinist outgrowth, from the virtually Satanic figure of the
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founder of empiricism,
Venice’s Paolo Sarpi,
through his personal lack-
ey Galileo, and Francis
Bacon, Thomas Hobbes,
John Locke, Bernard
Mandeville, David Hume,
Franc±ois Quesnay, Adam
Smith, and Jeremy
Bentham. For a more
accurate picture, situate
the paradoxical features
of the case of Karl Marx
against that relevant back-
drop.

The first premise of
that moral depravity
which is empiricism, and
its outgrowth, positivism,
is the denial of the exis-
tence of man’s capacity to
know experimentally vali-
dated universal principles
existing outside the domain of sense-perception. Usually, the
empiricists do not deny that something unseen might exist,
but they insist, that should it exist, its existence must either
remain forever unknown to man, or might be inferred as an
explanation of sensed phenomena in nothing more than a
more or less statistical way. To this, the empiricists add the
role of allegedly self-evident, primal impulses of greed, and
lust for pleasure and power, presenting thus the image of
Hobbesian man.

On this basis, John Locke defines the power of the land-
lord over the serf, or the like, to be the principle of the rights
of property, a notion sometimes translated today as “share-
holder value,” or, under the law of the early 1860s
Confederacy as “slaveholder value.” Locke’s Essays on
Human Understanding define this empiricist notion; where-
as, Gottfried Leibniz’s belatedly published New Essays on
Human Understanding exposed the wickedness of Locke’s
design. It was the latter, Leibniz’s work, which informed
Benjamin Franklin and his circles; Leibniz’s elaboration of
the principle of “pursuit of happiness,” became the basis on
which the U.S. 1776 Declaration of Independence was
premised, and the Preamble of the U.S. Federal Constitution
defined.

With Mandeville, Quesnay, and Adam Smith, the lust to
do evil becomes more explicit than it had been with Locke.
London University’s stuffed dummy Jeremy Bentham, would
make even most modern fascists blush, perhaps even the
devil himself, provided they knew most of what Bentham
published, and what he actually did in the French
Revolution. The explicitly hedonistic principle of utilitarian-
ism, as introduced to the practice of today’s U.S. Federal
Reserve’s faking of the data on post-1982 inflation in the U.S.
economy to date, is typical of Bentham. See Bentham’s

Principles of Morals and Legislation, combined with works
such as his In Defence of Usury; see, Simon Bolæ/var’s
denunciation of Bentham’s British Foreign Office role in cor-
rupting the South American revolutions of that time.

Earlier, Mandeville, the resident Satanic object of adula-
tion by the Friedrich von Hayek’s post-World War II Mont
Pelerin Society, had been explicit in his claims to be, and to
promote, evil. Witness the Mont Pelerin Society’s adoption of
Mandeville’s paean to Satan, The Fable of the Bees. Quesnay’s
doctrine of laissez-faire, from which Adam Smith copied his
“free trade,” had been premised on the argument on which
the economic doctrine of the French Physiocrats as a whole,
and recent decades’ turns in U.S. agricultural policy have
been premised: that the farmers employed on the lazy, titled
landlord’s estate were merely human cattle, who had no part
in creating the profit of the estate, or society as a whole;
rather, the landlord, by virtue of the Satanic magic of his
position as title-holder (e.g., “shareholder”), was the only
producer of the net wealth of the estate, and of society as a
whole.

These eerie dogmas of Mandeville, Quesnay, Smith,
Bentham, et al., have a root in very queer sorts of religions,
such as the Cathars or Grail cult. Until Shelburne lackey
Bentham’s rise to power in the British Foreign Office’s oper-
ations, Mandeville was the most openly shameless of that
bad lot, but the other empiricists of the Eighteenth and
Nineteenth Century were not far behind him. The Martinists
went further, as they do today, but they only make explicitly
religious, the evil which permeates the entirety of the
empiricism of the so-called Eighteenth-Century
“Enlightenment.” Consider the following excerpt, which I
have often quoted elsewhere, from Smith’s 1759 The Theory
of the Moral Sentiments. Read this, or, perhaps re-read this,
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from the standpoint of looking at this passage as typifying
an underlying, pro-Satanic form of religious belief. That is
my intention in excerpting it here; read it from that point of
view. I underline the most relevant elements from the
excerpt.

“The administration of the great system of the universe . . .
the care of the universal happiness of all rational and sensi-
ble beings, is the business of God and not of man. To man is
allotted a much humbler department, but one much more
suitable to the weakness of his powers, and to the narrow-
ness of his comprehension; the care of his own happiness, of
that of his family, his friends, his country. . . .

“But, though we are endowed with a very strong desire of
those ends, it has been intrusted to the slow and uncertain
determinations of our reason to find out the proper means of
bringing them about. Nature has directed us to the greater
part of these by original and immediate instincts. Hunger,
thirst, the passion which unites the two sexes, the love of plea-
sure, and the dread of pain, prompt us to apply those means
for their own sakes, and without any consideration of their
tendency to those beneficent ends which the great Director of
nature intended to produce by them.”

Smith’s utterance belongs to a wildly irrationalist, pagan
religion, not science. It is like the Cathar doctrine central to
Quesnay’s pro-feudalist Physiocratic dogma, a world view,
and a blasphemous definition of God, derived from an a pri-
ori set of definitions, axioms, and postulates. Nonetheless, as
Shelburne lackey Adam Smith’s argument in his anti-
American propaganda-piece of 1776, The Wealth of Nations,
was largely lifted from the work of the French Physiocrats
Quesnay and Turgot, this eerie, pro-Satanic dogma of laissez-
faire, which plagiarist Adam Smith copied as “The Invisible
Hand” of “free trade,” became—together with its adoption of
the Malthusian doctrine of the Venetian Giammaria Ortes—
the entire basis for the British East India Company’s
Haileybury School of economics, the so-called English
school of political-economy from which Karl Marx derived
his own definitions of economics: the axiomatic assumptions
of Ortes’ argument, as copied more faithfully in English by
Malthus et al., than in Marx’s German.

The spread of this empiricist school of Bentham, et al.,
into the Marxian socialist movement, is underscored most
luridly by the expressed influence of Thomas Huxley on
Frederick Engels, especially Engels’ scientifically absurd
speculation on the derivation of man from apes, allegedly by
the development of the opposable thumb! Engels was a thor-
oughly British empiricist of the Bentham school, a British
manufacturer of goods produced from slave-grown
American cotton, and a political dilettante, who foisted his
explicit hatred of the greatest economists of his century on
his poverty-stricken protégé Karl Marx—first against the
German-American Friedrich List, and, later, the Americans
Alexander Hamilton, and, by name, Henry C. Carey. Poor
Marx was an unwitting protégé of Bentham’s pupil Lord
Palmerston, who coordinated both the Young Europe and
Young America left-wing conspiracies of that time through

such channels as Palmerston rival Urquhart’s foreign-intelli-
gence post at the British Library, the place where Marx pol-
ished his studies of British political-economy and its includ-
ed Physiocratic roots. This study occurred, substantially,
under veteran British intelligence handler, the same
Urquhart who handled the correspondence of the Young
Europe network, and also supplied ostensibly helpful advice
to a duped Marx.

In an Age of Lies, which the recent three centuries of
globally extended official European civilization have largely
been most of that time, it were inevitable that dust-layered
truth might be retrieved from that attic where unconven-
tional opinions, good, bad, or awful, are customarily
stored. The actual progress of modern economy, from its
roots in Charlemagne’s census, has come chiefly from the
Fifteenth-Century Renaissance; was fostered by the work of
Cardinal Mazarin and Jean-Baptiste Colbert; and was
founded as a body of scientific work with Leibniz’s develop-
ment of a branch of physical science, the latter known as
physical economy, over the interval of 1671-1716. The
American System of physical economy was chiefly an out-
growth of the European influence which brought the work
of Leibniz into shaping the world-outlook of Benjamin
Franklin and his associates, into the form reflected in
Treasury Secretary Alexander Hamilton’s famous three
reports to the Congress, including the famous 1791 On the
Subject of Manufactures.

During my own youth and young manhood, the work of
Leibniz was the chief influence which I adopted for my own
view of my early exposure to then-contemporary manufac-
turing and related practice of technology. Hence, my own
original contributions, dating from work of the 1948-1953
interval, which became my own Leibnizian practice of eco-
nomic analysis and long-range forecasting from the stand-
point of physical economy, for which I am known in various
leading scientific and other circles here and abroad today. It
was the standpoint of Leibnizian physical economy, as
expressed by Hamilton, Mathew Carey, Friedrich List, and
Henry C. Carey, which came to reshape the thinking of much
of the thunderstruck world after President Abraham
Lincoln’s victory over that Confederacy which had been
launched by joint efforts of the British monarchy, Napoleon
III’s France, and others. From about the time of the 1876
Philadelphia Centennial convention, Hamilton’s legacy, the
American System of political-economy, proceeded to trans-
form the economic policy of practice of many of the world’s
leading nations, on continental Europe, in Japan, and in
Central and South America, too. Later, at Harvard
University, and in preparing, later, for his U.S. Presidency,
Franklin D. Roosevelt had returned to the American System
legacy of his celebrated ancestor, the New York banker Isaac
Roosevelt, a key collaborator of Alexander Hamilton. So,
Roosevelt rescued our republic from the follies of Coolidge
and Hoover.

The history of the U.S. republic, from the beginning, has
been principally a see-saw struggle between two irreconcil-
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able philosophical systems of political-economics: the stand-
point of physical economy, that of Leibniz and his followers;
versus the empiricist tradition of Venice’s Paolo Sarpi and
the Eighteenth-Century Enlightenment. This has been the
pivotal feature of the economic history of the U.S. itself, and
our republic’s past and continuing philosophical relationship
to the world at large.

The cases of Marx, Engels, and their aftermath, are to be
situated as Karl Marx himself declared himself a follower of
the Enlightenment’s empiricist school of political-economy,
that of Quesnay and the British East India Company’s
Haileybury School of Adam Smith, Jeremy Bentham,
Thomas Malthus, et al. Thus, Marx’s work and its effects can
be understood, only after we have situated him and his influ-
ence exactly where he situates it, within the bounds of the
Eighteenth-Century empiricist adversaries of both Gottfried
Leibniz and the American System of political-economy.
Today’s generally accepted history of political-economy is
not a branch of science; it is the work of the cult known as
the Enlightenment, a cult permeated by that strong pro-
Satanic component of which Mandeville and Bentham are
most flagrantly typical.

Mandeville, the overt Satanist, was already franker than
Adam Smith; but, nonetheless, there is no systemic differ-
ence in axiomatic assumptions between Mandeville’s The
Fable of the Bees and the passage which I have cited from
Smith. Mandeville only adds the qualification, that that
tyrant which Smith terms blasphemously “the great Director
of nature,” has crafted the universe to such effect that the
unrestrained pursuit of vice and corruption are that
Director’s essential means, by means of which the benefits to
society as a whole are produced: Mandeville’s god is the
great gangster who runs the infinite brothel and gambling
casino, and, perhaps is the silent partner in Enron and
Halliburton, too! Smith’s anti-American tract of 1776, The
Wealth of Nations, makes the connection between the intent
of the 1759 work and Mandeville’s argument explicit. The
published writings, and secret practice of Smith’s associate
Jeremy Bentham, carry Smith’s moral degeneracy into the
extremes of florid detail.

The most efficient way in which to destroy a society by its
own hand, is to criminalize the behavioral habits of its lead-
ers, while making their underlings the accomplices of such
perversions, and holding dissenting honorable men and
women up to ridicule and to persecutions which may
prompt their cowardly friends to desert them, perhaps in
expectation of new benefactors for their desired life-styles
and careers.

Now, that much said, reconsider what I have said on the
subject of evil men up to this point, now from the compara-
tive standpoint of a textbook course in Euclidean geometry.
What are the definitions, axioms, and postulates of the
empiricist systems of social thought, as a closed system
based upon an uncompleted set of mechanical rules of
behavior? Then, add several new rules which tend to make a
distinction between the pre-Bentham “geometry” of Anglo-
Dutch empiricism, and the bloody, Martinist holocaust

which Shelburne’s Bentham set into motion as the French
Revolution of 1789-1815.

From the start, empiricism, like the influence of Aristotle
and Euclid, sought to stop, even turn back the wheels of
human progress, by decreeing a universe of fixed principles,
ruled by a God who could do nothing to change the set of
principles once he had set them into motion. This was the
condemnation of Aristotle by Philo of Alexandria. This was
the reactionary folly of the Sixteenth Century, which the
Venetians imposed in the form of the dead astronomy-sys-
tems of a revived pro-Aristotelean hoaxster Claudius
Ptolemy, and the sterile, essentially Aristotelean models of
Copernicus and Tycho Brahe. Those were the astronomy of a
universe which left the Creator, as if handcuffed, outside
reality, and degraded man to the behavioral status of just
another animal. It was a universe in which a fixed set of defi-
nitions, axioms, and postulates ruled, in which history was
essentially dead, without as much as the bare possibility of
intervention by revolutionary, newly discovered universal
principles.

It was a utopian’s universe, in which the only permissible
change was a perfection of the enforcement of a fixed set of
rules of the game, an infinite game of chess, in which
progress would mean nothing of importance in the end; the
rules would not change, and the game, however the players
tried, would never really change anything in the real uni-
verse. It was the hateful universe of Bertrand Russell’s
Principia Mathematica. In effect, it was the universe of the
Zeus of Aeschylus’ Prometheus Bound, the world despised by
Goethe’s poetical Prometheus of his Grosskopta, a world in
which Zeus and his lackeys played dirty tricks against a
mankind allowed to do essentially nothing to distinguish
itself from the beasts. A world whose imaginary god, Zeus,
was a cruelly capricious bastard, a Nietzschean Superman, a
virtual Satan. It was the world of Shelburne’s Jeremy
Bentham, who begat Lord Palmerston, who, in turn, in a
manner of speaking, begat the consummately evil Bertrand
Russell, who begat his altar boy, the maliciously playful
monster, John von Neumann, of The Theory of Games and
Economic Behavior.

With Bentham and the Martinists, the man of unmatched
pure evil, a Nietzschean beast-man, struts upon the stage of
modern world history, a man like the Roman Tiberius,
Caligula, or Nero, or Adolf Hitler, who would commit such
monstrous crimes, on a mass scale, as would induce a terri-
fied people to kiss his feet with their ardor, and seek to emu-
late their new master by excelling today in a greater evil than
they had done the day before. This was the quality Shelburne
sought in agents such as Philippe Egalité and Jacques
Necker; this was Bentham’s London-trained assets, Danton
and Marat; this was the Jacobin Terror; this was the transi-
tional part played by the thieving whoremaster Barras; this
monster, this Nietzschean superman, was Napoleon
Bonaparte in the role of bandit-emperor. Such a beast was
the Napoleon who launched the first modern fascist empire
which Cheney has presently aimed to reproduce by nuclear
means. This was the Napoleon whose criminal energy
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prompted the crafting of a philosophy of history, and theory
of the state, by that G.W.F. Hegel who had come to adore
Napoleon, but would console himself later by serving the
Holy Alliance’s Prince Metternich and the fascist-like
Carlsbad Decrees.

The cumulative impact of the succession of horrors of the
1789-1815 interval of the Martinists’ rampage, was the birth
of the Romantic movement. This turn away from the late
Eighteenth-Century rise, in tandem, of both the German
Classical tradition’s revival of that legacy of human reason
represented by Shakespeare, Leibniz, and J.S. Bach, and the
1776-1789 American Revolution, sank early Nineteenth-
Century Europe into a renewal of the Romantic legacy of
Rameau, the pro-Satanic Mandeville, and Walpole. The
decadence which was early Nineteenth-Century
Romanticism, rose to the surface with Napoleon’s corona-
tion and subsequent victory over not only Prussia, but,
implicitly, Germany, too, at Jena-Auerstädt. After the awful
outcome of the 1814-15, Metternich-hosted, and fairly
described as “sexual Congress” of Vienna, Europe was
chiefly plunged deeper into the cultural pessimism expressed
as the post-Napoleonic Romanticism of Liszt, Berlioz,
Schopenhauer, Wagner, and others. This decadence was the
source from which later proliferations of Napoleonic tyrants
sprang; these were, among others, Mussolini, Hitler, Franco,
Laval, and Vichy.

The man of evil, hailed by Nietzsche as his reborn
Phrygian Dionysus, had come upon the stage of history, and
was determined to stay and conquer. It is that heritage
against which we must contest today.

Evil As a Religion

Synarchism was not a political doctrine; it was created as
a freemasonic form of pro-paganist religion, a Satanic reli-
gion, called Martinism. The influence of this Satanic religion
is expressed today by, among others, Vice-President Dick
Cheney and his professedly neo-conservative “Chicken-
hawks.” The latter degenerates typify cowardly tyrants who
send others to kill, while they themselves follow the battle-
torn procession like predatory carpet-baggers, like the buz-
zards. Otherwise, the difference between the Promethean, on
the one side, and the sophists, empiricists, and Martinists, on
the other, is not fairly describable as merely a difference in
political commitments, but, rather, a virtual functional dif-
ference in species.

There are chiefly four axiomatic qualities of distinctions
which distinguish matured, normal men and women, from
the sophists and empiricists in general and the Martinists
most emphatically.

This can be summarized as a series of four interdepen-
dent but respectively distinct theses, as I do, as follows, now.

First, a normal representative of the human species is
distinguished from the beasts, by the capacity to distin-
guish objects of thought which correspond to the existence
of experimentally valid universal physical principles, prin-
ciples which exist beyond the reach of sense-perception as
such, but whose existence is susceptible of conclusive

experimental proof. The discovery and proof of these prin-
ciples, first as hypotheses, and then as experimental proof
of principle, is achieved through the human mind’s unique
capacity to recognize the footprint of anomalies in the
ordering of perceived events. The term “cognition” is prop-
erly restricted to references to the process of discovery and
proof of the principles which solve the relevant anomalous
paradoxes.

In the mathematical physics of Gauss, Abel, Dirichlet,
Wilhelm Weber, and Riemann, this defines the physical
reality reflected as the complex domain. The mastery of
that acquired view of the physical reality corresponding to
the complex domain, has been the keystone for the educa-
tional self-development of the youth movement which I
have sponsored.

Second, in many cases, man is able to apply these effi-
cient, universal, but non-perceptible principles to the uni-
verse around us; that, to the effect of increasing the relative
potential population-density of the human species, or of the
particular culture which benefits from that practice. This
distinguishes the human species categorically, ecologically,
from all other living species.

This is the basis for my original definition of correspond-
ing principles of a science of physical economy, a practice of
physical economy which I have defined as Riemannian in
essential form.

Third, the sustainable progress of society depends upon
the transmission of these discovered principles, both “hori-
zontally” and “forward,” through induced replication of the
relevant cognitive experience of replicatable individual dis-
covery by individuals. This process of combined transmis-
sion and creation of ongoing new such discoveries, of both
physical science and Classical modes of artistic composition,
is the proper referent for the term “culture.”

Fourth, the preceding three principles situate the mortal
human individual in such a way, that the mortal existence
of each is implicitly immortal, not as merely a living crea-
ture, but, rather, also as a cognitive being, whose existence
is a contributing feature of the continuity of the culture,
and of the human species in general. The images of the
greatest known scientific discoverers, Classical artists,
heroes, and statesmen of history, exemplify the sense of
cognitive immortality potentially available to each of us.
They who realize this in their outlook and practice, live in a
simultaneity of eternity, within which they are immortal
presences living with us today. The true interest of the
human individual, the only real wellspring of true morality,
is to dwell among those companions forever, even after we
were formally deceased, to prize, above all other things,
that principle of agapē, as uttered by Plato’s Socrates and
the Apostle Paul’s 1 Corinthians 13. The true nature of
man, and the principle of agapē so defined, are inseparable
notions.

Therefore, in summary of those theses: The transmissible
qualities of discovered principles represented by these four
characteristics of our species and its societies, form a higher
geometry embodying them. This geometry is of the form of a
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Riemannian geometry, composed of
an accumulation of known, active uni-
versal principles, principles which cor-
respond either to the individual
mind’s immortal relationship to
nature, or to the principled aspects of
the social processes through which
society is enabled to cooperate in its
mission for the betterment of
mankind.

As the best Classical modes of artis-
tic composition attest, the principled
features expressed by those modes are
as definite and efficient in their
domain, as so-called universal physi-
cal principles in their own domain of
immediate reference. Principles of
natural law, such as those of the
Preamble of the U.S. Federal
Constitution, are included among the
category of universal physical princi-
ples of Classical artistic composition.

As Riemann writes, in his celebrat-
ed 1854 habilitation dissertation, the
“geometry” I have defined here knows no principles as exist-
ing in the universe but its own. No a priori definitions,
axioms, and postulates such as those of a formal Euclidean
geometry, are permitted. Geometry as a whole is a complex
domain, composed, in the one aspect, of the Pythagorean
type of constructive geometry of sense-perception, and, on
the other, the geometry of presently known universal physi-
cal principles. The efficient intersection of the two geome-
tries defines a higher, Riemannian, notion of a Gaussian
complex domain.

At this moment in the history of our planet, it is our prop-
er destiny and potential, to fulfil the intended effects of our
creation: the establishment of a community of natural-law
principle among a system of perfectly sovereign-states
throughout this planet, a work which must be wrought
chiefly by rediscovering and invoking the noblest features of
our history, by our example, by our good will, and by the
influence we should exert to encourage the achievements of
other republics. Remove that one bitter adversary, the cor-
rupting worm of those alien species of Synarchist forces
from within our political-economic system, and the presently
crisis-wracked economic world has reached a place in histo-
ry that we are ready to move into a new era in world affairs,
the era of a community of principle among sovereign nation-
states.

Then, were that done, the Martinists and the kind of
extreme evil such sophists represent would vanish into the
archives of history. That destiny of their species they are not
ready to accept. They are bearers of a religion of terror, a
Nietzschean form of Dionysiac, Satanic terror. That is our
enemy, whom we must defeat; that is the unfinished work
abandoned by the untimely death of one of the Synarchists’

most hated and feared figures of modern history, President
Franklin Roosevelt.

It is for that that we must fight. It is that mission which
defines the only true meaning presently available for the con-
tinued existence of our nation today. For that, we must
defeat the Synarchists and what they represent; it is not suf-
ficient to defeat them once again; we must make that defeat
irreversible. If we fail, their terrorism will gleefully kill us,
and will punish all humanity with a prolonged plunge into
the awful planetary dark age which the present intention of
those Synarchists implies.

2.
Religion, Passion and Politics

As I have stressed in many published locations, most
recently my “Visualizing the Complex Domain,” and more
emphatically in the slightly upgraded edition written for
publication in 21st Century Science & Technology, the usual
trouble with taught mathematics as such, is that it prides
itself, like a seraglio’s eunuch, on its liberation from the nat-
ural passions of real-life practice. This dichotomy, respecting
their view of nature, has not prevented eunuchs, or kindred
spirits among mathematicians, from hating one another, or
doing hateful things to one another’s professional work. The
expression of such moral indifferentism, typical of the “ivory
tower” mathematician since the sophistries of Descartes and
Euler, through the accomplices of Bertrand Russell’s follow-
ers today, has been the greatest source of incompetence, and
destruction, even explicitly outright evil, practiced in the
name of what passes among them for science. Empiricism is
but one example of this.
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The presently most significant result of the influence of
such reductionist disorientation, is a utopianism akin to that
of H.G. Wells’ 1928 The Open Conspiracy, and to the doctrine
of “nuclear preventive war” designed by Wells’ allegedly
peace-loving, ostensibly Synarchist accomplice Bertrand
Russell. The common clinical expression of such formal
indifferentism within those professional precincts, is the
utopianism of an Euclidean or other geometry subjected to a
set of a priori definitions, axioms, and postulates; this is typ-
ical of such utopianism. The so-called “new math” is among
the most despicable expressions of the impact of such folly
upon public education today. The kind of populism, or anar-
chism, or anarcho-syndicalism, premised on substitution of
those allegedly “common-sense” varieties of homespun “self-
evident principles,” which often tends toward fascism, is also
typical.

To avoid catastrophic errors of that or kindred types, soci-
ety requires principles of social practice which are akin to
the universal physical principles of scientific practice, but
which pertain to relations among persons, as distinct from
those reflecting the simpler relations between persons and
nature within the universe around them.

The pathological type known as the utopian, is typified by
the special case of the single-issue fanatic, who would put
the universe itself in jeopardy, should he, or she, fancy that
such desperate measures would compel society to submit to
the fanatic’s choice of single issue. An exaggeration? Not
really. Consider those so-called “right to life” cults which
would stop at nothing to prevent an abortion, even at the
price of killing the infant a moment after it had been born, a
fanatic who would not flinch at the ritual execution of the
probably innocent, in Governor George W. Bush’s Texas, or
snuffing a patient to keep health-insurance payments down.
These are not exaggerations, but instances of actual contro-
versies, sometimes bitter ones, with which I have been con-
fronted in my role as a prominent political figure dealing
with such single-issue groups of sophists.

The supporters of Bertrand Russell were, similarly, pre-
pared to support Russell’s proposal for a “preventive
nuclear bombardment” of the Soviet Union, or elsewhere,
as Cheney is today, all for the sake of terrifying the world
into surrendering the right to national sovereignty, to an
imperial dictatorship under world government. Or, the case
of Moral Rearmament fanatics who found the Hitler
regime attractive.

An apparently less extreme sort of fanatic, is the populist
who argues, that he or she must concentrate on his or her
own local family and community issues, even if that meant
neglecting action to save the nation from a depression which
would wipe out precisely those family and community condi-
tions which the populist professes to protect. The populist’s
mind often dwells within in a fantasy akin to the assumption
that the universe itself is flat. Being a populist, he knows that
he can see that it is flat, even from the steps at his back door!

In economics, for example, the average productivity of
labor of an enterprise in any locality, is a subsumed function

of the level of development of the nation’s and region’s physi-
cal economy as a whole. Supply and price of electrical
power, for example, is a function of the development of a
well-regulated, integrated public-utility system of combined
production and distribution. Deregulate, and the incurred
physical cost of production and distribution must inevitably
soar, while the price of a delivered kilowatt-hour must neces-
sarily skyrocket, as it has in Enron-raped California. Getting
cheaper goods from abroad through “outsourcing” and
“globalization” may seem a benefit, but not if this means
shutting down the places of employment and incomes of the
people of our nation who can no longer buy. Deregulating
real-estate speculation is no boon to the person of average
income who can secure no dwelling at less than nearly
$1,000 or more per month; nor is that a measure which
enhances the security and public health conditions of an
entire community.

This brings us to the integrated role played among reli-
gion, passion, and politics in the matter of the security of a
nation, or, for that matter, the world at large. This overlaps,
but is not quite the same issue as the matter of the
Synarchist threat itself, but it is an extremely relevant, if only
contiguous area, a topic which shows us the kind of corrup-
tion which may lead its victim toward degeneration into a
sympathizer of Synarchist causes. This source of corruption
reveals an additional political dimension in the security con-
cerns which Synarchism touches. It was chiefly by means of
that specific quality of popular corruption, that the U.S. was
transformed from the world’s most productive nation, into
the fallen pleasure-dome it has become since about the time
of the assassination of President Kennedy and the launching
of the 1964-72 official U.S. war in Indo-China.

The issue is the mid-1960s launching, on a mass scale, of
the transformation of the culture of the people of the United
States and elsewhere, from the morality of a productive soci-
ety, into the decadence of a “post-industrial,” “feel good,”
“me” society. It is urgent that the citizens face the fact of the
way in which this transformation of our nation, from
progress to decadence, was brought about by preying upon
the propensity for “littleness” within an emergent adult gen-
eration which has tended, more and more, to flee from the
terrifying combined realities of a 1962 Missiles Crisis, the
Kennedy assassination, and the launching of the Indo-China
war.

‘But, How Do You Feel, Mrs. Jones!?’

Consider the commonly heard expression, “I feel that . . .”;
or, the complementary, “I don’t feel that. . . .” The commu-
nity-activist variety of populist, for example, may not “feel”
that national issues should be raised in addressing a com-
munity’s problem. National policy-issues of health care,
education, power supply, water supply, may or may not be
the direct factor shaping a corresponding local issue; but,
such connections are always implicitly there, and often of
decisive importance in the struggle to define a solution for
the local matter immediately at issue. For example, our
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nation’s tariff and trade policies, and protectionist mea-
sures in foreign trade agreements with other nations, do
impinge, often decisively, on local employment and busi-
ness of a community. The objection to making that connec-
tion, is often expressed as, “I don’t feel that they do”; or,
“Most of my friends and I feel that free trade is the
American tradition.”

The objection in those cases is not a matter of facts, but
simply of a “feeling” which may or may not have any legiti-
mate place in the effort to address the relevant practical
problem.

So, during the late 1950s, the advertising world turned to
psychiatrists for advice on how to give ordinary products an
enhanced, intrinsically irrational appeal to consumers, or
other purchasers, for purposes of marketing. A wide range of
products was transformed, not only in form, but also con-
tent, in a fevered Madison Avenue pursuit of the imagined
lucrative mysteries of sex-appeal. Some of us in business
consulting practice then, wondered how many advertising
executives were writing off their personal visits to their psy-
chiatrists as a “business expense.”

The notion of a democracy of “feeling,” as distinct from
reason, is a potentially fatal contradiction in terms, as the
case of what was for many Germans the fatal vote, establish-
ing Hitler as dictator of a formerly democratic Germany,
expressed a large overdose of “feeling,” but virtually no exer-
cise of reason.

The same kind of emotion-driven aberrations are a major
factor of mass political behavior, aberrations usually falling
into the category of irrational behavior motivated by a
pathological use of “I feel” as a substitute for rational behav-
ior. “How do you feel about the sudden death of your child,
Mrs. Jones?” asks the sadistically gloating reporter, while the
gloating television camera scrutinizes every nuance of
change in Mrs. Jones’ expression. The reporter implies that
the vast viewing audience “out there” would do something to
Mrs. Jones to punish her, if she did not submit to that
Tavistock Institute style in line of questioning.

That behavior of the way television news-reporting often
defines “human interest” today, tells us something important
about our population in general. The TV audience’s tolera-
tion of, even fascination with the spectacle of that sort of
“peek-show” perversion by the TV broadcaster, is typical of
the decadence of American popular culture today! The aber-
rations of that sort to which I referred as illustration, above,
often fit into a psychoanalytical category called “cathexis” by
Sigmund Freud, the matter of emotional attachment to the
idea of an object, or class of objects. The wrong kind of emo-
tion is attached, irrationally, to the idea of some kind of
object.

Cases of such pathological, object-idea fixations, more or
less akin to obsessions, occurring among otherwise sane
individuals, is a relevant comparison to be made in connec-
tion with the kinds of cases of political “I feel” aberrations
referenced above. Much of dirty political campaigning, is
based on inducing such associated, purely neurotic compul-

sions among voters, respecting some issue or candidate. The
case of the way in which Governor George Romney’s
Presidential pre-candidacy was summarily ruined by play
on his “I was brainwashed” on U.S. Vietnam policy, is an
example of this. It was the use of the word “brainwashed,”
not the practical merits of his statement on the issue to
which he was referring—on which he was factually and
politically right—which was exploited to bring his candida-
cy down.

To define the problem, switch attention from the way
that kind of neurotic disorder looks to the advertising execu-
tive’s psychiatrist, to the case of the all-too-typical profes-
sional mathematician, or financial accountant, especially
Enron-style accountants or empiricist economists of acade-
mia. That mathematician, for example, may be a tyrannical
rage-ball in family affairs, but prides himself on being pas-
sionless, virtually schizophrenic, about matters of mathe-
matical practice.

The following summary of the point touches upon my
treatment of the subject of the role of passion in science, as
stated in a slightly amplified form within the second edition
of my “Visualizing the Complex Domain.” This takes us back
to the attack upon Plato by that Aristotle who wrote “energy”
where Plato had written, in effect, “power.” I now refer to
physical geometry as I have described it there, and in other
locations, such as that publication.

As I have indicated, there are two respectively distinct
classes of ideas. On the first account, the human mind is
approximately that of a lower form of life, a repository of
sense-certainties and matching learning from experience. On
the second account, the human mind is unique, relative to
animal life and behavior, in the mind’s noeØtic capacity to
form validatable discoveries of principle from the evidence
of fallacies in a view of experience based on sense-certainty.
The animal reacts to sense-certainty experiences with pas-
sion, or indifference. When the human mind reacts only as
an animal does, that person is rightly considered as either
behaving stupidly, or insane.

Sanity is a matter of the appropriateness of response to a
choice between two distinct species of mental objects: the
first, the objects of merely conditioned sense-certainty; and,
the second, objects which lie within the domain of those effi-
cient universal principles which exist beyond the direct
reach of our senses. The latter principles are of two distinct,
but interacting types. The first, subjects pertaining to the
domain of those universal physical principles which exist
beyond direct sense-perception. The second, subjects per-
taining to principles associated with social processes, with
the interaction among individual, human personalities: in
other words, social processes. Classical artistic composition,
such as the Classical tragedies of ancient Greece,
Shakespeare, and Schiller, are typical of the nature and role
of those universal principles which govern the effective
ordering of responses within the domain of social relations.

Thus, at all times, we must consider both the distinctions
and the relations among the simultaneously occurring, three
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different qualities of experience: first, the simply sensory;
second, pertaining to the universal physical principles of the
individual mind’s interaction with the physical universe as
such; and, thirdly, principles of social processes as typified
by the principles of Classical modes of artistic composition.
Keeping the three sorted out, such that our response to each
is an appropriate choice, is the elementary challenge in
defining categorically sane, as distinct from pathological
forms of both the individual’s, or culture’s mental, and pub-
lic behavior.

In this context, so described, the most common of the
great difficulties generally experienced by most individuals,
and within most cultures, is the difficulty of defining the
existence of objects corresponding to universal physical prin-
ciples. In physical science, for example, the pathological
state of mind is usually encountered as the typical mental
sickness of the empiricist, in substituting algebraic notions
of statistics (e.g., Laplace-ian “probability”) for distinct phys-
ical principles. He can not think of gravity as Kepler, the
original discoverer of a principle of universal gravitation,
defines it, as a specifically Platonic object; but only pathologi-
cally, statistically (“action at a distance”) as the empiricist
Galileo does, for example. The same pathological state of
mind of Euler and Lagrange, as pointed out by Gauss’s 1799
paper, also illustrates the point.

The same subject is addressed by Riemann in posthu-
mously published papers commenting on some crucial fea-
tures of the content of a series of Göttingen University lec-
tures delivered by the influential Nineteenth-Century
German pedagogue and philosopher Herbart. Herbart, a
Wilhelm von Humboldt protégé, who is celebrated for his
exposure of the hoaxes of the Scottish school’s empiricist
Immanuel Kant, made one genuinely outstanding contribu-
tion of relevance to Riemann’s subsequent achievements as a
leading scientific thinker of the past two centuries, the
notion of Geistesmasse. Roughly translated, to reflect the
practical meaning of Riemann’s reference to that term, it sig-
nifies “thought-object”: the object-like distinctness of effi-
cient principles residing among the class of those experimen-
tally-validated Platonic hypotheses known as universal physi-
cal principles.

This notion of such actually, efficiently existing objects
of the mind, as distinct from those merely of the senses, is
the subject of Socrates’ allegory of “the Cave” in Plato’s
Republic. The subject is the distinction of the unseen object,
which casts the shadows impinging upon sense-perception
from those objects which are identified by simple sense-per-
ception. The simplest illustration from modern scientific
practice, is the case of microphysical objects which exist
efficiently within a smallness beyond the powers of the
light-microscope. Nuclear fission and fusion, for example,
exist. The higher view of Mendeleyev’s definition of the peri-
odic table, as focussed upon by Chicago University’s late
Professor Robert Moon, points to an efficient physical
geometry of physical space-time in the microphysical
domain, which does not correspond to any physics confined

within the geometrical presumptions of the empiricist
method.

It is the incommensurability of the crucial anomalous,
empirically defined effects which actually point toward the
existence of “objects” existing, in principle, within nothing
less than the complex domain, which is the most important
prompting of mystification in the scientific and related work
of those still imprisoned within the usual presumptions of
generally accepted classroom mathematics.

So, in the domain of political-economy, the citizen uses
the imagery of simple sense-certainty, and associated
notions of “proximate cause,” to the effect of presuming that
that which is perceptibly nearby is, therefore, the most real;
like the man who, failing to find employment, beats his
wife—mentally, pathologically, implying that since she is
proximate, not only to him, but to the costs of family life, she
is the cause of his failure. He may hate Washington, D.C.,
but only as something strange which he wishes did not exist
to confuse, or dilute his desire to solve his problems by beat-
ing upon something within his more immediate physical
reach.

We see this in pathological forms of religious behavior,
such as the “fundamentalist” who hopes that the Battle of
Armageddon will recur in time to eliminate the problem of
paying next month’s rent, or to escape the lack of ecstasy
which he, or she senses lacking in immediate personal life.
That poor wretch has no sense of actual immortality within
the simultaneity of eternity, and therefore gropes for mira-
cles of a sensuous sort within the reach of something imme-
diately, miraculously at hand: “God will send health and
money next month.”

Still today, our society is crippled by a pervasive lack of a
sense of the intrinsic beauty of individual mortal life, as the
opportunity to relish re-experiencing in our minds the great
cognitive and related achievements of those who have gone
before us, and seizing with happiness the opportunity to
spend the talent of our limited mortal existence for some-
thing good in the eyes of both those who came before us,
and those to come. The poor fellow who can not locate his
existence in the great universe in which we live, can not
comprehend the existence of a Creator who produced this
universe and who embodied in us creative qualities like His
own.

Not knowing our worth as persons, we sell ourselves
cheaply, as it were for a bowl of pottage; or, as we were a
poor Judas, who had betrayed everything good we represent-
ed, for the sake of a moment of fatal corruption.

There are principles out there, universal physical princi-
ples, and social principles of the form to be recognized in the
greatest Classical artistic compositions. To the degree we can
fix our mind’s attention on those efficient objects lying
beyond the shadow-world of sense-perception, we are free at
last. Free from the pettiness which drags men and women,
and entire societies, into the abyss of self-degradation to
which the Martinist cult and its present neo-conservative
expression threaten to doom civilization for perhaps genera-
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1. Soros the Speculator
Soros has been involved in financial speculation since the

late 1960s, at which time he established the Quantum Fund,
N.V., which manages the money of leading British and Swiss
financiers, including the British Royal Household. The
Quantum Fund is a private investment body called a hedge
fund, headquartered off-shore in one of the leading centers of
money-laundering internationally, the Netherlands Antilles.

1990: With the opening of the East bloc, Soros moves into
Poland and Russia with the devastating doctrine of economic
“shock therapy,” to be administered by Jeffrey Sachs of the
notorious Bolivia project.

1992: Soros’s speculation makes big news, as he pulls off
major attacks on the currencies of Great Britain and Italy,
after which he brags of earning more than $1 billion by hurt-
ing the currencies of these nations.

1993: U.S. Congressman Henry Gonzalez (D-Texas) calls for
an investigation of Soros’s manipulation of foreign exchange
markets, including the possibility that the same measures used
against Great Britain will be used against the United States.

1995: The manager of Soros’s Management Fund, through
which he controls the Quantum Fund, takes out an ad in the
U.S. press, which urges the Congress (then controlled by Newt
Gingrich), to proceed with its budget cuts, because such aus-
terity is absolutely required for the financial markets.

1995: The Italian courts, in response to a legal brief by
associates of LaRouche in Italy, launch an investigation of
Soros’s role in the speculative attack on the lira in 1992. (The
suit is dismissed in 1999.)

1997: Soros’s hedge funds launch a speculative attack
against the Thai baht, in a move widely credited with trigger-
ing the great Asian financial crisis of 1997, which destroyed the
economies of Indonesia and many other nations.

2. Soros the Drug Pusher
1992-1994: Soros creates the Open Society Institute,

named for the book by his mentor at the London School of
Economics, Sir Karl Popper. Through the OSI, he creates
both the Drug Policy Foundation and the Lindesmith Center,
funnelling more than $15 million for their activities, which
focus heavily on changing drug laws toward legalization.

1996: Ballot initiatives in favor of “medical marijuana,”
funded lavishly by Soros’s front groups, are passed in
California and Arizona. These are the front end of a cam-
paign that involves up to 25 states.

1997: Soros’s Drug Policy Foundation pours money into a
campaign to legalize euthanasia in Australia.

Meanwhile, in Ibero-America, Soros becomes a leading
financier of the drive to legalize cocaine. He bankrolls a meet-
ing on Oct. 8-9, 1997 in the Colombian city of Medellin, for the
purpose of pushing drug legalization, at the same time as
Human Rights Watch/Americas, another major beneficiary of
his funds, attacks the national forces deployed against the drug
cartels as “human rights violators.” It should be noted that the
pro-drug guerrillas in Colombia are known to be bloodthirsty
kidnappers and murderers, who terrorize the nation.

In the United States, Soros works with the pro-drug

Mayor of Baltimore, Kurt Schmoke, to promote “progressive”
drug policies, including needle-exchange programs. Soros
“donates” $25 million to spreading illegal drugs in the city.

1998: Another Soros-related group, the Andean Council of
Coca Leaf Producers, begins to carry out an armed revolt in
Bolivia, under the banner “Coca or Death.” (The Council was
established by a European group called Coca 95, whose chief
financier is Soros, and whose directors call for free trade in
every narcotic on the face of the Earth: cocaine, heroin, mari-
juana, and synthetics.)

In June, Soros’s Lindesmith Center issues an Open Letter
to UN Secretary General Kofi Annan calling for a “truly open”
dialogue on illegal drugs, claiming that clamping down on
them is worse than drug abuse itself, and demanding that
legalization be put on the table.

2000: Soros moves, through Human Rights Watch, and
through direct funding of Alejandro Toledo’s campaign for
President of Peru, to topple the successful anti-drug government
of Peruvian President Alberto Fujimori. EIR forecasts that the
new Soros-backed government will move to put anti-drug fight-
ers in prison, and bring back the murderous Sendero
Luminoso—which in fact it does, following Toledo’s victory.

2001: In June, the Wall Street Journal gives major coverage
to the decision by Soros, along with billionaires Peter Lewis
and John Sperling, to kick in at least $10 million for the 2002
elections, where they target Florida, Ohio, and Michigan for
decriminalization referenda.

Soros also funds a drive for decriminalization of marijua-
na in Canada.

2002: Soros funds a referendum on the Nevada ballot,
which calls for the legalization of marijuana use, and would
mandate that the state begin growing and retail distribution of
the drug to anyone over 21 years of age. The effort is run by a
Washington, D.C.-based group, the Marijuana Policy Project,
which receives direct funding from Soros, through the Drug
Policy Foundation—which, in turn, has received more than
$15 million from Soros in recent years. The Drug Policy
Foundation recently merged with the Lindesmith Center, a
project of Soros’s Open Society Institute tax-exempt founda-
tion. The new, unified entity, the Drug Policy Alliance, is run
by Soros employee Dr. Ethan Nadelman. Soros has poured
at least $25 million into various dope legalization schemes
over the past five years, and has vowed to substantially
increase his bankrolling of the dope lobby efforts.

The Nevada referendum is defeated by the intervention of
Presidential candidate Lyndon LaRouche.

2003: Soros activates funds for the Bolivian “cocaleros”
movement and its head, Jacobin Evo Morales, so that the
government of Gonzalo Sanchez de Lozada falls Oct. 17, after
a month of violent demonstrations against his rule. The oust-
ed President had been Bolivia’s Finance Minister in 1985,
when the country was advised by Soros’s Dr. Jeffrey Sachs.
Now Sachs and the Soros apparatus are spreading the lie that
Gonzalo Sanchez was ousted because he was waging a war
on drugs (which he was not); a lie they are putting about in
order to use the Bolivia case to fuel similar narcoterrorist
uprisings in Colombia, Peru, and elsewhere.
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